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Preface 
 

Ramtin Attar 
Autodesk Research 

 

Our built environment is the site where our incremental understanding of the world and natural phenomenon 
leads to techniques of creation and modals of construction; a site where our creative capacity in utilizing our 
tools and techniques manifest itself into a world we inhabit. In an era driven by our ambition for 
environmental reform and green design, then we have to question the capacity of our existing methods in 
helping us to achieve deeper insight into the properties of complex systems such as our built environment. 
Using simulation methods to study complex processes and interactions is fairly well positioned in the history 
of technological innovation. However, at this moment of history, the unforeseen behavior of our built 
environment is grabbing more forcefully our attention. The role of simulation either as a predictive model, 
providing us a slice of reality, or as a prescriptive model, allowing us to tweak and explore alternative realities, 
is already widely explored in physics, biology, economics and engineering. Simulation is also a “game 
changer” in how we will fundamentally rationalize and conceptualize the design of our built environment. The 
future availability of massive data simulated through a sea of distributed processors combined with the data 
collected from an instrumented environment are only few exemplary paradigms that will challenge our 
conventional assumptions about the built environment in the near future. 

Moving forward, the key is to push our future developments beyond single-pointed technological solutions 
by conceiving complex causal relationships related to the architecture and methods of thinking and 
collaboration. Our future success is deeply rooted in our predisposition and capacity to shape an integrative 
thinking and approach towards the design of our built environment. Modern technological systems are so 
complex and interdisciplinary groups are needed to share perspective and information in order to create and 
control these systems. 

Unlike other research conferences and symposia that merely provide a venue for publishing research on a 
particular topic, SimAUD will work to build a closer community for collaborative work and co-authoring of 
research that envisions the future of the built environment. This year marks the second year of SimAUD and 
it is indicative of a growing interest in this exciting venue. I would like to thank Azam Khan for his ground 
work in establishing SimAUD and his continuous support during this year’s event. I am grateful to Michael 
Glueck for all his work in designing and building the website and the proceedings, and Rhys Goldstein for his 
continuous input throughout the process. I would also like to thank Gord Kurtenbach and Jeff Kowalski of 
Autodesk for their continuous support and encouragement. At last but not the least, I thank our reviewing 
committee for their diligent work and dedication to assure that SimAUD will continue to publish high quality 
research.   

Ramtin Attar 
SimAUD 2011 Chair 

 

All accepted papers will be published in the ACM Digital Library at the SpringSim Archive. 
Sponsored by The Society for Modeling and Simulation International.  
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Abstract 
The recent development of material performance as a 

key driver of architectural design is currently challenging 
the role of representation and prototyping. This paper shares 
findings from a research project exploring the potential of a 
digital-material prototype capable of addressing this 
challenge. The project examines the possibility of 
incorporating material properties into digital models using 
respectively an analytical and a dynamics-based approach. 
The paper will present three design experiments with 
different material properties all attempting to deliberately 
embrace deformation as a key principle of design. This 
exploration of actively deforming structures is carried out 
using light weight dynamics simulation producing flexible 
and intuitive models for sketching material behaviour in the 
early design stages. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Architectural constructions are traditionally conceived as 

rigid structures that are static in their behaviour. When 
considering the material performance of a brick wall or a 
concrete slab we imagine these as inherently fixed in time 
and space. However, as the project passes from design to 
production the parallel knowledge field of structural 
engineering is focused on the calculation and control of the 
dynamic qualities of these materials. Here, the performative 
role the built environment is foregrounded aiming to 
optimise for maximum stiffness with least deformation and 
to limit the bending, buckling or twisting of materials. 
Traditionally these two knowledge fields have been clearly 
separated, one succeeding the other, but as the tools of 
architectural design change new opportunities for designing 
for and with material behaviour appear. 

The introduction of complex 3D modelling allows 
architects to engage with material simulation. Traditional 
architectural tools such as CAD based drafting support the 
static perception of our surroundings. Architectural drawing 
prioritises the geometry of the building proposal, delineating 
extension while giving little significance to the structural 
tensions and material behaviours of torsion and bending that 
take place within the structure. With the introduction of 
computation, 3D modelling and the ability to program 
models parametrically the direct simulation of material 
behaviour becomes possible. Working deliberately with 
material deformation, architects are able to investigate 
material performance as an integrated part of design. 

This paper reports on three projects undertaken as part of 
a research focus on integrating material performance in 
architectural design. The projects examine a range of 
different materials moving from the mono-material to the 
composite. Our aim with the work presented in this paper is 
to investigate how material simulation can be used to 
explore material behaviour within the early design phase 
both as an analytical tool as well as a design tool. Exploring 
“light weight” tools for dynamic simulation and their 
interfacing with architectural design tools our objective has 
been to understand how simulation can lead to the design of 
new material structures. 

2. RESEARCH INQUIRY 
The architectural design space is traditionally defined by 

the hand drafting and modelling of non-associative 
geometry. The integration of parametric tools has advanced 
this by enabling data-driven “smart” geometry generated 
through a process of defining relationships in an algorithmic 
manor (Kolarevic and Malkawi 2005). Although being 
highly flexible these new tools still prioritise the perception 
of structures as being materially static and rigid. In this 
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design space deformation is therefore typically considered 
as a passive parameter. Geometric description and structural 
constraints are therefore in general manageable. This is not 
the case with actively deforming structures. These rely on a 
more complex set of spatial logics which fundamentally 
challenge the design space. When embracing active 
deformation the physical constraints which govern material 
reality need to be applied throughout the design process and 
therefore geometry may no longer be idealized as rigid. 

As a consequence of this design involving actively 
deforming structures in an architectural context has very 
little precedent. Research within this field is therefore often 
informed by other fields such as garment making (McQuaid 
2005), biology (Lienhard et al. 2010) and ship building 
(Lindsey 2001). In contemporary architectural research this 
field is rapidly maturing through an increased focus on the 
relationship between material strategy, digital representation 
and digital fabrication techniques. A recent example of this 
can be seen in the ICD/ITKE pavilion developed by a team 
directed by Achim Menges at the University of Stuttgart 
(Menges 2010). It convincingly displays how computational 
design, material simulation and robotic production processes 
can result in a novel bending-active structure made entirely 
of elastically bent plywood strips (Kaltenbach 2010). Other 
contemporary examples of this thinking can be seen in the 
work and literature of Michael Hensel (Hensel and Menges 
2006), Mark and Jane Burry (Burry and Burry 2010) and 
Gramazio and Kohler (Gramazio and Kohler 2008)  

Although such projects are proving highly innovative 
most work is generally still being carried out through the 
making of physical prototypes. Often the problem in 
projects that aim to integrate material behaviour such as 
bending or stretching is that the digital representations are 
limited in their scope for abstracting or simulating such 
behaviour. In these projects physical prototyping becomes a 
way of empirically testing concepts without directly 
employing digital representation (Tamke et al. 2009). The 
material prototype as a mode of design therefore engages 
deformation through the medium of physical representation 
i.e. scale models and full size mock-ups. This approach 
suffers several drawbacks being costly and time-consuming, 
lacking sufficient scalability and being very limited in their 
adjustability. The described shortcomings suggests that a 
medium is needed which bridges the gap between 
representation and reality more efficiently in order to better 
engage the domain of actively deforming structures. 

3. THE DIGITAL-MATERIAL PROTOTYPE 
The following describes our initial efforts to define and 

elaborate such a medium through the concept of a digital-
material prototype. This prototype concept embeds material 
behaviour into the digital model and may potentially 
overcome the drawbacks of physical modelling. In this work 
the initial research is focused on conceptual modelling, 
looking at simulation as an early design tool and not only a 
tool for validation and analysis. Our primary goal is to 
develop a framework capable of producing flexible and 
intuitive models which may be employed in a process of 
sketching material behaviour in complex deforming 
structures. This goal necessitates the possibility of 
generating models capable of simulating various different 
materials in an interactive and intuitive manor, so as to 
quickly iterate ideas and concepts. In the following we will 
present and discuss two distinct approaches we have 
developed for digital-material prototyping. In the first 
approach we use empirical data as a basis for informing a 
parametric model simulating bending deformation. In the 
second approach we address the use of dynamics based 
physics solvers for simulating a more broad range of 
material behaviours, this approach is exemplified through 
three specific design experiments. 

3.1. An Analytical Approach 
Abstracting and embedding material properties is 

inherently problematic. We have conducted experiments 
aimed at informing digital models by analysing the 
behaviour of different materials and plotting the resulting 
data into the model using parametric software such as 
Grasshopper and Generative Components. An applied case 
of this approach is the installation Thaw. Thaw investigates 
the use of textile concepts for tectonic structures of an 
architectural scale. It is designed by CITA’s Mette 
Ramsgard Thomsen and Karin Bech for the “Digital 
Material” exhibition at the ROM gallery in Oslo. Thaw is a 
five meter tall woven wall membrane constructed of ash 
slats braced by steel joints. As a material structure it 
explores active deformation through the elastic bending and 
twisting of its wooden members as well as the friction based 
interlocking of the weave. For the design and construction 
of Thaw a geometrically relational parametric model was 
built. Following this the bending deformation of varying 
member lengths were analysed under a range of load 
conditions (figure 1. right). Subsequently the produced data 
set was abstracted into formulas which could simulate the 
“bend” of members using a law curve in the parametric 
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model (figure 1. left). This gave us a general idea of how the 
wood would deform in the structure, generating sufficiently 
accurate geometric data to use for the fabrication of a 
“geometry dependent” skin system attached to the wooden 
slats. The design model also supported real-time feedback 
which was valuable in quickly iterating proposals and 
making design decisions.  

Figure 1.  Left: The analytical bend simulation. Right: Plotting the bending 
deformation which produces the data set driving the law curve. 

From this experimentation we learned that this analytical 
and empirical approach provides highly valuable data in 
understanding the material behaviour. The direct translation 
of this data into a function-based simulation has however 
exposed several drawbacks in representing material 
structures beyond that of the singular member. A model 
based on the isolated deformation of a single member does 
not account for the collective physical interdependency in 
the overall structure. The load-conditions applied in the 
process of analysing the singular component will 
furthermore not correspond to the actual distributed load 
condition for any given member in the structure. By 
comparing the analytical bend simulation of Thaw to the 
behaviour of the actual built structure (figure 3. right) these 
drawbacks are clearly seen. 

This approach of embedding material behaviour thus 
result in models where the part-to-whole relationship does 
not include the distributed material behaviour and 
deformation of the system as a whole, what we refer to as 
the aggregate behaviour of a material structure. Due to the 
intrinsic nature of the analytical model it furthermore lacks 

the ability to incorporate external forces acting upon the 
structure such as gravity, wind or impact. This ability is 
crucial in order to meaningfully embed a property such as 
mass, which is essential, as the compound mass comprising 
the deadload of a structure greatly influences its aggregate 
behaviour. When working with active deformation and 
employing highly deformable materials this holds especially 
true as these display less resistance towards deforming 
forces than their rigid counterparts.  

From these findings it can be concluded that a more 
holistic, exhaustive and flexible method is required in order 
to qualify as an apt digital-material prototype. The 
shortcomings of the analytical approach suggest that a 
decentralized approach - directly embedding material 
properties and physics based constraints into digital matter 
and the environment which it inhabits - might prove better 
suited. In the following this assumption is explored and 
elaborated upon. 

3.2. A Dynamics-Based Approach 
The dynamics-based approach explores the potential of 

integrating physics simulation in our digital models. This 
involves implementing a physics solver which can provide 
an approximate simulation by explicitly defining material 
properties. This provides a decentralized approach with full 
collective physical interdependency and the possibility of 
integrating participating external forces. In current 
explorations on simulation for generative design this 
approach is supported by research at Autodesk which 
suggest that “...physics-based generative design represents a 
paradigm shift from the traditional primacy of object to an 
exploratory approach of investigating interacting elements, 
interdependencies and systems. The integration of 
simulation opens up the possibilities for a more dynamic 
framework in the early stages of design” (Attar et al. 2009). 
Consequently such systems provide better support for the 
needed requirements of flexibility, scalability and 
distributed behaviour. The following presents an 
investigation into the involved factors of identifying specific 
simulation tools and techniques applicable to this agenda. 

4. IDENTIFYING A DYNAMIC DESIGN SPACE 
The description of material behaviour is an extensive 

subject of study with many distinct sub-fields ranging from 
elastic to plastic deformation characteristics, to damage and 
fracture mechanics, to fluid dynamics of gaseous and liquid 
media. As a consequence numerous specific approaches for 
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simulating material behaviour exist within many fields. 
These can be divided into four overall fields of employment: 
gaming, film/animation, engineering and natural science. 

Film and animation is concerned with the simulation of 
physical phenomena with the main issues being stability, 
robustness and speed. Gaming has similar goals but with an 
increased focus on real-time performance and interaction. 
These fields are in contrast to engineering and the natural 
sciences which operate at a wider scope of simulation where 
the main focus is on accuracy, extendibility and reliability 
(Müller et al. 2006). Generally speaking this means that the 
described spectrum of applications can be perceived as 
going from light weight to heavy weight in terms of 
computational overhead and ease of use. The sum of these 
applications furthermore spans a vast amount of specialized 
singular tools as well as more flexible and sophisticated 
multi-physics solutions. This makes the subject extensive 
and more or less inaccessible for designers and architects. 
Determining an appropriate dynamics solver may therefore 
be problematic without specified requirements combined 
with sufficient research on the subject. 

4.1. Light Weight Dynamics Simulation 
Our goals for the use of simulation as a digital-material 

prototype disqualifies computationally intensive and less 
intuitive applications commonly used for engineering 
purposes and analysis such as Ansys, Sofistik or Comsol. 
Such applications do furthermore not interface particularly 
smoothly with 3D modellers commonly used in the early 
design stages by designers and architects such as Rhino 3D, 
3ds Max, SketchUp or Maya. These factors point towards 
the branch of dynamics simulation related to computer 
graphics and the gaming industry. Researchers within these 
fields have historically developed dynamics simulation 
solvers for structured deformable objects aimed at 
interactive frame rates (Desbrun et al 1999, Terzopoulos 
1987). Many of these integrated into 3D packages already 
familiar to designers and architects. Consequently we have 
focused on exploring the potential and applicability of such 
solvers which may generally be described as light weight 
dynamics simulation.  

Precedent in the field shows that architects and designers 
have previously explored this subject in the pursuit of more 
intuitive models for structural and environmental analysis as 
well as the aforementioned generative design processes 
(Zarzycki 2010). This exploration has been driven by 

dynamics solvers utilized “as is” in commercial 3D 
animation packages or by writing bespoke software. 
Common to these dynamics solvers is the approach to 
model objects as a system of point masses (particles) 
connected by elastic springs or constraints (Ahlquist and 
Menges 2010). This method provides a relatively simple 
method for simulating deformable objects exhibiting 
realistic physics at interactive frame rates on personal 
computers.  

Although lacking accuracy and being geared towards visual 
results “…particle systems are related to computer-based 
structural analysis methods used in the design of buildings, 
where the springs of the particle system correspond to finite 
elements used to model structural members” (Martini 2001). 
Despite this promising parallel the implementation of light 
weight dynamics simulation should not yet be adopted as a 
substitute for accurate finite element analysis. Instead it 
should be used as a complementary method for initial 
conceptualization, shortcutting the process by embedding 
similar tools in the design phase where the simulated 
structure can respond to the designers input in real time. 
This enables intuitive and immediate changes to the system, 
thereby increasing both structural understanding and the 
ability to iterate design concepts. 

4.2. A Unified Design Space 
Our design development of new material structures is 

based on experimentation with a diverse and often 
interacting range of distinct materials. The usability of our 
digital-material prototypes is consequently dependent on the 
implementation of dynamics solvers capable of simulating 
multiple interacting materials simultaneously in a unified 
manor. Traditionally light weight dynamics solvers have 
been designed to simulate particular types of objects such as 
rigid bodies, cloth or hair, thereby making combinations of 
such effects problematic due the transference of data from 
one solver to the other (Stam 2009). To resolve this and 
advance the flexibility of physics simulation promising 
developments towards unified and extendable solvers are 
currently being pursued. Based on unified generalizations of 
matter and forces, these solvers are capable of computing 
multiple physical phenomena interacting simultaneously, 
thereby supporting the identified requirements for a digital-
material prototype.  

Within computer graphics and animation these include 
the Nucleus solver, implemented in Autodesk Maya since 
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version 8.5, and the Lagoa Multi-Physics solver, released 
for Autodesk Softimage 2011. Interestingly, similar physics 
solvers are being developed for both parametric CAD 
modellers and text-based programming environments, 
including the Kangaroo Physics plug-in, available for 
Grasshopper in Rhino and Generative Components, and the 
Traer Physics Library, available for the open source 
programming environment Processing. Due to familiarity 
with Maya and the relative maturity and production proven 
nature of the Nucleus solver we have so far employed these 
as the initial toolset for design experimentation and elabo-
ration of the proposed framework. This experimentation will 
now be exemplified through distinct applications of the 
proposed approach in the context of three concrete projects. 

5. DESIGN EXPERIMENTS 

5.1. Thaw: Weave and friction based tectonics 
The first experiment presents a revisit to the installation 

Thaw. In order to confirm the assumption that the dynamics 
-based approach can provide a more accurate simulation of 
the actual behaviour than the analytical we built a new 
digital model using Maya/Nucleus. To inform this model we 
set up a calibration rig. This consisted of ten slats of varying 
lengths locked in one end deforming under their own weight 
due to gravity. By measuring and correlating this 
deformation with corresponding nMeshes (a polygon mesh 
with embedded material properties in the digital model) we 
tuned the parameters of the system and mesh resolution to a 
level where a relatively approximate behaviour was 
simulated (Figure 2). 

From here the existing relational Grasshopper model was 
modified to generate meshes corresponding to the slats used 
in the construction while simultaneously adhering to the 
established mesh resolution. These were exported to Maya 
and converted to nMeshes. To create the meshes for the 
steel joints a MEL (Maya Embedded Language) script was 
written which can generate a joint based on selecting the 
two opposing faces of the slats to join and the angle at 
which they meet. 

Figure 2.  Sideview of the simulated calibration rig in Maya. 

Figure 3.  Left: Equilibrium state of the dynamics-based model in Maya. 
Right: Photo of the built structure with fabric skin. 

With the nMeshes in place the question was how to 
bend, twist and attach the pieces together. The first step here 
was to lock the end conditions at the top and bottom part of 
installation. Following this a considerable number of 
“attraction” constraints, linking one mesh vertex to another, 
were created and key-framed to pull the slats and joints 
together over time. To weave the slats in the correct manor 
each joint was loosely constrained to its world position 
thereby forcing the slats to attract outwards. By key-framing 
this order of events the process of weaving could by 
managed very precisely. In this key-framed timeline the 
slats and joints are connected in three primary stages, 
mirroring the real process, before finally reaching a stage of 
equilibrium in the final step shown here (Figure 4). By 
comparing the results of the dynamic model with the actual 
built structure (figure 3) it is seen that the dynamic model 
successfully manages to approximate the complex aggregate 
behaviour of the built structure very closely.  

From the experiment we learned that the specific order 
of physical events in time is a highly important factor when 
simulating a complex structure such as Thaw. Due to the 
non-parameterized nature of polygon meshes the constraint 
creation could not be automated. The process was therefore 
remarkably similar to the tedious task of manually doing it 
by hand in real life. Beyond the problematic nature of 
setting up the constraints we also encountered issues with 
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making the slats stiff enough without having to use settings 
that seriously affected the frame rate. The behaviour of the 
model is therefore less rigid than the real installation.  

Figure 4. Screenshots from the dynamic model over time. The process of 
weaving the slats and connecting them to the joints. 

5.2. Reef: Minimal surfaces as a method of actuation 
The second experiment explores the simulation of smart 

composite materials. In the responsive ceiling installation 
Reef CITA’s Aurélie Mossé and physicist Dr. Guggi Kofod 
are collaborating on the use of “electro-mechanically active 
polymers” to create self-organizing responsive components 
with embedded actuation. As a material structure these 
components are essentially minimal surfaces bounded by an 
elastically deformable frame. A pre-stretched elastomer 
sheet is attached to a thin laser cut plastic frame resulting in 
complex out-of-plane composite structures. The shape 
change occurs due to the elastomer attempting to minimize 
its surface, thereby pulling the frame and forcing it to bend 
out of plane. The elastomer has the ability to reverse this by 
running an electrical current through it. This enables the 
shape change to go from one state to the other based on 
sensor input. The component can thereby become 
responsive. 

A primary challenge in this work is how to anticipate the 
self-organized shape of the component and thereby the 
design. A secondary challenge is how the overall 
performance of distributed components in the Reef may 
behave as a responsive environment. Through simulation we 

have developed a workflow which can anticipate behaviour 
in both these challenges. 

 

Figure 5. Top: Mock-up of a component for the Reef ceiling installation. 
Bottom: A corresponding dynamics-based model with the elastomer 
undergoing surface minimization. 

To simulate the material behaviour we inform the model 
using a similar approach of calibration as with Thaw. From 
here a CAD-file describing the planar shape of the frame is 
translated into a polygonal mesh. To ensure good mesh 
topology this is done using conventional poly-modelling 
(figure 6). The mesh is then duplicated and modified so that 
one mesh represents the frame and the other the elastomer. 
After converting to nMeshes the two are aligned and a 
constraint is applied which essentially “glues” the two 
together at their nearest vertices. The model is now in the 
planar state where the elastomer is active. To turn it off an 
attribute controlling the “rest length scale” of the mesh is 
used. By sliding this below its initial value the elastomer 
will begin to contract thereby simulating the behaviour of 
surface minimization and changing the overall shape of the 
component (figure 5. bottom). 

Despite the rather liberal mesh interpretation of the 
frame shape it can be concluded that the dynamic model can 
anticipate the self-organized shape of the real component to 
a satisfactory degree. This has been further confirmed by 
simulating the behaviour of other components with 
dissimilar frame shapes. As with Thaw we have encountered 
problems with making the plastic frame stiff enough at an 
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acceptable frame rate. Due to the complex shapes used the 
biggest hurdle in the workflow has however been the 
translation from CAD-file to polygon mesh.  

Figure 6. Left: CAD-file of laser-cut shape. Right: The translated polygon 
mesh divided into the frame (white) and the elastomer (grey). 

To simulate the behaviour of the installation as a 
responsive environment we have distributed components 
into a “Reef”. From here the individual component actuation 
and resulting collective behaviour can be simulated using 
various parametric animation techniques such as “driven 
keys” and “expressions” using parameters such as proximity 
or wind direction as input to which the installation responds. 
This has proven a valuable sketching tool in the design 
process of the installation. 

5.3. Project Distortion: Dynamics as a design tool 
The final experiment explores the use of dynamics as a 

form finding tool in the design of a pavilion for the 2010 
Distortion street festival in Copenhagen. It is the result of 
collaboration between CITA’s Martin Tamke and Brady 
Peters, students and supervisors from the Royal Academy of 
Fine Arts School of Architecture in Copenhagen and the 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in New York. The pavilion 
is a configuration of connected equilateral cones constructed 
from acoustic foam and plywood joined using cable ties. 
Experiments with physical scale models revealed that the 
surface of connected equilateral cones acted like hinged 
triangles. This resulted in an overall textile behaviour where 
the surface is pliable, finding its form through pleating and 
wrinkling. Where these scale models helped to figure out a 
design we needed a more precise model to provide the data 
needed for the fabrication of the pavilion on CNC 
machinery. At this point we turned to dynamics-based 
simulation as a potential solution.  

The input for the dynamic model was an array of cones 
generated through a Grasshopper definition which can 
propagate eight types of cones into an array based on 

parameters such as aperture, height, colour and the outline 
the array. This array is converted to polygons and exported 
to Maya (figure 8). Here it is split in two and aligned to face 
each other. Since this form finding method is a geometric 
exercise informed solely by mass, gravity and collision the 
cones can in this case be idealized as rigid. To attach the 
cones to each other a constraint locking the overlapping 
vertices of the meshes is created. Two adjustable guide rails 
defining the desired footprint of the pavilion are created 
using inverse kinematic chains. To pull the array back 
together and simultaneously attract the base cones to  targets 
on the guide rails a number of constraints using the same 
“attraction” technique as with Thaw is created. Finally the 
gravity on the solver is key-framed. While the geometry is 
being pulled into place gravity is set to zero. As the cones 
connect gravity is put in reverse for a further form finding 
process following the Gaudi inspired paradigm of inverted 
catenary chains. Once the system reaches equilibrium the 
form finding process is complete with a structure that 
inherits mainly compressive forces. 

Figure 7.  Distortion Pavilion. Top: Render of final form found 
configuration. Bottom: Photo of the built structure. 

In the built structure the aggregation of cones ultimately 
becomes structural through bespoke steel braces fixing the 
cones in a staggered hexagon pattern across the arch of the 
pavilion. Therefore the form found geometry was imported 
back into Rhino where a second Grasshopper definition 
computes the angles between the cones and drives the 
fabrication of the braces. The purpose of the model thus 
becomes twofold: part form finding and part fabrication 
data. As figure 7 demonstrates this experimental design and 
fabrication method was successfully confirmed. 
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Figure 8.  The array of cones from the Grasshopper definition translated to 
a dynamic Maya model and the process of form finding. 

6. CONCLUSION: 
We have established that the design of material 

structures based on active deformation may benefit from 
new design tools capable of embedded material behaviour. 
Through the concept of the digital-material prototype we 
have identified unified light weight dynamics solvers 
interfacing with existing CAD tools as a potential design 
space for achieving this goal. Finally we have validated this 
assumption through three successful design experiments 
using dynamics-based simulation. 

The presented work has mainly focused on predicting 
the behaviour of a material system before it is built. In this 
process it has been the design intent which has informed the 
tool. The Distortion project conversely hints at a parallel 
application for dynamics-based simulation in which it is the 
tool that informs the design in a process of generative form 
finding. It can be imagined that combining these two levels 
of information by feeding them into each other might result 
in novel self-designing systems. In our future work we aim 
to explore this aspect more extensively. 

The design experiments also exposed specific problems 
with physics-based simulation. The computational overhead 
can quickly result in the loss of interactivity and the polygon 
based workflow requires high-quality meshes and lacks 
sufficient parametric control. It can therefore be concluded 
that neither the analytical nor the dynamics-based approach 
can fully satisfy the requirements for a digital-material 
prototype as defined in this paper. In our further research we 
therefore aim to experiment with the development of new 
tools and workflows which can combine the advantages of 
both. 
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Abstract 
The desire to be environmentally sustainable gives 

manufacturers the necessary impetus to implement “green” 
technology that previously may have been regarded as less 
important. Traditionally, Energy Management Systems 
(EMS), which handle energy-related activities within 
building services, and Manufacturing Execution Systems 
(MES), which handle production activities, have been 
isolated from one another. Clearly, the integration of EMS-
MES offers a compelling opportunity to make important 
energy-efficient contributions toward manufacturing 
sustainability. Discrete Event Simulation (DES) has been 
very valuable for manufacturing applications as an efficient 
analysis tool to aid problem solving and decision-making. 
This paper analyzes the requirements of EMS-MES system 
integration within the framework of DES.  A case study of 
the EMS-MES system integration for precision sand casting 
production will be explored. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Sustainable manufacturing is achieved by many 

strategies, including improving process efficiency, reducing 
waste, and conserving energy and resources.  Positive 
sustainable manufacturing outcomes translate into an 
improved “triple bottom line” (Elkington 1997), that is, 
financial profitability, environmental integrity, and social 
equity. Manufacturing sustainability has many goals, but a 
primary objective is to reduce energy consumption in order 
to reduce greenhouse gases and prevent natural resource 
depletion.  It is estimated that manufacturing in the United 
States uses one-third of all the energy consumed 
(DOE 2004). Considering that buildings constitute about 

39 % of all energy use, a substantial portion of this 
manufacturing energy is consumed directly by the building 
facility apart from any manufacturing activities. To achieve 
sustainable manufacturing, adequate steps must be taken to 
accurately measure the total costs and impact of production 
operations and the associated building infrastructure.  

Manufacturing facilities are complex buildings where 
many of the production and energy relationships are 
modeled in a suboptimal way.   Part of the problem can be 
attributed to the functionality schism between energy 
management system (EMS), which handle energy-related 
activities within building services, and manufacturing 
execution systems (MES), which handle production 
activities. In effect, MES and EMS are “silo” operations, 
that is, isolated subsystems from each other. Production, 
quality, and other MES data reside in a separate database 
from that of EMS energy and environmental data. The 
sharing of data between the EMS-MES subsystems is 
limited, often manually exchanged, and impedes the ability 
to make sustainability improvements. Clearly, the computer 
integration of EMS-MES offers a compelling opportunity to 
make important energy-efficient contributions toward 
manufacturing sustainability. 

This paper will investigate the sustainability opportunities 
related to the integration of MES control of industrial 
automated production and EMS which is part of building 
services. This EMS-MES integration poses unique system 
and data modeling challenges whose resolution has the 
potential to improve both productivity and energy 
performance for manufacturing firms. Discrete Event 
Simulation (DES) offers an advantageous framework in 
which to formally model EMS-MES and understand the 
integration issues. 
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 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
introduces a “silo” production system architecture to 
highlight the EMS and MES functional requirements. 
Section 3 describes a Unified Modeling Language (UML) 
component analysis of EMS and MES and then proposes an 
initial schedule interface for EMS-MES integrated 
communication. Section 4 performs a sustainability analysis 
of EMS-MES to develop a DES model based on key 
performance indicators. Section 5 discusses a case study of 
EMS-MES integration using DES to model an automotive 
precision casting production facility.  Section 6 contains a 
brief summary of the EMS-MES analysis. 

2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
In manufacturing, numerous system technologies and the 

integration of such technologies are necessary to make 
products. The modern manufacturing plant has a large set of 
interrelated systems but the scope of this paper will be on 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), MES, building 
services, EMS, industrial automation systems found on the 
plant floor and external factors.  Figure 1 shows the 
manufacturing technology of interest in this paper related to 
EMS-MES sustainable integration. These systems, which 
serve to manage some aspect of a manufacturing plant’s 
operations, are not always well connected nor integrated 
despite their common sustainability objectives, which 
include improving energy efficiency. 

Within building services, EMS is a general term given to 
the software subsystem dedicated to energy-related building 
functions (Maghsoodlou 2004).  EMS monitors and controls 
a building’s energy related systems, including heating, 
ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC), hot water, interior 
lighting, exterior lighting, on-site power transmission, and 
other energy-related building devices.  EMS has a 
subcomponent that manages the local power distribution, a 
HVAC subcomponent to manage factory environment based 
on the production requirements, a component to manage the 
lights in the facility and a component for distribution of 
compressed air.   

The basic EMS objective is to accurately capture overall 
plant energy consumption in order to validate the 
manufacturing plant’s utility bills. EMS that is highly 
integrated with production on the plant floor has the 
potential to perform advanced functionality.  Integrated 
EMS can adapt production schedules based on real-time 
pricing to reduce energy consumption for energy-intensive 

yet non-time-critical processes (Steininger 1998). Integrated 
EMS can perform demand side management by managing 
energy demand through direct control of equipment 
operation. (Parker et. al. 2010)  Demand side management 
includes load shedding, peak shaving, and load shifting. If 
on-site energy generation is available, such as solar panels, 
peak shaving replaces some of the utility electricity with the 
on-site electrical power. Load shedding is the removal of 
unnecessary or low-priority loads, typically to reduce peak 
demand when the facility is under heavy load. This requires 
real-time data about the energy needs of the production in 
order to properly reduce the load. Load shifting involves 
moving load from on-peak to off-peak electrical tariff rates. 

The external factors of climate, geography, and Smart 
Grid impact production energy consumption. Cleary, more 
energy resources are required when outside weather 
conditions are at temperature extremes due to heat 
conduction losses/gains transmitted through the walls, 
windows, and ceilings.   Consequently, geography is 
important in understanding the EMS models. EMS 
simulation would be required to employ some means of 
representing local climate and geography in order to predict 

Figure 1 EMS-MES Sustainable Relevant Architecture 
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the EMS behavior. In the near future, EMS must consider 
the implications of Smart Grid utility power, which is 
capable of real-time energy pricing. With the Smart Grid, 
manufacturers could vary energy usage in response to 
dynamic price fluctuations and manage their energy costs by 
shifting usage to a lower cost period. 

ERP is the broad term for the set of manufacturer 
activities that include marketing and sales, field service, 
production planning, inventory control, procurement, 
logistics and distribution, human resources, finance and 
accounting. One of the ERP production components is 
MES, which is used to control processes and infrastructure. 
MES (Qui 2004) are single or multiple pieces of software 
that together perform such roles as machine scheduling and 
monitoring, inventory and product tracking, quality 
monitoring, material movement management, maintenance 
dispatching, and operating allocation.  MES provides the 
information and control link between the process planning 
system (Rehg 2005) at higher ERP level and the industrial 
automation control systems at the lower level. MES can 
perform real-time data acquisition and archiving of the 
operational behavior of the control automation and other 
auxiliary plant equipment. MES data analysis is useful for 
understanding equipment utilization, production scheduling, 
and yield.  

In this paper, industrial automation will be defined as the 
computer programmable control of resources and processes 
that are used to make products. Industrial automation has 
many production requirements, such as high utilization, 
reliability, and scalability. Industrial automation equipment 
includes computers, machines, robots, Programmable Logic 
Controllers (PLC), and material handling devices such as 
conveyors and Automatic Guided Vehicles (AGV). 
Industrial automation that is completely automated requiring 
no workers is termed “Lights out” manufacturing, and 
essentially eliminates the need for many comfort-related 
Building Services. However, in this paper the presence of 
workers on the shop floor is assumed and consequently the 
need to address worker comfort, safety, and health issues.  
In this instance the manufacturers’ EMS must deal with 
managing comfort level and indoor air quality (IAQ), which 
is important not only for workers' comfort but also for their 
health as mandated by government regulation. 

The industrial automation requires a healthy 

environment for workers and local power distribution for 
equipment to operate. HVAC must account for appropriate 
IAQ that complies with Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA), Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA), Center for Disease Control (CDC) safety, and 
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) 
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health 
(NIOSH) health guidelines. For example, OSHA standards 
prohibit worker exposure to an average of more than 50 
parts of carbon dioxide gas per million parts of air during an 
8-hour time period. Taken in the context of industrial 
process that have chemical emissions, compliance to IAQ 
safety, and health regulations can be quite complex and 
require considerable effort. 

3. ANALYSIS EMS-MES SYSTEM INTEGRATION 
ISO 50001 (ISO 2010) is an energy management 

standard that specifies requirements to achieve continual 
improvement of energy performance, energy efficiency and 
energy conservation. ISO 50001 specifies requirements of 
an EMS for an organization to develop and implement an 
energy policy, establish objectives, targets, and action plans. 
To demonstrate conformance to the ISO 50001 standard, a 
company must have a sustainable EMS in place, complete a 
baseline of energy use, and commit to continuous 
assessment and improvement of their energy use.  

Currently, prescribed energy reduction methods in 
industry are often related to lean manufacturing concepts 
and include energy treasure hunts, value stream mapping, 
Six Sigma, and Kaizen events (EPA 2007). Most of these 
methods rely on empirical observation and basic analysis.  
The continuing lower cost of networks and computers 
makes energy data acquisition from production systems 
easier. Increasingly, companies collect process, energy, and 
facility data from the various control and supervisory 
systems on the plant floor. 

Although data collection is routinely done, it often uses 
many (often unconnected and incompatible) data collection 
subsystems, especially when dealing with MES production 
data and EMS energy data (Arinez 2010a). Given separate 
systems and databases, this complicates the effort for EMS-
MES information sharing and achieving sustainability. To 
overcome this dilemma, an analysis of EMS-MES system 
integration will be developed.  
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First an analysis of the EMS and MES components will 
be performed to find areas of functional overlap where 
information exchange is important. UML class diagrams are 
used to organize and describe the subcomponent data and 
functionality (OMG 2005a and OMG 2005b). Figure 2 
shows the UML class diagram analysis for MES and EMS. 
MES uses production planning (not in scope) to generate a 
schedule that assigns factory Resource(s) including 
equipment, personnel, process plans, and facilities, to 
perform a series of Jobs (also known as Workorders) 
containing Operation(s) to make Part(s) as constrained by 
production Shifts. Each Part contains a bill of materials 
(BOM), which is a list of the raw materials, parts, sub-
assemblies, and the quantities needed to manufacture a Part. 
The MES dispatches and monitors the schedule as it is 
executed.   

Figure 2 shows unique MES analysis concepts as shaded 
entities, including the incorporation of a load profile 
associated with a Resource and the energy intensity and the 
IAQ associated with a process. Included in the load profile 
is the new concept of power states, (e.g., off, sleep, idle, 
busy), that refine characterization of energy usage and a 
priority parameter defining the ability of a Resource to shed 
load.  

The EMS subsystem described in Figure 2 is based on 
the IEC 61970-301 Common Information Model (CIM) 
standard (IEC 2003) developed by the electric power 
industry to provide a comprehensive, logical view of electric 
power transmission and distribution. The EMS subsystem 
contains a Schedule component that provides the capability 

to schedule power transactions. A PowerSystemResource is 
defined as a generic power system superclass of various 
derived power system equipment entities, such as lines, 
breakers, switches, and substations.  Note, the lighting and 
measurement aspect of the EMS component is out of scope. 

With considerable potential benefit, the initial focus of 
the integration will be aimed at scheduling. Loose coupling 
between the EMS and MES will be considered the 
important modularity requirement for our analysis (Vinoski 
2005). Essentially, any lower level data will be duplicated 
and then copied into EMS-MES communication, as opposed 
to allowing the EMS full navigability through the MES 
database. Thus, the MES creates an equivalent schedule of 
top level operation sequences with additional data on energy 
and IAQ related activity: operations, resource and loads, 
process energy intensity and waste/emission specifics, and 
down time activity such as maintenance.  Figure 3 shows 
the class interface to integrate EMS-MES scheduling 
activity. 
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iaq: IAQProfile

Schedule[]

MES EMS

 

Figure 3 UML Class Diagram of EMS-MES Schedule 
Interface 
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The rate of EMS-MES schedule exchange could range 
from once at the beginning of a shift to more frequent real-
time exchange. Real-time schedule exchange would be 
important where dynamical disturbances, such as equipment 
or process breakdowns, would mean that less heat is being 
generated on the factory floor, and would imply the need for 
a revised lower-intensity EMS schedule.  

The scope of data contained within an EMS-MES 
schedule exchange could vary from basic coverage of actual 
production, to then adding maintenance operations, to a 
more complete activity summary including all resource 
uptime. The inclusion of up and down transitions is 
important if more dynamical EMS response to production 
fluctuation is required, so that various HVAC, light, or 
power can be adjusted in real-time.  

4. EMS-MES SIMULATION MODELING  
DES is a computer model of a real or proposed system, 

which is well suited for EMS-MES integration analysis. 
DES is particularly effective because it is a controlled 
environment that allows study of Key Performance 
Indicators (KPI) and the sustainability metrics under 
different conditions. Further, these prediction models can be 
developed without disturbing production operations. 
Compared to ad hoc analysis, DES offers a practical 
formalism for system modeling that provides holistic 
understanding and dynamical system analysis.  

The prevailing use of simulation in building-only 
technology has been to refine design, construction and 
operation parameters yielding substantial sustainability 
benefits (Ellis  2008, Issa 2009). The use of simulation in 
EMS analysis is extensive (Contreras 2001), but focuses on 
energy-specific issues, mostly ignoring MES aspects. For 
manufacturing, the use of simulation to study sustainability 
is an emerging analysis technique.  Solding and Thollander 
(Solding 2005) consider design issues related to energy and 
power utilization inside an iron foundry. Heilala et. al. 
(Heilala 2008) propose an integrated factory simulation tool 
for the design phase to help maximize production efficiency 
and balance environmental constraints and present methods 
for calculating energy efficiency, carbon dioxide emissions 
and other environmental impacts. Kuhl and Zhou (Kuhl 
2009) show sustainability modeling and simulation of 
logistics and transportation systems, but does not 
incorporate real-time data collection. Research into 
industrial process and sustainability analysis using Discrete 

Event Simulation (DES) has been illustrated, but does not 
offer much insight into the integration of EMS and MES 
functionality.  

DES data integration involves a number of steps: data 
collection, cleaning and filtering, state and event correlation, 
and finally data fitting to statistical distributions. From the 
production process side, the relevant DES data is idle time, 
part cycle times and disturbance data (i.e., system 
breakdowns). These variables are primarily characterized by 
time, but can have energy data elements (e.g., machine 
loads, process energy intensity) associated to a given state.  

The data is then filtered into KPI by fitting the data to 
statistical distributions. For MES and factory floor 
production, throughput, utilization, and cycle time are 
considered KPI for DES manufacturing analysis. DES 
analysis for energy KPI yields: cost and energy 
consumption and waste. Table 1 summarizes the EMS-MES 
functional and KPI performance metric data requirements.    

Table 1 Functional and Performance Metrics’ 
Requirements 

System Functional 
Requirements 

Performance 
Metrics - KPI 

ERP Maximize return on 
investment (ROI) 
and quality 

job, product and 
inventory costs 

MES Manage and control 
production operation 

throughput, yield, 
machine and process 
efficiencies, 
waste(scrap cost), 
maintenance, 
scheduling 
 

EMS Supply water, power, 
compressed air, 
Maintain healthy 
IAQ 

energy consumption,  
energy losses, 
Indoor environment 
(temperature, 
humidity, emissions, 
heat generation, and 
dust) 

HVAC  Return: air 
temperature, 
air relative humidity, 
air volumetric flow 
rate, 
Supply: air 
temperature, air 
static pressure, air 
volumetric flow rate. 
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Industrial 
Automation 

Produce quality parts 
with high throughput 

cycle time, idle time, 
scrap, part quality 

Equipment High overall 
equipment 
effectiveness (OEE) 
and reliable 
operation  

uptime, faults, 
energy consumption,  

Outdoor  
Weather 

Predict weather air temperature, 
relative humidity, 
sky radiant 
temperature,  solar 
radiation, wind 
speed, and wind 
direction 

Given the production and energy (for both MES and 
EMS) data and statistical characterization, the factory is 
modeled in DES so that potential benchmarks can be run to 
project different operational outcomes. The first DES 
performance metric to measure is an EMS-MES baseline 
using historical energy consumption as well as production 
performance data. The EMS-MES baseline is defined as a 
measurement of the initial period of metered energy and 
production data used as a point of reference for comparison 
purposes. With the EMS-MES baseline, performance 
benchmarking can be done. Performance benchmarking is 
the process of evaluating current EMS-MES performance 
against the EMS-MES baseline (DOE 2010).  Benchmark 
comparison of performance metrics can also be normalized 
and then used for comparing EMS-MES performance of one 
plant to that of other similar plants. Thus, benchmarking can 
be used to compare performance over time, within and 
between equivalent facilities, or to document top 
performers. 

5. CASE STUDY 
The DES EMS-MES analysis was applied to a case 

study of a precision casting production facility.  Figure 4 
shows a high-level overview of the precision casting 
process. The molten aluminum process is responsible for 
melting the aluminum, refining the melt, and adjusting the 
molten chemistry. Once molten, the aluminum is degassed, 
leveled, and laundered to remove deleterious gases before 
being tapped to flow into cores. Cores are made of sand that 
is poured into molding machines to create the contours of 
the casting, then pressed and heated to bind the sand. Since 
the sand casting process is an expendable mold metal 
casting process, the core process builds a new sand core for 
each casting.  Overall, core parts are molded from sand and 
binding elements, assembled into the engine block core, and 

then dried before casting. The casting and finishing process 
is where the molten aluminum flows into the sand cast core, 
after which, the casting is cooled and then casting sand is 
removed from around the now solidified aluminum engine 
block by shakeout, trim, and degating operations 

Core Process

Core Making Core Sand 
Mixing

Core Drying/
Assembly

Molten Aluminum Process

Delivery Degas

LevelingLaunderTapping

Offsite Melting
Alloying/
Refining

Casting/Finishing Process

Cooling

Shakeout

Trim/DegatingProduct

Core
FIlling

 

Figure 4 Overview Precision Casting 

Some observations are in order. Because of intellectual 
property issues, representative data will be given, not actual 
performance data. The precision sand casting operation 
involves hundreds of electrical equipment being controlled -
- robots, conveyors, elevators, sand core making machines, 
saws, etc.  The extent of the casting production size 
necessitated narrowing the initial analysis scope to one of 
the finishing lines.  The analysis was also limited to data 
already being collected by the plant's production system. 
The granularity of the actual precision casting data was 
limited to process steps, which grouped related equipment 
into a cell. Within a process step, raw cycle time casting and 
equipment fault data was collected and easily adapted into 
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process KPI parameters.      

The Finishing process was simulated with three steps: 
Spiral Cooling, Blast Robot, and Degating. These operations 
have resources that were simulated with the Seize-Delay 
process model (Kelton2009). Once the simulated delay is 
completed, the casting is moved forward in the simulation 
lines. Input and output queues are associated with each 
operation, but queue states (blocked/starved), conveyor 
times, buffering, were not addressed in this initial analysis. 
The casting production facility has a target castings yield 
per hour that served as the baseline DES performance 
benchmark.  

Previous work on integrating process and energy data 
discusses the difficulties in integrating and simulating 
process energy (Arinez 2010b). In this case, the commercial 
simulation package only allowed one cost function to be 
associated to a given process state, specifically, burn rate.  
To overcome this limitation, simulation of process energy 
was performed in an entirely parallel sequence that 
summated the energy consumption based on machine state 
duration (i.e., BUSY, IDLE, or DOWN).  

HVAC
Control

IAQ Sensors

Environment

Temperature
Humidity

Outside/Exhaust

CFM
Fan Horsepower
Supply Temperature
Supply  Humidity
Return Temperature
Return Humidity

Supply/Return Supply 
Fans

Return
Fans

Fresh Air

Exhaust

On/Off

 

Figure 5 DES Model of HVAC Control 

To allow easier addition of more cost functions, the 
EMS-MES simulation was based on DEVS (Zeigler 2000), 
an open source C++ DES software package. Figure 5 
models a factory HVAC control that turns on or off fans on 
the plant floor based on a schedule.  The schedule provides 
a description for the supply/return fans and fresh air/exhaust 
dampers. For the fans, the schedule contains desired airflow 
as measured in cubic feet per minute (CFM), with a 

corresponding fan horsepower (HP).  Typically, the EMS 
control is seasonal, one schedule for winter and a higher air 
flow schedule for summer.  Table 2 shows a portion of the 
HVAC schedule, which depending on production energy 
intensity (i.e., on or off) and outdoor weather (e.g., hot, 
mild, cold) would add or remove active fans and either raise 
or lower temperature setpoints. 

Table 2 Illustrative Portion of HVAC Schedule 

HVAC On/Off CFM HP Fresh 
Air 

(CFM) 

Temp 
Setpoint 

Finish 
Supply 

On 55,000 60 -- 78 

Finish 
Fresh 
Air 
Damper 

-- -- -- 55,000 -- 

Degate 
Return 

On 47,000 150 -- -- 

Cooling 
Return 

On 50,000 50 -- -- 

 

6. SUMMARY 
It is clear that a manufacturing plant is a rather complex 

building where many of the process and energy 
relationships are modeled in a non-optimal way. Often the 
building services  satisfy just the nominal worst-case HVAC 
production requirements because  it can be too costly to 
implement more optimal facility services due to the lack of 
collection of equipment and floor sensor data and the lack of 
data integration standards.  Some issues of concern related 
to EMS-MES integration as needed for modeling and 
computer simulation are identified. 

In this paper, the potential for energy reduction was 
analyzed through the sharing of an MES process schedule 
with an EMS energy schedule to understand the issues 
relevant to making this beneficial. In terms of EMS-MES 
integration there is a need for additional MES data not 
typically available (i.e., equipment loads and energy losses, 
and expected process energy use and heat generation).   
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Abstract
The ability to accurately determine localized building oc-

cupancy in real time enables several compelling applications,
including intelligent control of building systems to mini-
mize energy use and real-time building visualization. Having
equipped an office workspace with a heterogeneous sensor
array, our goal was to use the sensors in tandem to produce
a real-time occupancy detector. We used Decision Trees to
perform the classification and to explore the relationship be-
tween different types of sensors, features derived from sensor
data, and occupancy.

We found that the individual feature which best distin-
guished presence from absence was the root mean square
error of a passive infrared motion sensor, calculated over a
two-minute period. When used with a simple threshold, this
individual feature detected occupancy with 97.9% accuracy.
Combining multiple motion sensor features with a decision
tree, the accuracy improved to 98.4%. Counterintuitively, the
addition of other types of sensors, such as sound, CO2, and
power use, worsened the classification results. The implica-
tion is that, while Decision Trees may improve occupancy
detection systems based on motion sensors alone, one risks
overfitting if multiple types of sensors are combined.

1 INTRODUCTION
In addressing building performance, we face a compli-

cated balance between occupant comfort and energy con-
sumption, as comfort and energy savings are often inversely
related [Yilmaz, 2007]. If we are to achieve this balance, in-
telligent building systems are needed that are aware of not
only their occupants’ environment, but also the number of
occupants within that environment. In most office buildings,
the office cubicle is what demarcates an occupant’s personal
workspace. It is within these semi-open spaces that we at-
tempt to detect occupancy.

The ability to accurately determine localized building oc-
cupancy in real time enables several compelling applications;
examples include the intelligent control of building systems,
fine-grained space utilization data collection, real-time build-
ing visualization [Hailemariam et al., 2010], and security sys-
tems. An occupant detector dedicated to a specific cubicle

could be used to inform a Personal Environmental Module,
a device that controls the environment around a single of-
fice worker [Mendler et al., 2006]. With an occupant detector
at nearly every workspace, a central building control system
could minimize energy wasted in the heating, air condition-
ing, and lighting of unoccupied spaces.

Currently, most commercial systems which perform oc-
cupant detection solely utilize passive infrared (PIR) mo-
tion detectors. These systems apply relatively simple analy-
sis to the sensor signal to infer occupancy from the degree
of apparent motion. One problem with these systems is that
PIR sensors fail to detect subjects which remain relatively
still. Furthermore, distant passersby and wafts of warm or
cold air are interpreted as motion leading to false positives.
Traditional approaches also rely on camera-based methods
[Ramoser et al., 2003]. However, these methods require com-
plex video processing and introduce privacy concerns.

In our approach we embed a number of low-cost sensors of
different types into the cubicle furniture. Using these sensors
we measure several attributes of the occupant’s environment:
light, sound, CO2 level, power use, and motion. Through De-
cision Tree analysis we develop a method to deduce the oc-
cupancy of the workspace at any given time.

Figure 1. Physical configuration of sensors installed in a cu-
bicle to help detect occupancy. The red cone denotes the sens-
ing region of the motion sensor.
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Our approach is not without precedent. The authors of
[Tarzia et al., 2009] use sonar along with a simple threshold-
based classifier to develop a computer which can detect
the physical presence of a user. Similarly, the authors in
[Dodier et al., 2006] deployed multiple passive infrared sen-
sors into enclosed offices and used Bayesian probability the-
ory to develop an occupancy classifier.

In [Lam et al., 2009a] and [Lam et al., 2009b], the authors
deployed a wider array of sensor types (various gas sensors,
sound pressure level, illuminance, PIR, temperature and hu-
midity) into an open office environment to count the number
of occupants. The classification methods used by Lam et al.
were Support Vector Machines (SVM), Neural Networks, and
Hidden Markov Models (HMM). Features were selected prior
to classification based on information gain, a statistical quan-
tity commonly used to measure the degree to which uncer-
tainty is reduced by exploiting additional data.

We also treat occupancy detection as a classification prob-
lem, but use Decision Trees instead of the methods above.
The simplicity of the Decision Tree method allows us to ex-
plore relationships in the sensor data. Our approach builds on
previous work, focusing on the following:

• Occupant detection, as opposed to occupant counting.

• Occupant detection within a semi-open space (an office
cubicle).

• The use of multiple low-cost sensor types to improve the
detection quality over a single sensor alone.

• The use of Decision Trees to automatically select the
features with the highest information gain and exploit
those features to construct an occupancy classifier.

• The use of Decision Trees to explore the relationship be-
tween different types of sensors, features derived from
sensor data, and occupancy.

• The use of various performance metrics to rank sensor
types and features.

It is important to note that different applications of an oc-
cupant detector require different levels of accuracy. Whereas
an HVAC system may be able to maintain appropriate tem-
perature levels given relatively coarse real-time occupancy
information, a security system or a power usage visualiza-
tion tool may need to detect even short periods of presence
and absence. Our interest lies in comparing the relative accu-
racies of various occupancy detection options, and so we do
not seek any particular level of accuracy.

2 APPARATUS
We equipped a cubicle in our office with sensors to mea-

sure various attributes of the occupant’s environment. Specif-
ically, the sensors we chose measure those attributes which

we believed could be directly correlated with occupancy and
at the same time provide information about the environment
which may be useful for other applications. The selected sen-
sors measured carbon dioxide (CO2), electrical current (cur-
rent), illuminance (light), PIR (motion), and sound pressure
level (sound). Table 1 describes the make, model and quan-
tity of each sensor we deployed in our test bed. The physical
placement of each of these sensors is illustrated in Figure 1.

Type Make Model Qty.
CO2 Sensair AB k30 1
Current Elkor Technologies Inc. iSnail-VC-25 2
Light Phidgets Inc. 1127 2
Motion Phidgets Inc. 1111 1
Sound Phidgets Inc. 1133 1

Total 7
Table 1. Sensors used in cubicle during the study.

Current sensor A (CurrentA) measures the current drawn
by a computer monitor with a 15 minute power saving timer
enabled. Current Sensor B (CurrentB) measures the current
drawn by a desktop computer. Light sensor A (LightA) and
light sensor B (LightB) are positioned to capture the con-
ditions of the shared overhead lighting system. The motion
sensor is placed such that its sensing region cuts the enclosed
space of the cubicle thereby eliminating unwanted interfer-
ence from passersby. The CO2 sensor is located atop the oc-
cupant’s desk between their keyboard and monitor so as to
optimally capture exhaled CO2. Lastly, the sound sensor is
positioned so as to capture the voice of the occupant and their
visitors from multiple directions while minimizing occlusion.

3 DATA COLLECTION
For our experiment we collected data for a single cubicle

in our office over a contiguous seven day period, including
weekends and business off hours. Ground truth occupancy
data was obtained by recording the occupant using a conven-
tional camera. A human operator would periodically review
the video and produce a schedule, accurate to the minute, of
when the occupant was present in their cubicle.

Sensor data was represented by sequences of time-value
pairs. For two consecutive pairs < tn,vn >,< tn+1,vn+1 >,
value vn spans the time interval [tn, tn+1). A new time-value
pair would only be output if the value changed by a fixed
sensor-dependent amount. Thus the sampling rate varied on
a per sample basis depending on the variability of the sensor
data. Noisy data, such as that produced by motion or sound
sensors, would typically be acquired at the maximum sam-
ple rate of 2 Hz. The CO2 sensor, light sensors, and computer
current meter were captured at moderate sample rates. The
relatively stable computer monitor current meter output rel-
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atively few time-value pairs. Over the testing period we col-
lected roughly 41 million data points, as indicated in Table 2.

Type Number of Data Points
CO2 2, 233, 542
CurrentA 132, 358
CurrentB 3, 980, 179
LightA 1, 137, 060
LightB 1, 361, 186
Motion 14, 066, 006
Sound 18, 889, 586
Total 41, 799, 917

Table 2. Number of raw sensor data samples collected over
seven consecutive days.

4 OCCUPANCY DETECTION FEATURES
Occupancy detection can be formulated as a classification

problem in which a set of features must be automatically as-
sociated with one of several classes. In this context, a feature
is a function of sensor data over a period of time, and a class
is a representation of occupancy at a single point in time.

The simplest classifiers for occupancy detection use only
a single feature and two classes. In [Padmanabh et al., 2009],
for example, the state of a conference room is classified based
on the number of times a microphone value exceeds a thresh-
old in a 5-minute time interval (the feature). If the threshold
is exceeded more than twice, a meeting is assumed to be in
progress (one class); otherwise, the conference room is as-
sumed to be in the “no meeting” state (the other class).

Our approach is similar to [Lam et al., 2009a] in that it ex-
ploits numerous features derived from multiple sensor types.
However, because the classifiers in [Lam et al., 2009a] aim
to count the number of occupants in a space, separate classes
are used for vacancy, 1 person, 2 people, 3 people, etc. We use
only two classes: one which represents the absence of any oc-
cupants and one which represents the presence of at least one
occupant.

Expressions of the following form denote the value of a
feature at time t:

〈type of feature〉2 j(〈type of sensor〉)[t]

The integer j indicates that the feature value is calculated
over a time period starting at time (t− 2 j·∆t) and ending at
time t, where ∆t is an arbitrary duration. With this notation
and a ∆t value of 1 minute, for example, AVG25(CO2)[11: 58]
represents the average value of a carbon dioxide sensor from
11:26 to 11:58. Note that the time period over which a fea-
ture value is calculated precedes the time label t. Our focus
on real-time applications motivates the use of only past infor-
mation to detect occupancy.

Certain types of features provide more information when
applied to certain types of sensors. That said, our approach is
to apply every type of feature to every type of sensor. The task
of identifying the most informative sensor-type/feature-type
combinations is left to the classification method, as described
later.

The equations that follow define our feature types, with X
representing any sensor and X(t) denoting the sensor reading
at time t. The first feature we calculate is the average value
over a duration of ∆t.

AVG20(X)[t] =
1
∆t
·
∫ t

t−∆t
X(t)dt

As a sensor’s raw data can often be interpreted as a step
function, the integral above can generally be evaluated as a
sum of duration-weighted sensor readings. Similarly, the in-
tegral in the ( j = 0) root mean square (RMS) error feature be-
low can in most cases be treated as a weighted sum of squares.

RMS20(X)[t] =

√
1
∆t
·
∫ t

t−∆t
(X(t))2 dt− (AVG20(X)[t])2

The rationale for using time interval widths based on pow-
ers of 2 is that the ( j + 1)th set of features can be obtained
efficiently from the jth set. We define an upper limit jmax to
constrain the number of feature values. Below are the AVG
and RMS feature calculations for time intervals of duration
2·∆t, 4·∆t, 8·∆t, ..., 2 jmax ·∆t.

AVG2 j+1(X)[t] =
AVG2 j(X)[t−2 j·∆t]+AVG2 j(X)[t]

2

RMS2 j+1(X)[t] =
√

MS+MSX
2 − (AVG2 j+1(X)[t])2

where MS = (RMS2 j(X)[t−2 j·∆t])2 +(RMS2 j(X)[t])2

and MSX = (AVG2 j(X)[t−2 j·∆t])2 +(AVG2 j(X)[t])2

For j ≥ 1, we use four additional types of features per sen-
sor. The two below capture the change in the average sensor
value and root mean square error over time.

∆AVG2 j+1(X)[t] = AVG2 j(X)[t]−AVG2 j(X)[t−2 j·∆t]

∆RMS2 j+1(X)[t] = RMS2 j(X)[t]−RMS2 j(X)[t−2 j·∆t]

The final two types of features are |∆AVG| and |∆RMS|, the
absolute values of the feature types defined above.

The set of features defined above can be used with a wide
range of different classification methods. A good overview
of various methods can be found in [Kotsiantis, 2007]. We
chose Decision Trees, which have received little attention for
cubicle-based occupancy detection.
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5 DECISION TREE METHOD
True to its name, the Decision Tree classification method

selects a class by descending a tree of possible decisions.
At each internal node in the tree, a single feature value is
compared with a single threshold value. One of the two child
nodes is then selected based on the result of the comparison.
When a leaf node is reached, the single class associated with
that node is the final prediction. Correlations between fea-
tures can be exploited, as a particular node’s feature will only
be used if the features of upper nodes produce a certain path
through the tree. For an example of a decision tree, see Fig-
ure 4.

A decision tree is generated automatically from training
data, sets of features coupled with known classes. As ex-
plained in [Quinlan, 1996], the feature selected for the root
node of the tree is the one with the highest information gain,
and the threshold is selected based on a quantity known as
the gain ratio. For a lower node, the feature and threshold
are selected in the same fashion using the subset of the train-
ing data that would reach that node. Nodes are only created
if they are reached by at least K points in the training data,
for some arbitrary K. The tree is also pruned according to
the Minimum Description Length principle, as described in
[Mehta et al., 1995].

The Decision Tree method is compelling in part because
the trees themselves are intuitive and informative. Each path
through a tree consists of a combination of features which
tend to work together to distinguish between classes. This
simplicity gives useful insights into the inner workings of
the method. In contrast, the outputs from alternative meth-
ods such as SVM, Neural Networks and HMM, as used in
[Lam et al., 2009a], are very difficult to interpret and respond
to in an exploratory manner. Also, these methods leave fea-
ture selection to the user, whereas the Decision Tree method
has this process built-in. Lastly, unlike SVM, Decision Tree
analysis are not sensitive to the scale of the input data, so no
conditioning of the data is necessary.

One weakness of Decision Trees is the danger of over-
fitting, where statistically insignificant patterns end up neg-
atively influencing classification results. The pruning men-
tioned above reduces the risk of overfitting, but results in
smaller decision trees that exploit fewer features.

6 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We used the open source application KNIME (Konstanz

Information Miner) 2.1.2.0024559 [Berthold et al., 2007] as
the environment to conduct our data analysis. KNIME is an
application which provides a number of data mining and sta-
tistical analysis algorithms. Specifically, we used its Decision
Tree implementation to conduct our study.

The data suppled to KNIME was prepared outside of the
application using Python scripts which would calculate the

feature values and align them based on time. We chose ∆t = 1
minute; thus, for every sensor and every minute, dozens of
raw samples were reduced into an average value and a noise
level (the AVG1 and RMS1 features in Section 4). From these
1 minute values, additional features were calculated for time
intervals of widths 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 minutes. The 64-
minute maximum time width corresponds to jmax = 6 (64 =
2 jmax ·∆t). No single feature would use data from more than
64 minutes in the past.

In the end we had 7 individual sensors, 2 types of fea-
tures calculated for a time width of 1 minute, and 6 types
of features calculated for each of 6 longer time widths. This
yielded a vector of 266 feature values for each minute of ac-
quired data. The vectors were used in conjunction with the
occupancy data to train and test Decision Trees classifiers.
We limited the size of the decision trees by selecting K = 10.

7 RESULTS
The experiment consisted of several trial conditions, each

involving different combinations of features. All conditions
were evaluated using seven-fold cross validation. This means
that for a given day in our data set, we used the data from
that day as the validation set and used the data from the six
remaining days to train the classifier. A result for each of
the seven days was produced by calculating the percentage
of correctly classified validation points. A single measure of
accuracy was produced for the experiment by averaging all
seven results. Occupancy detection accuracies are reported in
Table 3.

CO2 Current Light Motion Sound Accuracy
× 81.019%

× 90.787%
× × × × 94.242%
× 94.679%

× 96.267%
× × × × × 96.267%

◦ 97.943%
× × × 98.213%

× 98.441%
Table 3. Occupancy detection accuracies achieved using
various combinations of sensor types. Each × indicates that
all features of the associated sensor type were made available
for the associated trial condition. The ◦ indicates that only a
single motion feature was used.

It is important to recognize that these classification accu-
racies are sensitive to the time interval ∆t, the behavior of
the observed occupant, and other experimental conditions. In
a different setting, for example, a CO2-based classifier may
yield an accuracy significantly higher or lower than the 94.7%
we obtained. However, based on these results, it is reasonable
to suspect a CO2-based classifier to outperform a light-based
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detector in an office setting, and a motion-based detector to
outperform both. Our analysis focuses not on the overall mag-
nitude of the classification accuracies, but rather on the rela-
tive differences in accuracy obtained for each set of condi-
tions.

7.1 Results by Sensor Type
As a baseline measurement, we ran trials using all features

of only one sensor type at a time. Light features performed
the worst at determining occupancy, followed by sound, CO2
and current. The best performing group of features of a single
sensor type were those derived from motion.

We then ran trials in which the classifier was trained with
combinations of features derived from multiple sensor types.
By combining features of all sensor types except the best per-
forming sensor, motion, we achieved a classification accuracy
greater than that of light and sound features alone. Adding
motion features to the mix yielded an accuracy greater than
that of CO2 and current features alone. Under the assumption
that overhead lighting conditions and electricity consumption
were leading to dubious classifications, we removed features
of those sensor types. Removing light and current improved
accuracy by 2%.

Surprisingly, no classifier trained with features of multi-
ple sensor types was able to outperform the classifier trained
with motion features alone. In fact, a decision tree trained
with all available data from all sensors performed worse than
a single-node decision tree exploiting only one motion fea-
ture. The use of a single-node decision tree is equivalent to
applying a threshold to a single feature. A multi-node deci-
sion tree still produced the best results, but only when using
motion features at all nodes.

Each of the experiments we described so far exhibited dif-
ferent characteristics on the weekend when the occupant was
not present for 48 straight hours. While the classifier that was
trained using only motion features gave us the best accuracy
overall, it was only able to achieve 98.3% accuracy over the
weekend. However, classifiers trained with either current fea-
tures or sound features were able to achieve 100% classifica-
tion accuracy during this period of extended absence.

7.2 Results by Feature Type
Here we attempt to quantify which features in particu-

lar proved to be the most useful in determining occupancy.
The metric below computes a non-dimensional score value
for each feature. High scores indicate high importance, and
vice versa. The scoring formula favors features which are fre-
quently used by decision nodes and are used at decision nodes
which are close to the root of the tree.

Score(feature) = Occurrences(feature)· 1
2AvgTreeDepth(feature)

For example, suppose that the feature ∆RMS64(Sound) oc-
curs in three decision trees at levels 1, 2, and 4. The score for
this feature is then calculated as follows.

Score(∆RMS64(Sound)) = 3· 1
2(1+2+4)/3 = 0.595

We applied the formula to the set of seven decision trees
produced for the trial condition in which all features of all
sensor types were used. A summary of the top 16 scoring fea-
tures is depicted in Figure 2. Overall, the feature most highly
favored by the method was RMS2(Motion), as this feature
was chosen as the root decision in most trees. The relative
strength of this feature is further emphasized by the fact that
in all trees, decisions which were children of decisions based
on RMS2(Motion) very rarely chose a different classification
than was already chosen by RMS2(Motion). As indicated in
Table 3, this feature alone produced a classification accu-
racy of 97.9%. The addition of other motion features only
increased the accuracy to 98.4%.

Figure 2. Simple feature scoring based on weighted feature
occurrences in decision trees.

8 DISCUSSION
Simultaneously using features derived from multiple sen-

sor types was no better than using features derived from a mo-
tion sensor alone. Our initial intuition was that the presence of
additional sensor types would allow us to capture occupancy
trends which a motion sensor alone is unable to detect. How-
ever, it seems that the presence of additional sensor types did
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Figure 3. Plot of three features and both predicted and actual occupancy for a single day. For occupancy signals, the upper
level indicates presence and the lower level indicates absence. The time periods A and B are discussed in Section 8.

as much harm as good. Here we analyze one of the classifiers
to illustrate how additional sensor types sometimes improve
occupancy detection, yet sometimes undermine it.

Figure 3 provides plots of the root feature of the
classifier, RMS2(Motion), the two second-level features,
AVG1(CurrentA) and RMS2(CurrentA), the predicted occu-
pancy, and the actual occupancy. The predicted occupancy
was produced by the decision tree trained using all features
of all sensor types. The tree itself is shown in Figure 4.

Over time period A, RMS2(Motion) produces a spike that
crosses the threshold 17.295 when the occupant is not present.
In the absence of additional features, this would result in a
classification error. However, since AVG1(CurrentA) is below
its own threshold of 0.133 over the same time period, it cor-
rectly classifies the occupant as being absent. The additional
sensor type, in this case a current meter on the computer mon-
itor, improves the classification based on motion data alone.

Over time period B in Figure 3, we can see that
RMS2(Motion) is well below the threshold 17.295, correctly
classifying the occupant as absent. However, when we de-

Figure 4. Top two levels of a decision tree trained using all
features of all sensor types.
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scend one level in the tree, RMS2(CurrentA) undoes the cor-
rect classification produced by motion. Here the presence
of an additional sensor type leads to a misclassification that
would not have otherwise occurred. This is an example of
how overfitting may occur in a decision tree, where a low-
level node exploits a misleading pattern in the training data.

In our experiment, cases like that of time period B out-
weighed cases like that of time period A. In some instances
the additional sensors of various types corrected decisions
based on the motion sensor alone. But surprisingly, in a
greater number of instances the motion-based classification
ought not to have been changed.

Classification errors can be loosely classified into two cate-
gories: transition errors and spurious errors. Transition errors
occur over time periods when the occupant has just arrived or
has just left their workspace. When these types of errors occur
the classifier is typically late to predict the transition change
by an average of one to two minutes. This type of error is
largely due to the fact that we only use past data to inform
our classifications, generally making the predictor unable to
output a state change until past information of the transition is
available. Transition errors may also be introduced by slight
inaccuracies in the ground truth occupancy data. For instance,
the video observer may have marked the occupant absent be-
fore they were entirely out of sensor range.

We describe all other classification errors as spurious. Spu-
rious errors can be credited to a multitude of factors including
limited training data, inadequate selection of features, overfit-
ting, or anomalies in sensor values or occupancy data.

We found that the majority of classification errors were
transition errors. A close examination of Figure 3 reveals sev-
eral transition errors where the vertical edges of the two oc-
cupancy plots do not perfectly align. There are also a few
noticeable spurious errors in the plots, the first appearing as a
brief predicted absence about halfway between time periods
A and B. In building automation applications, relatively short
misclassification errors of either type may be tolerable. How-
ever, spurious errors are less tolerable when collecting data to
calibrate simulations and perform real-time monitoring.

One should be aware that the make and model of sensors
used for training must be the same as what is used for classi-
fication. To illustrate why, consider a motion sensor that out-
puts a non-standard non-dimensional value. In this case, one
make of motion sensor is not necessarily able to use the deci-
sion thresholds arrived at via training with a different motion
sensor. Even sensors which output dimensional values such
as current (Amperes) and sound (Decibels) are subject to the
same limitations, as sensing ranges, resolutions, and sampling
frequencies vary by sensor make and model.

9 CONCLUSION
Having improved occupant detection accuracy from 97.9%

to 98.4% in our study, Decision Trees may well outperform
simple thresholds when applied to multiple features derived
from a single motion sensor. Interestingly, the inclusion of
other types of sensor data did not improve overall accuracy
when combined using a decision tree. The implication is that,
while Decision Trees may improve occupancy detection sys-
tems based on motion sensors alone, one risks overfitting if
multiple types of sensors are combined.

It remains intuitive that the use of other types of sensors in
conjunction with motions sensors could improve an occupant
detection system. However, in light of our results, it might be
best to explore alternative classification methods known to be
less prone to overfitting.

Despite mixed results in terms of classification accuracy,
we demonstrated how Decision Trees can be used to explore
the relationship between sensor types, features, and occu-
pancy. The method is compelling in large part because one
can understand how each sample was classified, and often de-
termine the cause of a classification error.

If deployed, our occupancy detection method might have
to be adjusted to suit the particular application. The objective
of our study was to detect present occupancy at a one-minute
resolution, which could be useful for visualization and secu-
rity applications. For a building control system, one might
modify the method to predict occupancy between the present
time and an hour or two in the future. In some applications,
the real-time aspect of our classifier may not be priority. For
example, if one is collecting occupancy data to calibrate a
simulation of occupant behavior, then it should be reasonable
to use future sensor data as well as past information to pro-
duce the feature values.

Future work will need to focus on capturing data from not
only different individuals, but individuals who exhibit consid-
erably different behavior in a wide variety of settings. For ex-
ample, an occupant who is primarily a computer user would
produce different patterns in the sensor data and occupancy
profiles that one who spends more time on the phone. Data
from a diverse set of occupants may yield a generic classi-
fier that is able to detect the presence and absence of many
different individuals.
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Abstract 
The arrangement of video sensors – in closed-circuit 

television (CCTV) systems, for instance – can have drastic 
effects on the efficiency and cost of the final system.  In the 
present work, I describe a tool designed for rapid 
construction of simulated video sensor layouts that allows 
quantification of sensor coverage and cost estimation to be 
determined prior to installation; thus, avoiding costly 
changes during or after the installation.  Most previous work 
in this area either considers sensor coverage only in a 2D 
space or requires significant preparation to achieve accurate 
results in 3D.  In the present work, I describe an 
implementation of a novel coverage-analysis algorithm that 
uses the geometry of image formation to cast rays from 
simulated video sensors through the monitored area to 
estimate sensor coverage at every 3D location.  
Visualization techniques of the acquired sensor coverage 
data are additionally presented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The use of closed-circuit television (CCTV) systems, on 

which I focus in the current work, has seen a rapid increase 
in the past decade.  For instance, an estimated 4.2 million 
CCTV cameras are deployed in the UK alone as of 2004 
(McCahill et al. 2004).  Aside from the privacy and 
effectiveness conversations that are now in the spotlight due 
to the massive deployment of CCTV systems in public 
spaces, novel research regarding sensor placement, 
networking, and event detection are rapidly becoming more 
commonplace. 

When designing a CCTV system, or indeed any video 
sensor layout, many factors need to be considered.  As the 
monitoring region expands to cover greater and greater area 

– sometimes reaching neighborhood- or city-wide coverage 
– these factors can become critical in controlling cost and 
ensuring the effectiveness of the CCTV system.  For 
instance, issues such as spatial resolution and angular 
coverage of certain 3D locations can mean the difference 
between successful deployment of a face-recognition 
algorithm, and egregious overlap in sensor coverage can 
increase system cost dramatically. 

1.1. Previous Work 
Research related to coverage analysis has roots in a 

computational geometry problem commonly referred to as 
the art gallery problem.  In the art gallery problem, the goal 
is to place a minimum number of guards such that all wall-
positions are observable by at least one guard; see O’Rourke 
(1987) for a review. 

Most of the research regarding the art gallery problem 
and its variants has ignored certain, significant real-world 
constraints inherent in the placement of video sensors.  As 
such, some researchers have extended the art gallery 
problem to include such considerations as limited field of 
view, visibility, and spatial resolution.  Erdem and Scarloff 
(2004) present an algorithm for the placement of static and 
active video sensors that incorporates such considerations. 

While the large majority of work related to video sensor 
coverage and placement has focused on 2D spaces (e.g., 
Erdem and Scarloff, 2004; Yabuta and Kitazawa, 2008), 
some have recently considered the problem in 3D spaces.  
Murray et al. (2007) describe a process for placing sensors 
while considering occlusion in 3D, but base their work on 
the assumed existence of a visibility algorithm.  Becker et 
al. (2009) describe a method for placing cameras in a 3D 
environment based on the visibility of individual 3D 
locations.  However, this work does not consider the 
quantification of visibility, but treats coverage of the 
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locations binarily as either visible or not visible.  Finally, 
van den Hengel (2009) present a method for placement of 
video sensors in a 3D environment based on the visibility of 
‘marker locations’ that meet a minimum criterion – e.g., 
number of pixels that observe the marker.  This work also 
does not describe quantitative coverage analysis – aside 
from the definition of a minimum criterion – and, 
furthermore,  the 3D model must be manually annotated 
with meta-data, which appears to be a slow process. 

Perhaps the previous work most closely related to the 
present work, is a commercial product known as VideoCAD 
(http://www.cctvcad.com), which includes many 
functionalities to aid in the creation of CCTV systems.  
However, while VideoCAD does provide an interface for 
designing CCTV layouts, it does not allow quantitative 
analysis of sensor coverage. 

1.2. Overview 
In the present work, I describe Sensor Placement Tool 

(SPtool, a non-commercial, internal tool used by Mitsubishi 
Electric), which facilitates rapid construction of 3D 
environments and effective video sensor layouts.  To start, 
users construct a 3D representation of the environment they 
wish to monitor by adding and manipulating 3D models 
using GUI controls common in 3D modeling and CAD 
software.  Since 3D modeling software has become 
commonplace through products such as Google Sketchup, 
Blender, and 3DS Max among many others, details 
regarding the construction of 3D environments are omitted 
here.  Figure 1 illustrates the standard layout and GUI 
components of SPtool as well as a sample environment 
constructed with the software. 

Once constructed, users add and orient virtual video 
sensors within the 3D environment.  Analysis and 
visualization of the sensor coverage – a measure indicating 
how much or how well the environment is observed by the 
sensor(s) – is automatically performed to aid users in 
determining the most effective sensor layout. 

In the following section, I describe the coverage analysis 
and visualization algorithms implemented in SPtool, and in 
Section 3, I provide a discussion of SPtool and potential 
extensions for making the techniques discussed here more 
applicable to sensor placement tasks in general. 

 
Figure 1. Illustration of the SPtool GUI and the components that 
comprise it.  Component 1 is the primary view window, where users 
interact with the environment and video sensors.  Component 2 provides 
a virtual view from sensors within the environment.  Finally, component 
3 is a properties grid, where users can customize the parameters of 
selected 3D models, selected video sensors, environment parameters, or 
the sensor coverage analysis and visualization. 

2. CONSTRUCTING THE SENSOR LAYOUT 
Following construction of the environment, users place 

and orient video sensors in the environment using simple 
GUI operations.  Parameters of the camera(s) (e.g., sensor 
width or image dimensions) and lens (e.g., focal lengths) are 
manipulated using the properties grid. 

2.1. Coverage Computation 
Previous approaches to computing coverage by a set of 

video sensors have largely computed coverage as the 
percentage of a 2D floorplan observed by one or more 
sensors.  This can lead to drastic errors between the 
computed coverage and the intuitive sense of coverage due 
to such considerations as partial occlusions (e.g., cubicles) 
or monitoring height (e.g., it may be critical that the sensors 
selectively observe the faces of people in the monitored 
area).  As such, I have developed a method to compute 3D 
sensor coverage that automatically handles such 
considerations, which I briefly describe in the following 
paragraphs. 

Figure 2 illustrates the rough steps of the algorithm used 
in the present work to compute sensor coverage.  The first 
step in coverage analysis, is to compute a bounding box that 
entirely encloses the target environment (Figure 2a; 
environment geometry is omitted for clarity).  The bounding 
box is then divided into a regular grid of voxels (Figure 2b; 
voxel sizes are exaggerated for clarity), which store raw 
sensor coverage data for computing quantitative measures of  
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sensor coverage.  In order to determine the raw data stored 
in the voxel, I employ a straightforward ray-casting 
algorithm based on the geometry of image formation. 

As is done with traditional ray-casting rendering 
techniques, a single ray is projected (Figure 2c), for each 
pixel, from the focus of the sensor, through the 
environment, to the point where it either intersects an object 
in the environment or exits the bounding box.  If the ray 
were part of a rendering algorithm, it would perform 
scattering and integration of light to determine each pixel’s 
final color value.  However, it is only necessary here to 
determine which voxels it traverses (Figure 2d) before either 
intersecting an object or exiting the environment.  Many 
algorithms exist for tracing a ray through a regularly 
sampled volume (e.g., Cleary and Wyvill 1988).  A nice 
side effect of using this algorithm for computing coverage, 
is that occlusions are implicitly handled, as contributing 
rays are eliminated as they come into contact with objects in 
the environment. 

2.2. Coverage Visualization 
Raw coverage data stored in each voxel are then used to 

compute a coverage measure indicating how well the voxel 
is covered by the sensors in the layout.  In particular, SPtool 
includes three such measures described individually below. 

voxel; analogous to the number of pixels that observe 
the voxel. 

one pixel observing the voxel. 

voxel is observed; see Huang and Tseng (2003) for 
related work. 

Once the coverage has been quantized into one of these 
measures, it can be mapped into a normalized value by 
having the user supply the minimum and maximum 
acceptable coverage (i.e., values normalized to the range [0-
1] using this min and max are considered acceptable 
coverage).  To indicate the level of coverage to the user, I 
employ two general techniques.  In the simplest technique, 
voxels within the acceptable range are rendered as semi-
transparent, color-mapped boxes, which I will refer to as the 
volumetric visualization.  An alternative, projective 
visualization    technique    involves    creating   a   coverage 

 
Figure 2. Sequence of steps comprising coverage analysis in SPtool.  (a) 
A bounding box of environment, which contains a single video sensor, is 
computed first.  (b) The bounding box is divided into a regular grid of 
voxels, which store the raw coverage data.  (c, d) Rays from video 
sensors are traversed through the voxels, contributing to data stored in 
each voxel they intersect. 

overlay, where the color that is mapped to the overlay at 
each individual pixel indicates the level of coverage along 
that pixel’s line of sight.  

Each of these visualizations has strengths and 
weaknesses when conveying sensor coverage to the user.  
The volumetric visualization conveys sensor coverage of 
individual voxels within the environment.    Generally, the 
user can manipulate the view to determine the level of 
coverage for all 3D locations; however, this can be quite 
time consuming and often, this level of detail is not needed.  
In contrast, the projective visualization combines the 
coverage from multiple voxels along a single line of sight to 
create a synthetic overlay.  This visualization can be used to 
confer a simple, high-level overview of the level of 
coverage achieved over a large area, and is best used when 
viewing the environment from afar – particularly useful for 
orthographic projections of the environment. 

3. DISCUSSION 
SPtool provides a useful interface for accomplishing one 

primary task, quickly developing effective video sensor 
layouts for a target environment.  A user familiar with 
SPtool can build a moderately complex environment and 
video sensor layout and estimate its effectiveness (eg, 
coverage of monitored areas) and cost in well under one  

  Camera Count – number of cameras that have at least 

  Angular Coverage – range of angles from which the 

  Spatial Resolution – number of rays intersecting a 
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hour.  Increases in the required level of accuracy and 
environment detail will, of course, affect development time.  

 In general, though, the techniques described here are not 
limited to surveillance networks alone or to the 
implementation described here.  For instance, the algorithm 
for determining sensor coverage presented here is applicable 
to any sensor that can have its sensing elements reasonably 
extended into space.  For instance, SPtool has additionally 
been used for creating LIDAR sensor layouts in addition to 
traditional video sensor layouts, and may be applicable to 
pervasive sensors, such as passive infrared sensors. 

Furthermore, the methods presented here provide an 
excellent starting point for constructing more complex 
surveillance tools.  For instance, in previous work regarding 
coverage analysis using 2D representations of the 
environment, (Erdim and Scarloff 2004; Murray et al. 2007; 
Yabuta and Kitazawa 2008), the computed coverage was 
used to compute an optimal sensor layout without user 
intervention.  Since these algorithms operate over a 2D 
space, the computed sensor layouts can only be considered 
an approximation.  Voxel representations of coverage, such 
as the one employed in the present work, form an ideal basis 
over which coverage, which is already stored per voxel, can 
be optimized using only modest revisions to the 2D 
optimization algorithms. 
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Abstract 
One-way vehicle sharing systems are convenient 

mobility systems consisting of parking stations and a fleet 
of shared vehicles. Users can pick up a vehicle from any 
station and drop it off to any other station. However, due to 
asymmetric demand patterns eventually all vehicles end up 
at the stations with no demand, decreasing throughput 
performance. This paper presents an ongoing research for a 
new computational framework in System Dynamics that 
describes distribution of resource allocation in a vehicle 
sharing system under non homogenous demand patterns by 
simulating the resource flow between areas of high density 
to areas of low density as demand pattern changes. The 
framework will be used as study tool to understand behavior 
and explore organizational solutions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Today’s urban mobility schemes face problems that limit 

their efficiency. On one hand, increasing land prices and 
vehicle ownership costs compared to the low utilization 
rates makes private vehicle ownership an unsustainable 
solution. For example, in the US the average household has 
nearly 2 vehicles, which spend around 90% of their time 
parked while they require more than twice their footprint in 
urban land to be able to travel from an origin to a 
destination (National Household Travel Survey, 2001). On 
the other hand, poor service coverage, schedule inflexibility, 
and lack of personalization, make public transit a 
suboptimum compromise. 

1.1. Vehicle sharing 
Vehicle sharing is an effective method for increasing 

utilization of privately driven vehicles in a public manner. A 
vehicle sharing system consists of a decentralized network 
of parking stations and a fleet of shared vehicles (figure 1). 
Users can pick up a vehicle from any station and drop it off 
to any other station (one-way trips). Existing examples are 
bike sharing programs; however this trend is now entering 
automobile markets too.  

 
Figure 1. A vehicle sharing system. 

Despite their great convenience vehicle sharing systems 
have significant drawbacks. Due to uncorrelated departures 
and arrivals at the stations, soon some stations end up 
having no vehicles while other stations end up having no 
parking spaces (Kaltenbrunner et al. 2008). This inventory 
imbalance, not only decreases throughput, but it furthermore 
increases trip time as drivers search for parking availability. 
To maintain level of service a vehicle sharing system needs 
to constantly feed origin points with vehicles while drain 
destination points from occupied parking spaces. Existing 
fleet management strategies achieve this by empirically 
redistributing vehicles among the stations using trucks, 
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which is a complex, inefficient and highly unsustainable 
solution.  

Understanding the dynamics of resource allocation in 
vehicle sharing systems is essential not only for controlling 
and sizing existing infrastructures but also for exploring 
potential impact of new organizational policies. Often some 
of the questions of significant importance are: How does 
throughput performance depend on the demand pattern? 
How will the resources be allocated during its operation? 
How will trip time be affected from overflowing effects? In 
this paper we present the current progress on a new System 
Dynamics framework that aims to address these questions 
by dynamically describing resource allocation in vehicle 
sharing systems with limited capacity. The framework’s 
main purpose is to be used for exploring management 
policies and assessing ability of sharing systems to deliver 
service under different demand pattern scenarios, however 
we expect it will have potential applications in many 
domains. 

1.2. Understanding the problem 
Throughput performance decreases either because 

departure rate drops due to unavailability of vehicles at 
origins or because trip time increases due to unavailability 
of parking spaces at destinations. The following causal loop 
diagram in System Dynamics illustrates this observation. 

 
Figure 2. A causal-loop diagram of the problem. 

In equilibrium all inventory stocks remain stable so sources 
and sinks are indistinguishable. During disequilibrium 
however, vehicles are reallocated from areas with higher 

density in users than vehicles (sources) to areas with lower 
density in users than vehicles (sinks). This process is a form 
of spatial diffusion.  

2. RELATED WORK 

2.1. Diffusion models  
Diffusion models describe the dissipation of a resource 

from areas of high density to areas of low density. Diffusion 
rate is relative to the distribution of the density of the 
resource in the area and therefore ceases when density is the 
same everywhere. As an example consider the dissipation of 
a highly pressured gas in a void room. As the pressure of 
gas is higher than that of the air, the gas will continue 
dissipating in the room. Eventually dissipation stops when 
gas and air have the same pressure. Diffusion processes 
have been studied by two pioneering fields in modeling and 
simulation of complex systems; System Dynamics (SD) and 
Agent Based Systems (AB). 

2.2. System Dynamics and Agent Based Systems 
System Dynamics is a method for studying, designing, 

and managing complex feedback systems by modeling their 
macroscopic structure through causal loop diagrams and 
simulating their behavior through hydraulic compartment 
models (stock-flow models) in a top-down manner 
(Forrester, 1969). SD models are deterministic continuous 
compartment models, working with differential equations. 
The great strength of the SD methodology is its high 
abstraction, educational clarity, and computational 
robustness. Agent Based modeling on the other hand 
simulates dynamics of complex systems by replicating the 
microscopic behavior of discrete individual agents through 
behavioral rules and running the model in a bottom-up 
manner, without explaining the structure of it, lacking 
educational clarity as a decision making tool. Furthermore 
AB is computationally intensive and does not provide a 
solution for the full range of the solution space (Rahmandad 
and Sterman 2006). For the above reasons SD is chosen as 
the modeling approach for this study while we use AB as a 
means to evaluate our results. 

2.3. Modeling diffusion in System Dynamics 
Diffusion processes are typically modeled in SD 

literature by cascading compartments that describe different 
states of the resource and simulating the diffusion rate 
between them (Figure 3). Compartment models have 
applications to many problems due to their simplicity, 
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reliability, and robust behavior, such as the famous SEIR 
model for propagation of epidemics or the Bass model for 
diffusion of market innovation (McKendrick, 1925; Bass, 
1969).  

 
Figure 3. Modeling diffusion as cascaded compartments in SD 

Since compartments represent different states of the 
flowing resource rather than what portion of space these 
states occupy respectively, most compartment models fail to 
endogenously describe the impact of heterogeneity of 
distribution in the behavior of the model; instead, when this 
is necessary, heterogeneity is described as an exogenous 
variable (Rahmandad and Sterman 2006). In most cases 
where heterogeneity is not the main diffusion factor this is 
an acceptable assumption. In a spatial diffusion however 
like our case, the diffusion rate depends primarily on the 
spatial correlation of the distributions of users and vehicles 
at the stations, and moreover on how many total inventory 
capacity source and sink areas include: since a trip needs 
both a vehicle and a user to coexist in a station, diffusion 
ceases when there are no more vehicles at the stations where 
users wait, or alternatively when there are no more users at 
the stations where vehicles are parked.   

We therefore need a simple yet effective way to describe 
heterogeneity in a compartment model. In practice, people 
describe intuitively distributions with phrases such as “81% 
of drop-off demand concentrates on 22% of the stations”. 
Our model should be able to both capture intuition 
accurately and provide enough control to simulate different 
scenarios. Such a model should clearly describe what the 
threshold boundary between the high and low density is and 
how this boundary changes in time.  

3. DESCRIBING A DISTRIBUTION AS TWO 
HOMOGENOUS GROUPS 

Statistically, distributions are described using derivatives 
of standardized moments (e.g. the averaged sum of the nth 
power of the difference of each sample from the mean); the 
more the standardized moments are, the better the 
description of the distribution is. In practice, most 

descriptions use only the first three standardized moments 
(e.g. the mean, variance, and skewness). This is the same as 
approximating the discrete distribution of n samples with a 
continuous distribution of only two values above (Y1) and 
below (Y2) the mean such that the mean, variance, and 
skew are the same. Practically we are looking for X1, X2, 
Y1, and Y2 if we know the mean, variance, and skewness of 
a distribution (Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4. Simplification of a distribution 

From the first three standardized moments we get the 
following four equations: 

   (1) 

  (2) 

  (3) 

   (4) 

Solving the system of equations we get the following for 
x1, x2, y1, y2: 

 

 

 

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

Recovery Rate

Diffusion
Rate 1-2

Diffusion
Rate 2-3
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Figure 5. A distribution approximated into two groups. 

Figure 5 shows a distribution of samples with their 
average value, the same distribution sorted from highest to 
lowest, and its simplified description: 65% of value 
concentrates on 19% of samples while the rest 35% of value 
concentrates on 81% of samples. Figure 6 shows the same 
description as a stock-flow model: the circuit on the left 
represents the segregation of aggregate value into the two 
groups of samples while the circuit on the right represents 
the segregation of the samples. 

 
Figure 6. The distribution description as a stock-flow model. 

However in our case throughput performance depends 
on the correlation, or overlapping, of two value distributions 
(vehicle and user inventory levels) over a group of samples 
(stations). We therefore need to introduce a third stock-flow 
circuit representing the second value distribution and 
correlate it with the existing one. 

4. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND SCOPE 
Consider an urban area with parking stations that share a 

common fleet of vehicles. Stations have known inventory 
capacity and average pick‐up time. Users arrive at the origin 
stations, pick‐up an available vehicle, and drive it to their 
desired destinations following a given demand pattern. If 

users don’t find an available vehicle at the origin, they wait 
for some time after which they exit the system (presumably 
switching to another transportation option). If users don’t 
find an available parking place at their destination, they 
drive to the closest available station. To focus on the impact 
of demand pattern on performance we assume that the 
system constantly receives the maximum demand capacity 
that can handle and vary only the way it is distributed in the 
stations as time advances. The capacity rate depends on the 
average trip time, pick-up time, and fleet size.  For example, 
if average trip time is 13min and the average time to pick up 
a vehicle is 2min, then each vehicle can serve on maximum 
4 users per hour. For a fleet of 100 vehicles, the maximum 
service rate would be 400 trips per hour.  

Throughput performance is the percentile ratio of the 
current throughput rate to the maximum throughput rate 
according which the system can serve clients (capacity rate). 
Capacity rate puts thus a ceiling in measuring performance: 
demand that exceeds capacity cannot be used for evaluating 
performance since obviously the system cannot fulfill it.  

 

We define a demand pattern as a pair of time-based 
distributions of pick-up and drop-off requests at the stations. 
Demand patterns allocate resources (vehicles) in the system 
depending on the correlation of these two distributions. 
Demand patterns therefore describe the rate of change of the 
distribution of the resources in the system. For example, in a 
highly correlated demand pattern for each station for each 
pick-up there is one drop-off. On the other hand, in a highly 
uncorrelated demand pattern massive drop-offs or pick-ups 
are persistently concentrated on few stations causing 
unbalanced fleet transfers, delays, and overflows. Service 
rate depends on the pick-up time, the accumulated demand, 
and the stock of available vehicles. For each station service 
rate is: 

 

4.1. Initial equilibrium state 
Suppose that the system starts in optimum equilibrium. 

In this ideal state, the demand pattern is such that in every 
station, for each outgoing trip there is an incoming trip, and 
as a consequence inventory levels remain stable. Vehicles 
stock is segregated into vehicles in transit and vehicles in 

35% Value 81% Samples

65% Value 19% Samples
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stations according to the ratio of the average trip time 
versus pick-up time. For example, if average travel time is 
13min and the average pick-up time is 2min, then during 
equilibrium the fleet would be segregated into 86.6% 
vehicles in transit and 13.4% vehicles in stations. 

4.2. Disequilibrium 
At some point in time suppose that the demand pattern 

changes in a way that now some stations have persistently 
higher vehicle arrivals than user arrivals, while some other 
stations have persistently lower vehicle arrivals than user 
arrivals (yellow and blue groups in figure 7). Let us call A 
the first group and B the second. Obviously, inventories in 
A will be increasing (sinks) and user queues will be 
decreasing, while inventories in B will be decreasing 
(sources) and user queues will be increasing. Since 
departures rate depends on the minimum of users and 
vehicles waiting at the stations (there needs to be at least a 
vehicle and a user to have a departure) it turns out that 
throughput performance drops in both groups. Concurrently, 
a massive resource reallocation occurs: users are moving 
from A to B, while vehicles are moving from B to A.  

 

Figure 7. The system during disequilibrium. Stations are segregated. 

4.3. Shift of disequilibrium 
Suppose now that the demand pattern changes again 

such that group A is now changing in shape, number, and 
location (figure 8, top). As A and B change, a mutual 
exchange of stations between them occurs (figure 8, left); if 
the A expands geographically, then stations that were 
previously inside B are now entering A (figure 8, middle); if 
instead the A contracts, then stations from it will flow 
towards B; if however it simply moves or changes shape 
without changing in size then there is a mutual inflow and 
outflow of stations between A and B as the boundary 
changes (figure 8, right). It should be obvious that as 
stations enter and exit each group the aggregate levels of 
both users and vehicles in that group change too. For 
example, if a station changes from B to A, then the total 

inventories and users in B will decrease, while in A will 
increase as defined by the average levels on each group. 

 

   
Figure 8. Transformation of groups A and B as demand pattern changes 

4.4. Overflow of sinks 
If demand pattern continues unchanged, soon A will 

start depleting from vehicles, while B will start depleting 
from parking spaces. When this happens, arriving vehicles 
to A that find no parking will drive to the closest available 
station towards B. As a consequence, vehicle arrivals in B 
will tend to increase relative to the departures, while the 
vehicle arrivals in A will tend to decrease relative to the 
departures. This behavior will increase the average trip time 
of trips from B to A, increase the vehicles in transit, and 
shift the boundary between the two groups: A will tend to 
expand while B will tend to contract. The increase in time 
depends on the length of the border between the two groups 
and the density according which stations are scattered in 
space (figure 9). For example, if it turns out that A will 
require x amount of additional stations from B to 
accommodate the overflowing demand, then the increase in 
linear distance will depend on the ratio of the required urban 
area to the current boundary length: clustered disperse 
patterns with long boundary lines should have less increase 
in time than centralized congested areas. 

 

Figure 9. Overflow of stations with high drop-off demand. Border 
expansion.  

Stations A

Stations B

Stations A

Stations B

Stations A

Stations B
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4.5. New equilibrium state  
Eventually the system reaches again a new suboptimum 

equilibrium state. In this new equilibrium state, less portion 
of the demand rate in A will find vehicles, but the overall 
average trip time will have increased. Throughput rate will 
be lower, average trip time will be higher and fleet in transit 
will be lower: fewer vehicles in transit will be traveling 
more. Depending on the demand pattern, the equilibrium 
level fluctuates continuously. The time that it takes the 
system to reach this new equilibrium depends on the 
average trip time and the stock in transit. Larger 
transportation networks in which average trip distances are 
higher will have longer delays than smaller systems.  

5. STOCK-FLOW MODEL 
To describe the correlation of users and vehicles at the 

stations we have built a model in Vensim, a popular software 
package for System Dynamics modeling, consisting of three 
stock-flow subsystems: Stations, Users, and Vehicles, each 
segregated into group A (top) and group B (bottom), and 
about 120 equations. The Stations model describes the 
spatial segregation of the two groups of the demand pattern. 
The Users model describes the user levels, arrivals and 
departures in group A and group B. The Vehicles model 
describes the vehicle levels, arrivals and departures in group 
A, group B, and in transit (figures 10 and 11). Throughput 
depends on the correlation of vehicle and user stocks while 
parking capacity and additional delays depend on the 
stations stock. The controlling parameters are the following: 
Portion of gross user demand rate to group A (and B); 
portion of gross vehicle arrivals rate to group A (and B); 
Average Trip Time; Average Pick-up Time; Change Rate of 
groups A and B. All other parameters are computed 
endogenously in the model. 

 
Figure 10. Working System Dynamics model build in Vensim. 

 

 
Figure 11.  The model as a stock-flow diagram. 

5.1. Stations  
The Stations model consists of two stocks of stations 

representing group A, and group B, connected by two 
unidirectional flows representing the flow of stations 
between the two groups as demand pattern changes 
spatiotemporally. If parking spaces in group A start 
depleting, then arriving vehicles to group A will look for the 
closest available destination station. This behavior will tend 
to increase group A while decrease group B, shifting the 
border between them. The average flow of stations from 
group B to group A will be determined by the unmet 
demand for arriving trips (e.g. portion of arriving trips to 
group A that don’t find available parking), the available 
parking per station in group B, and the average trip time to 
travel between two neighbor stations (closest distance). 
While Desired Trip Time is an exogenous input parameter 
in the system actual trip time will be determined by 
additional delays due to inventory saturation in the system. 
When inventories in group A start depleting, the aggregate 
vehicles arriving in group A will be continuously correcting 
their trip by adding extra distance. The correction rate per 
each trip will be defined by the additional distance to find a 
new parking station (which is the average nearest neighbor 
distance of the network), divided by the current average trip 
time (which will be constantly changing). The current 
average trip time will equal the desired trip time plus 
additional time delay. The additional time delay depends on 
the Excess Trip Distance which is a stock that is modified 
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by the Trip Distance Change Rate. Trip Distance Change 
Rate depends on the percentage of arriving trips that don’t 
find parking space, the average excess distance (which is the 
average nearest neighbor distance of the network), and the 
average trip time which will be constantly changing. 

5.2. Users  
The Users model consists of 2 stocks, Users A and Users 

B, containing the users that are currently queued in the 
stations of each group. Each stock increases by the portion 
of the Gross Demand Rate that goes to the stations of that 
group, while decreases by the Service Rate and Discard 
Rate from these stations. The Gross Demand Rate is equal 
to the System Capacity Rate, while the portion of it that goes 
to each group depends on the input demand pattern 
characteristics. Since a departure can happen only if there is 
at least a user and a vehicle in an origin station, the Service 
Rate depends on the minimum of Users and Vehicles of 
each group. The Discard Rate depends on the stock of 
waiting users and the Max Waiting Time. As demand pattern 
changes, stations circulate from one group to the other 
taking with them the users that are currently accumulated in 
these stations.  For example, if some stations move from 
group A to group B because of a demand pattern change, the 
users that will flow from Users A to Users B will depend on 
the Average Users per Station in A and the number of 
stations that flow from Stations A to Stations B. 

5.3. Vehicles 
The Vehicles model consists of 3 stocks: 2 stocks 

containing the vehicles in the stations in groups A and B 
(Vehicles A, Vehicles B), and one stock containing the 
vehicles in transit (Vehicles in Transit). As vehicles depart 
from each group they enter the transit stock and return back 
to one of the two groups according to the demand pattern.  
The time they spend in the transit stock depends on the 
Average Trip Time plus the additional trip time delay. In 
this model, we use a 1st order delay for the vehicles arrivals 
using the average trip time. The Departures Rate from each 
group is the same as the User Service Rates and depends on 
the minimum of Users and Vehicles and the Pick-Up Time. 
The Arrivals Rate to each group depends on the portion of 
the Vehicles in Transit that return to that group, and the 
Average Trip Time. As demand pattern changes, stations 
circulate from one group to the other taking with them the 
vehicles that they contain in their inventories.  For example, 
if some stations move from group A to group B because of a 
demand pattern change, the vehicles that will flow from 

Vehicles A to Vehicles B will depend on the Average 
Inventory level of Stations A, and the number of stations 
that flow from Stations A to Stations B. 

5.4. Model behavior and early simulation results 
To focus on the impact of demand pattern distribution 

characteristics, we start the model in equilibrium using the 
maximum capacity rate. At some point (t=5) we introduce a 
pulse change in the demand pattern such that 20% of the 
stations (group A) concentrate 60% of the demand rate for 2 
time units (out of the total 24 of the simulation time), after 
which it returns to its normal uniformly distributed state. 
Figure 12 shows the throughput performance of group B 
(blue), the increase in trip time (red) of the trips to group A, 
the vehicle inventories at A and the available parking at A. 
Although the model needs further improvement and 
calibration, early simulation results show that it models 
increase in trip time as demand pattern becomes more 
asymmetric. 

 
Figure 12. Simulation results showing increase of trip time (red). 

6. LIMITATIONS 
There is a tradeoff between control and accuracy and as 

a consequence our approach has several limitations. First of 
all, our model currently segregates exogenously the stations 
according to the correlation of the user and vehicle arrival 
rates (flows), as opposed to the correlation of the reallocated 
stocks. Since there is a significant lag between these two 
correlations (with stock correlation following flow 
correlation) and since actual throughput depends on the 
stocks correlation rather than the flows correlation, the two 
groups don’t represent the most accurate way to simulate 
performance. A future possible approach would be to 
develop the SD framework such that it would endogenously 
segregate stations according to stock distribution. However 
for cases where trip time is small relative to the demand 
pattern changing time, this is an effect with negligible 
impact on performance. A second limitation, inherent to all 
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SD continuous forecasting models, is the simplification of 
behavior due to the mixing that occurs when aggregating 
resources in the stocks, that tends to drift the results as 
simulation time advances sometimes overestimates 
performance. Again, that effect can be minimized by 
carefully selecting the trip time and demand pattern change 
rate. Furthermore, our model represents all trips as having 
the same average trip time, pick-up time, and maximum 
waiting time which microscopically might make little sense, 
however macroscopically is a reasonable assumption. 
Generally the discussed SD model provides less accurate 
results but a much more robust control in the inputs. 

7. FUTURE VALIDATION METHODS 
We consider three future validation methods. As a first 

validation method we are building a second simulation 
model in Processing (Java) based on a combination of 
System Dynamics and Agent Based systems. The model 
uses the same equations as the SD model in Vensim but 
instead it models each station individually as opposed to 
aggregate approach of Vensim: it takes as input two 
controllable discrete distributions, one representing inflow 
of users and the other representing the vehicle arrivals over 
the stations, and simulates the behavior of the system by 
correlating the distribution of users and vehicles stocks. 
Vehicles are departing individually from each station, 
aggregate in the stock in transit, and return back to their 
destinations after having spent the average time in the stock 
in transit. This model has a more accurate behavior but a 
less controllable interface (figure 13). A second validation 
method is to build an Agent Based model of the system and 
compare the result with the Vensim model. This approach 
will give pseudo-accurate deterministic results with very 
limited interface control since each user, vehicle, and station 
will have to be programmed individually. One possible 
approach for this direction is to first run a simulation in the 
AB model recording both input parameters and output 
results, simplify the input parameters with the method 
described in this paper, and then use them as input in the SD 
model to compare the results. A third validation approach is 
to conduct an experiment by asking users to physically 
reallocate widgets on containers on a table following a given 
instruction set, record the results, and run a simulation with 
the same parameters, comparing at the end results from both 
sides. 

 
Figure 13. Programmed simulation model in Processing. 

8. CONCLUSIONS  
In this paper we discussed an ongoing research for a new 

framework in System Dynamics for understanding behavior 
of unidirectional vehicle sharing systems and the 
dependence of throughput performance on demand pattern 
characteristics and fleet size. Preliminary results show that 
the framework can model delays and captures essential 
dynamic behavior that is compatible with intuition and 
observed behavior of real systems. Next steps are 
completion and calibration of the model, and comparison of 
results with data from experiments that are yet to be 
conducted. 
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Abstract 
An implementation of a shape grammar interpreter is 

described. The underlying graph-theoretic framework is 
briefly discussed to show how alternative representations 
from graph theory including graphs, overcomplete graphs 
and hyperedge graphs can support some of the intuitions 
handled in shape grammars by direct visual computations 
with shapes. The resulting plugin implemented in Rhino, 
code-named GRAPE, is briefly described in the end. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Shape grammars provide a powerful generative 

approach for the description, interpretation and evaluation 
of existing designs as well as new designs (Stiny and Gips 
1972; Stiny 2006). A nice account of various applications of 
shape grammars for the study of existing and new languages 
of design can be found in Knight (2003).  

Still, while the shape grammar formalism has produced a 
long and excellent series of formal studies the 
corresponding efforts for automation of the tasks the shape 
grammars accomplish have not met the same success. 
Recent summaries of such approaches are given in various 
sources (Gips 1999; Chau et al. 2004). Typically these 
efforts have been concentrated in shapes of specific 
geometry, for example, straight lines (Krisnamurti, 1981), 
polygonal shapes (Tapia, 1999) or parametric curves 
(Jowers and Earl, 2010). 

One of the challenges for a computer implementation of 
a shape grammar is the design of an underlying formalism 
that will allow for symbol-based substitutions of any part of 
a shape that may be of use in a design setting. The specific 

formalism used here to support such computations has been 
built upon graph theory. Our efforts have been focused on 
the possibility of mapping shape grammars into graph 
grammars, the advantage being that graph grammars are 
more amenable to computer implementation. Moreover 
existing graph grammar packages can be used to develop 
tailor-made software. Much of the more complicated 
computation, such as subshape recognition, is thereby taken 
care of. 

Graphs are a popular choice for representing the 
structure of shape (Heisserman, 1994; Kelles et al., 2009), 
and graph grammars have been used to implement specific 
grammars by also mapping the rule set from shapes to 
graphs (Grasl and Economou, 2010). Typically graphs are 
seen as multidimensional data structures that with an 
appropriate embedding formally structure and visually 
resemble the shapes they represent. Still, the encoding of 
shapes in terms of these alternative graph representations is 
not straightforward. Various approaches to representing 
shapes as graphs are described here and one of them is 
selected as the most useful for a shape grammar interpreter. 
The resulting formalism uses two parallel representations, a 
graph theoretic which is used for the computation, and a 
visual one that illustrates the shape and which can be 
queried for geometric properties such as angles, lengths and 
intersections. Since all computation is done on the graph 
representation, the shape rules are mapped into graph rules 
and all the matching subgraphs are mapped back into shapes 
in order to display to the user. The formalism has been 
implement in Rhino and it is code-named Grape to 
affectionately recall the parallel representations of GRAphs 
and shAPEs.  
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2. TWO PUZZLES IN VISUAL COMPUTATION 
The two key features that distinguish shape grammars 

from other generative models for the description of designs - 
and in fact the two characteristics that make shape 
grammars so deeply grounded in design discourse are: a) 
recursion; and b) embedding (Stiny 2006). Recursion allows 
a design to be described in terms of successive states that 
each of them has to be constructed to allow for the 
construction of the next one; in this sense, recursion picks 
up wonderfully the notion of process in a design setting 
where the making of a design is understood and modeled as 
an active talk -or back-talk if we take Schön’s words (Schön 
1983) between the designer and the design she makes. This 
characteristic is akin to the recursive definition of formulas 
in mathematics whereas  any term in a sequence is defined 
in terms of the term preceding it – a process that requires a 
starting point and a set of rules to apply to generate the 
terms of the sequence. This mindset is quite distinct from 
the definition of the so-called closed or explicit formulas 
that are applied to give direct results; for example, to 
compute the fiftieth member of the Fibonacci sequence 
using a closed formula, the only thing that is needed is a 
substitution of the corresponding numbers in the explicit 
formula. The corresponding solution of the problem using 
the recursive formula requires fifty calculations starting 
from the first member and proceeding to the last. Still, this 
delay, so to speak, has clear advantages in a spatial setting 
because it clearly shows in steps the construction of a design 
and brings to the foreground the rules and conventions used 
to make this design. In this sense the challenge for the 
implementation of a shape grammar has clearly to do with 
the design of a program to support this recursive visual 
construction of a design; the typical contemporary discourse 
of the writing of a script (in text format) in some modeling 
environment, and then executing to see the visual results, 
creates a non-visual setting for making designs, requires an 
alienated setting for visual discourse and hides entirely from 
design inquiry the opportunities that arise in a seamless 
visual computation. 

The second characteristic of a shape grammar, 
embedding, is paramount in visual composition and 
completely absent from computer aided design systems. 
Embedding is the relation that explains the wild, so to 
speak, nature of shapes, and their ability to constantly fuse 
and make new shapes too. But there is no miracle behind 
this, nor a suspense of natural laws; in symbolic 
computation any combination of discrete symbols such as 

letters, notes or numbers will be always and unambiguously 
reproduced, read, performed or computed; in visual 
computation any combination of shapes, produce an 
incredible complexity of additional, diverse, emergent, of 
different topologies and shapes that were not used in the 
original combination. In this sense the challenge for the 
implementation of a shape grammar has clearly to do with 
the design of a program to support spatial computation and 
visual continuity while using the limitations of symbolic 
media to capture this continuity; the typical contemporary 
discourse of simulating rule-based design in some modeling 
environment is extremely limited, fosters blindness to 
designers, and creates a procrustean world view entirely 
antithetical to the design inquiry. 

The key idea to address both these two challenges is the 
notion of an evolving, reconfigurable structure; a structure 
(parts and relations) is required for any shape to be 
retrieved, illustrated and computed upon. Still if and when 
the opportunity arises, this structure has to be reconfigured 
to account for the new opportunity at hand (Stiny 1991). 

 There are many examples that can do – a useful one is 
depicted in Figure 1a – a full account of the emergence of 
this specific paradigm and its role in shape grammar 
scholarship is given elsewhere (Stiny, 1991).  

 
Figure 1: (a) A shape. (b) The same shape seen as two overlapping 
squares; (c) an emergent smaller third square. 

The questions that arise looking at this shape quickly 
supersede the apparent simplicity of the argument. The 
careful observer – as well as the one familiar with the 
complexities, novelties and insights resulting from 
computations involving shapes, will immediately concede to 
the complexity that is hidden behind this – and many other, 
in fact all, pictorial settings. If the shape is seen as the 
intersection of two squares (Figure 1b) then the emergent 
smaller inner square is unaccounted (Figure 1c). And the 
Pandora’s Box is opened: L-shapes, 8-shapes, +- shapes, 
parallel lines, quotation marks (<<) , and many more, all 
point to the wonderful unsettling nature of shapes and their 
resistance to be modeled in terms of discrete, atomic parts. 
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3. APPROACHES 
First one must decide which graph representation to use 

for one’s interpreter. Numerous have been proposed, we 
shall review some and then think about general and further 
possibilities. These thoughts do not include the problem of 
finding new intersections after a rule has been applied. This 
step will almost certainly not be implemented using a 
grammar, although it could make use of a suitable graph 
data structure. The graph or part of it must be recreated after 
each rule application. All graph representations below are 
based on the pictorial example of Figure 1.  

3.1. Points to nodes and lines to edges 
The most straightforward approach is to map points to 

nodes and lines to edges (Figure 2). Using a suitable 
embedding the graph may look much the same as the shape 
it represents. In architecture this kind of graph is perhaps 
best known as dual of the adjacency graph, it is sometimes 
called plan graph (March and Steadman 1971). The biggest 
drawback of this approach is its inability to model maximal 
lines (Stiny 1980). The maximal lines of a shape are the set 
of lines created by combining all collinear line segments 
that touch or overlap. An edge essentially represents a line 
segment. If a line is divided into several segments by 
crossing lines, it becomes difficult to query the graph for 
lines consisting of two or more segments within a rule. This 
results in difficulties finding emergent shapes. 

 

Figure 2: Mapping points to nodes and lines to edges: Plan graph 

In order to overcome this problem Kelles et al. (2010) 
introduce what they term overcomplete graphs and simply 
join all node pairs of such a line (Figure 3). If there are n 
points along a line, �𝑛� ∗ (𝑛 − 1) 2⁄  edges are required. Thus 
a 10 x 10 grid of lines, not unreasonable in view of 
grammars such as the ice ray lattices (Stiny 1977) would 
require 900 edges. Certainly not impossible for modern 
computers, but still somewhat wasteful considering the 
complexity of the graph isomorphism problem and the fact 
that computing time will be proportional to the number of 
nodes and edges in the graph. 

 

Figure 3: Mapping points to nodes and lines to edges: Overcomplete 
graph 

An approach suited better for the representation of 
maximal lines would be one using hyperedges (Figure 4). 
One hyperedge can connect more than two nodes, making it 
easy to simply connect all points along a line by one edge. 
The drawback here is that few graph packages implement 
hyperedges. Still, graph grammars have dealt with them 
extensively (Drewes et al. 1997) and it would be an 
approach true to the maximal line concept. 

 

Figure 4: Mapping points to nodes and lines to edges. Hyperedge graph 

3.2. Lines to Nodes and Intersections to Edges 
Inverting the mapping of elements will result in further 

alternatives. One approach could be to represent each line 
segment as a node and have edges represent intersections 
(Figure 5). This possibility suffers from the same 
inadequacies concerning modeling maximal lines as the plan 
graph approach in Figure 2.  

 

Figure 5: Mapping lines to nodes and intersections to edges: Plan edge 
graph. 

In this case however representing individual line 
segments is not necessary. Mapping maximal lines to nodes 
instead (Figure 6) will result in a cleaner alternative with 
less edges and the ability to find emergent shapes. It would 
seem that this solution has all the advantages of the 
hyperedge approach in Figure 4, without the potential 
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drawback of having to use hyperedges. However, problems 
arise as soon as more than two lines intersect in one point, 
hence it can only be used on a very limited set of grammars, 
such as orthogonal grammars. 

 

Figure 6: Mapping lines to nodes and intersections to edges: Hyperedge 
edge graph. 

Again the only possibility to satisfy all needs is the 
introduction of hyperedges (Figure 7) with all the above 
mentioned reservations. 

 

Figure 7: Mapping lines to nodes and intersections to edges: 
Overcomplete edge graph. 

3.3. Points and Lines to Nodes 
Finally both points and line segments could be 

represented as nodes (Figure 8). Again this approach lacks 
support for maximal lines, since line segments rather than 
lines are represented. 

 

Figure 8: Mapping points and lines to nodes: Planar node-edge graph. 

Using maximal lines instead of line segments (Figure 9) 
can easily improve upon the situation without having to use 
hyperedges. The necessity to introduce hyperedges can be 
traced back to the fact, that in a general shape both maximal 
lines and points can be related to more than two entities of 
the other class. That is to say there may be more than two 
points on a maximal line and more than two maximal lines 
may meet in a point. If both classes are represented by 

nodes and edges are used for various kinds of relations, this 
restriction does not apply. 

 

Figure 9: Mapping points and lines to nodes: Planar edge-edge graph. 

 Mapping several classes to nodes increases the total 
number of elements needed to represent a shape, but it also 
adds flexibility because additional classes could be added 
(Figure 10). Depending on the grammar at hand classes of 
interest could be labels, faces, solids, colors, infinite lines 
and more. Heisserman (1994) uses such a graph-based 
boundary representation for boundary solid grammars.  

 
Figure 10: Graph representation of the shape in Figure 1a using three 
layers of objects: points (black), lines (white) and faces (grey). 

3.4. Discussion 
The approach chosen by the authors and used for the 

remainder of this paper is based on representing points and 
lines as nodes (Figure 9). It is a good compromise between 
few elements and an efficient and flexible data-structure. 

4. CONSTRAINED TOPOLOGY PATTERNS 
The graph as described above contains only topological 

information and as such would not be of much use for a 
shape grammar interpreter. Metric information can be added 
to the model by adding attributes to nodes and/or edges. It 
would suffice to add the coordinates of the points as 
attributes to the respective nodes as all other information 
such as lengths and angles could be derived. Depending on 
the nature of the implementation and the capabilities of the 
graph package it could make sense to store some additional 
information where appropriate. GRAPE stores the slopes of 
the maximal lines as attributes of the line nodes, in addition 
to the point coordinates. 
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The nature of graphs is that they do not care about 
their embedding. Therefore a search will return all 
isomorphisms. Thus a square will be returned in eight 
different variations (Figure 11); mostly this will be 
desirable, if not then additional constraints must be 
implemented. 

 
Figure 11: Isomorphisms of a quadrilateral topology. 

In order to find a specific geometry it is then necessary 
to first search for the required topology and then further 
reduce the resulting set by adding constraints. This is much 
like one would proceed if describing a shape in a parametric 
modeling application. The advantage is that like one 
parametric model can represent numerous geometries; in 
this case one search pattern can find numerous shapes. 

The unrestricted search pattern in Figure 12a will find all 
general quadrilaterals (Figure 12b) and hence must be 
restricted further to return only squares. Several sets of 
conditions can lead from a quadrilateral to a square. Which 
set is chosen can depend on the implementation details and 
the capabilities of the platform. 

 
Figure 12: The topological search pattern (a) and a possible series of 
constrained shapes leading to a square (b-e). 

In our example we will first request that opposing edges 
are parallel and that edge P1P2 is longer than or equal to 
edge P2P3. 

𝑃1𝑃2 ∥ 𝑃3𝑃4 ∧ 
𝑃2𝑃3 ∥ 𝑃4𝑃1 ∧ 
�𝑃1𝑃2��������⃑ � ≥ �𝑃2𝑃3��������⃑ � 

These conditions will return two isomorphisms for 
each parallelogram (Figure 12c). Further we can ask 
adjacent sides to be of equal length. 

��𝑃1𝑃2��������⃑ �� = ��𝑃2𝑃3��������⃑ �� 

This will return four isomorphisms for each rhomb 
(Figure 12d). This is possible because for each rhomb two 
of the parallelograms found before will turn out to be the 
same. In symmetry terms a reflection was added to a 
symmetry group C2 (parallelogram), resulting in a symmetry 
group D4 (rhomb). Finally we must insist that the diagonals 
be of equal length. 

��𝑃1𝑃3��������⃑ �� = ��𝑃2𝑃4��������⃑ �� 

This will return eight isomorphisms for each square 
(Figure 12e). Again this is made possible because two of the 
rhombs will turn out to be same and the symmetry group of 
the square is D4. 

If not all eight isomorphisms are needed because, for 
example, the rule itself exhibits some symmetry and 
therefore cancels out some of the possibilities, additional 
constraints are required. Reflections can be avoided by 
defining a sense of rotation.  A constraint on the cross 
product of two vectors could for example be used to return 
either left-turning or right-turning shapes. 

���𝑃1𝑃2��������⃑ �� × ��𝑃1𝑃4��������⃑ ���. 𝑧 > 0 

A single isomorphism is returned if a specific point is 
requested to be bottom-left most point of the topology.  

𝑃1. 𝑥 ≤ {𝑃2,𝑃3,𝑃4}.𝑥 ∧ 
𝑃1.𝑦 ≤ {𝑃2,𝑃3,𝑃4}.𝑦 

Some knowledge of symmetry subgroups, as discussed 
by Economou and Grasl (2009), is necessary while writing 
rules, otherwise some unnecessary matches could be 
returned. 

5. SUBSHAPES 
So far the graph data-structure used for the matching 

process was shown and the method of defining parametric 
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rules has been explained. However, once a rule is applied to 
the graph, the connection between the graph representation 
and the shape representation deteriorates. If new subshapes 
have emerged during the rule application, they will go 
undetected by the graph. .  

Now the identification of any type of subshape within a 
shape is not a trivial task. There is a growing bibliography 
on the topic extensively dealt in the references already 
given. Here the key idea that structures the identification of 
the subshapes within a shape is the idea of maximal lines 
and its relation to boundary elements such as endpoints and 
intersection points (Stiny, 2006). There is an intuitive way 
to think of this idea; while for example, there are at the most 
three squares in the example of Figure 1, there is an 
indefinite number of cross-shapes (+) in the same shape. 
Two of them are shown in the Figure 13.  It is clear that any 
number of cross-shapes can be embedded upon the shape 
including crosses of equal or unequal arm-lengths.  
However there are only two cross-shapes in this shape if we 
take into consideration the boundary conditions of the lines 
involved in this shape – that is, the endpoints and 
intersections of the two bigger squares. This work picks up 
this class of problems because it addresses in 
straightforward ways design concerns. 

 

Figure 13: Two cross subshapes in the shape of Figure 1. A cross 
including segment boundaries and a smaller cross. 

6. DERIVATION 
The key idea for the implementation of a shape grammar 

is the notion of parallel description; one that accounts for 
what we see, a visual description, and another that accounts 
for the indexing, bookkeeping and actual implementation of 
what (in theory) we see, a symbolic description. Both 
representations are encoded in the design itself and the rules 
used to construct the design. The visual description consists 
of lines that merge and fuse at any time of the computation 
to create any shape conceivable. The symbolic description 
consists of a graph that captures at any time of the 
computation the relations of these lines one to another and 
to underlying carrier lines. Any execution of a shape rule 

requires its translation in graph form, its computation within 
the graph structure of the design, and the retranslation of the 
graph in a pictorial setting.  

The computation described above requires shapes that 
can be combined visually in any way possible, and symbols 
– atomic entities that can be meaningfully exchanged. The 
greatest problem with all shape grammar implementations is 
the capturing of this immediacy of visual computation.  

The diagram of the shape grammar implementation in 
Figure 14 shows clearly these parallel representations. The 
shape is present in the world (the application) – but it has no 
apparent structure; once the designer decides to see it and 
act upon it in a specific way – say, pick up an embedded 
square and move it in across the direction of the diagonal of 
the square at a specific distance offsetting, - then the 
underlying structure (parts and relations) of the shape – in 
itself captured nicely by the visual structure of the graph – is 
queried for squares. The results of the symbolic computation 
are output in the application in a linear fashion and the user 
can identify all possible patches of the rules in a sequential 
feedback from the machine. Once the user executes the rule 
the shape transforms into its new state and the underlying 
graph is redescribed in terms of what is visually present. 
The computation in the model is entirely symbolic; graphs 
capture both the structure of the shape and the structure of 
the rules involved in the computation. The process is 
straightforward: once a rule (the graph rule) is applied to the 
shape (graph representation of some shape), the result of the 
computation (a graph) is mapped back into a shape. In other 
words, after a rule has been applied to the graph 
representation the result is mapped into a shape. Then the 
new shape, including any new subshapes, is transformed 
back into a graph. This loop ensures that characteristics of 
the shape, not easily detected using the graph alone, are 
captured. 

 
Figure 14: Parallel representation of the derivation. 

7. GRAPE 
After installing the GRAPE plug-in the ‘grape’ 

command (Figure 15) is added to Rhino, the host 
application. Once this command is executed the user can 
either select existing lines as initial shape or use one of 
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several pre-defined shapes. The chosen shape is mapped to a 
graph representation. 

 
Figure 15: Diagram of the commands structure 

The user can then select a rule from the catalog or exit 
the command. If a rule is selected the matching 
isomorphisms are returned and the user can cycle through 
the respective shapes until the desired match is shown. 
Finally the rule can be applied and the command returns to 
the catalog of rules for the selection of the next rule. 

An example of a shape computation in Grape is given in 
Figure 16. Here the rules used for the computation are taken 
from classic examples in the field of shape grammars to 
relate to the existing discourse. Obviously any other shapes 
and rules would do. The three rules used in the computation 
are given at the top of Figure 16; the first moves an L-shape 
along its diagonal axis; the second rule moves a square 
along its diagonal axis and the third rules moves a copy of a 
square along its diagonal axis. The cross label to the side of 
each rule is used to fix the origin of transformation. The 
dotted lines visualize the effect of the application of the rule. 
The computation itself is shown in the lower half of Figure 
16. The initial shape of Figure 1 (the double square) is used 
as an initial shape. 

 

Figure 16: Example of a derivation using the initial shape of Figure 1 and 
three shape rules. 

8. CONCLUSION 
Grape simulates nicely some of the visual calculations that 
designers do effortlessly with a pencil and a paper – visual 
calculations that shape grammars capture nicely in their 
algebras of shapes and rules in schemas defined in these 
algebras. These visual calculations here have remained 
sufficiently abstract to foreground the two most important 
characteristics of shape grammars; recursion and 
embedding; recursion as the means to construct a shape in 
terms of the previous one in the calculation and embedding 
as the means to construct a shape in terms of an appropriate 
matching and application of a rule within the shape. The key 
mechanism that was used to present these two ideas was the 
notion of maximal lines and the description of any shape 
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and their subshapes in terms of such maximal lines. There 
are many more devices of the formidable armature of shape 
grammars - and visual computation at large, that would be 
useful to be automated, and this is one step towards this 
direction. Several directions present themselves readily.   

Most shape grammars applications have been modeled 
after Stiny’s two studies in formal composition (1976) and 
their foundational inquiry upon the significance and usage 
of the notion of rule. The rules in the first type of studies are 
defined in terms of parts and relations observed or found in 
some existing corpus while in the second are constructed 
from scratch and they do not have a specific existing corpus 
as a target for definition (or generative reconstruction). 
Grape has been designed to address these later exercises; in 
a sense it allows for a free definition of rules and a formal 
experimentation with these rules. A specific application 
designed to address the highly complex grammars that 
address specific architectural languages using graph 
grammars is given elsewhere (Grasl and Economou, 2010). 
And still more work needs to be done to provide a seamless 
platform between such efforts for computation. 

Currently GRAPE handles grammars in U12. Since the 
method described above can also handle additional 
dimensions and object types expanding the software to other 
classes of algebras is possible including the algebras of 
shapes, labels and weights. The task is not trivial and a 
major effort is required for its successful implementation. 

Currently  GRAPE handles rules entirely 
symbolically. Visual editing capabilities are absent and all 
rules are defined symbolically. It is trivial to allow the 
creation and alteration of rules directly via the graph 
grammar, however this does not greatly increase usability 
and really only poses an option for interested CAAD 
professionals. A graphical editor, much along the lines 
described by Tapia (1999), would of course be more 
appealing. This also constitutes a major effort and is being 
considered for future research. 
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Abstract 
Architects today rarely use whole building energy 

analysis to inform their early design process. During this 
stage of design, the team is responsible for macro-level 
decisions (such as basic form and orientation) that can have 
the most significant effects on energy use. So why are so 
few architects using energy analysis tools at this stage? In 
many cases, this is because the tools available to perform 
energy analysis are too complex and time-consuming to 
learn and use during the fast-paced conceptual design phase 
because of the time needed to model and analyze the design. 
Often energy analysis tools are separate, standalone 
applications that require a separate thermal model to be 
authored.  This adds more time and complexity and limits 
the number of professionals experienced with these tools.  
Understanding the results and using them in presentations is 
also quite difficult in current tools. 

This paper describes a system that can alleviate these 
problems by automatically generating an energy model from 
an architect's basic massing model.  Our approach allows an 
architect to focus on modeling the building form, rather than 
the thermal zones that are the focal point for most energy 
modeling software on the market today.  The architect’s 
massing model can then be modified and the energy model 
stays in sync, allowing comparative analyses to be made 
quickly and easily.  

1. INTRODUCTION 
Our background research took place during late 2008 

and early 2009. We visited and met with teams from over 25 
architecture and engineering offices, and supplemented this 

primary research by working with several universities and 
environmental organizations. Research was focused 
primarily in the United States.  The focus of our research 
was energy analysis during conceptual design.  Through our 
research, we concluded that architects were failing to 
perform energy analysis during conceptual phases of design 
for a number of reasons.  First, they thought the process was 
too difficult. When they tried to export models to various 
analysis programs, their exports often failed because their 
models were too complex or not built correctly from an 
energy perspective. Secondly, they were not interested in 
learning energy analysis programs or building a separate 
model for energy analysis.  Finally, they were also stymied 
by having to make too many decisions early in their design 
process before they had determined basics like detailed wall 
compositions.   

Achieving LEED® (Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design) credits has become a major driver 
for performing energy analysis as more building projects 
drive towards LEED certification through the USGBC. 
Architects said they had to spend a great deal of money to 
hire LEED® consultants to help with this analysis. While 
they saw the value of trying to analyze energy use early, 
they were performing this analysis late in the design process 
when required for LEED® certification.  At this point in the 
project, however, it was too late to make macro-level 
changes to the building’s form. As a result, the energy 
analysis often served to only meet a LEED® credit 
requirement and was not as impactful as it could have been.   

Architects requested tools that were integral to their 
modeling applications, and could generate energy models 
quickly and compare different design alternatives. At this 
early stage they were more interested in relative 
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comparisons than in actual numbers for specific energy 
analyses. Finally, they were not looking for a tool to replace 
their engineering consultants; rather they wanted tools that 
would allow them to have better conversations about how to 
save energy, empowering the project team to make informed 
design decisions.   

Our research was validated by findings from several 
other studies. The 2008 Autodesk/AIA Green Index reports 
that architects believe that using the design process to 
reduce building energy consumption includes an increased 
reliance on design software. Leveraging existing software 
and making it easy to learn and use is important because 
nearly three-fourths of architects (72%) are concerned that 
clients are not willing to pay the added first costs of green 
designs (Autodesk/AIA 2008). McGraw/Hill reports that 
while fewer than 20% of firms are simulating energy 
performance, in two years 80% see it as very important and 
want to simulate whole building energy use. (McGraw/Hill 
2010).  The same study reports that nearly all experts 
expressed the need for better software integration with 
energy performance modeling software used by engineering 
firms (McGraw/Hill 2010). Reasons cited for not using BIM 
for energy performance simulations were lack of tools, lack 
of functionality, and tools or models that are too 
complicated. (McGraw/Hill 2010).  Glicksman and Urban 
point out the “daunting amount of information required [in 
eQUEST] for even the simplest designs” (Glicksman and 
Urban 2007). 

2. PROJECT GOALS 
Learning from our research, we defined the following 

project goals.  First, we wanted the architect to be able to 
quickly model an idea the way that s/he understands the 
building and let the software rationalize the architect’s 
model into an energy model.  To accomplish this goal, we 
needed to convert the architect’s building form into the 
thermal zones required for an energy model.  Additionally, 
we needed to make reasonable assumptions for the 
operational characteristics of the building based upon 
minimal input from architects.  The architect would need to 
be able to modify and customize the energy model, but 
would not be required to change any of the initial 
assumptions before conducting an analysis. 

The next goal was for the automated energy model to be 
constantly up to date with the building form.  The architect 
could make a change to the building form and the energy 

model would update accordingly, always staying in sync.  
Introducing energy analysis into a parametric modeling 
program had the added benefit of empowering users to 
create more flexible and complex geometry than is easily 
supported in energy analysis programs.  As a result, it was 
necessary to ensure that complex forms can be accurately 
rationalized into valid energy models.    

3. THE AUTOMATIC ENERGY MODEL 
Our software is integrated with Autodesk® Revit™ as a 

common BIM platform that is familiar to many architects. 
Revit already presents a set of workflow for preparing and 
exporting a detailed model to whole building energy 
analysis software like Autodesk® Green Building Studio™, 
but the inherent complexity found in a typical building 
information model poses certain technologic and usability 
challenges that limit its utility in early stage design. There 
were too many opportunities to fail with an energy model 
that was derived from a detailed building model. To make 
the process more reliable and focus on the earlier stages of 
the design process, we decided to leverage the existing 
conceptual design environment that also existed in Revit.  In 
this environment, users model conceptual building forms 
without having to detail specific building elements.  Basic 
building masses can be quickly created, modified, and 
parameterized.  Tools complimentary to energy analysis, 
including a sun path tool for studying sun position over 
time, shadows, and solar radiation analysis, also made this a 
rich environment in which to work.   

 
Figure 1.  Basic form with floors and energy model 
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3.1. Designating Energy Model Geometry 
To pursue our goal of automatically creating an energy 

model from an architect’s massing model, we first had to 
determine which modeled geometry was actually intended 
to be part of an energy model.  Energy analysis requires 
floor area, and existing Revit functionality allows us to 
“slice” geometric forms with reference floor levels. 
Therefore, we decided to use this floor slicing functionality 
as the first requirement for which geometry would be 
translated into an energy model. Geometry that was 
designated to have floor area was geometry that would be 
analyzed as a building (Figure 1). Other geometry without 
floor slicing, such as neighboring buildings, would simply 
act as shading devices (Figure 2). 
 

 
Figure 2. Basic building form without floors 

 
    

3.2. Automatic Zoning 
Thermal zones are the primitive 3D geometry elements 

of an energy model, with surfaces defining their geometry.  
With our focus on the architect’s massing forms as the 
primary geometry, we needed to develop an automated 
process that generated thermal zones from those massing 
forms.  The floor slicing functionality in Revit is a valuable 
tool for architects to calculate floor areas and volumes from 
complex shapes, but it also is useful for transforming the 
model into one that can be used for energy analysis.  Zones 
generally are divided at least by floors of a building, so we 
created a rule whereby a zone equals a form plus a floor.  

This rule produces a single thermal zone for each level of a 
massing form, spanning up to the next level (Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3. Automatic zoning by level 

To further refine the zoning model and provide a more 
realistic energy model, we provided two additional 
automatic controls to our thermal zone creation.  The first is 
an option to automatically generate a core and perimeter 
zone, a common thermal zoning approach.  The second 
control divides the per-floor zoning of the building 
(excluding the core) into 4 thermal zones: northeast, 
southeast, northwest, and southwest for more accurate 
energy consumption estimates (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4.  Energy model with core offset and perimeter zones 
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3.3. Automatic Glazing and Shading 
In addition to automatic zones, we also needed to 

provide a fast and automatic way of modeling glazing and 
shading devices.  We used a common metric of window-to-
wall percentage as the primary control method.  Providing 
default values and parameters for “Target Percentage 
Glazing” and “Target Sill Height”, we could automatically 
model windows on each exterior wall surface.  Additionally 
we added “Target Percentage Skylights” with a “Skylight 
Width & Depth” parameter. Skylight defaults were set to 
0% by default, but changing this value would automatically 
create skylights on any surface that was designated as a 
roof.  Finally, a “Glazing is Shaded” parameter combined 
with a “Shade Depth” parameter would specify whether 
automatic shading geometry would be created over each 
instance of glazing (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5. Automatic glazing and shading 

3.4. Automatic surface determination 
Next we needed an automated way of defining the 

surface types for the surfaces that make up thermal zones.  
In other energy modeling applications, this is typically a 
manual process, but we deemed automatic assignment 
critical for rapidly developing an energy model. To do this, 
we developed mapping logic (Table 1) that automatically 
translates geometric forms into the surface types required 
for energy modeling.   Modifications to automatic 
determination logic are allowed, but only in certain cases so 
that a reliable energy model was guaranteed. For simplicity, 
we limited the number of surface types in Revit to only what 
was absolutely necessary.  The code used a set of rules to 
map surface types to gbXML for export (Table 2). 

  

 

Table 2: Surface types to gbXML mapping 

Table 1: Automatic surface determination 
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3.5. Conceptual constructions 
After automatically creating surfaces for our model, we 

need to define their thermal performance characteristics.  
The conceptual stage of design occurs before decisions are 
made on exact materials, so to guarantee reliable analysis 
we limited the choice of materials to a specific list 
customized for each surface type. Defaults, seen in green 
rows, can be set and saved in template files for different 
climatic regions (Table 3).  

Table 1:  Conceptual constructions 
Table 3:  Conceptual constructions 57 [SpringSim pp. 17]



3.6. Building Operation Characteristics 
The definition of the energy model geometry and 

thermal characteristics are only part of the definition of a 
complete energy model.  We also needed to define how the 
building would be occupied, and what methods it would use 
to meet the occupancy energy needs.  Again we took the 
approach of trying to set as many intelligent defaults as 
possible to reduce the number of steps required for a 
successful analysis.  In our application, users are not forced 
to make many upfront decisions to conduct preliminary 
analysis. We pre-define a series of energy settings 
parameters and allow multiple values to be set correctly 
based on a single parameter edit from the user.  For 
example, setting the ‘Building Type’ parameter to the value 
of ‘Office’ sets the planned usage schedule of the building 
and defines the internal energy gains automatically for the 
users.  A retail store is assumed to be open more hours per 
year than an office building. For mixed use projects, the 
building operating schedule can be overridden and space 
assignments can be made for specific zones.  However, by 
defining default settings based on building type, users were 
able to get to comparative analysis faster.  

Assumptions and default settings are critical to useful 
analysis and are based on leading industry standards and 
research.  Schedules (e.g. Occupancy) are based on the 
California Non-residential New Construction Baseline 
Study 1999.  Envelope thermal characteristics, Lighting 
Power Density, and HVAC efficiency are based on 
ASHRAE 90.1 2007 and ASHRAE 90.2 2007. Equipment 
power density & Domestic Hot Water loads are derived 
from the California 2005 Title 24 Energy Code.  Occupancy 
density and ventilation values come from ASHRAE 62.1-
2007.  The HVAC defaults for building type, size, and other 
miscellaneous building characteristics are based on the 2003 
Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey 
(CBECS).  

3.7.  Overriding automatic assignments 
Creating an automatic energy model allows users to get 

from their concepts of a form to analysis results quickly. 
However, many users’ first concerns are how they can 
customize the automatic energy model that the computer has 
created.  There are two levels of control over energy model 
inputs, either at the global project level or at the instance 
level.  Users can change the percentage glazing of every 
exterior wall in the project using a project-level control, or 

select specific faces, like just the south face of the model to 
override the percentage glazing for just that face (Figure 6). 

 

Figure 6. Glazing overridden on one face 

 Similarly, a zone can use a space type that is based on 
the entire building type (such as office building) or defined 
to meet specific needs (such as office - open plan).  
Automatic glazing can be turned off on a face and users can 
sketch a custom glazing configuration on that face. 
Automatic zoning of core and perimeter divisions can also 
be turned off and, using the rule that a form plus a floor 
slice equals a zone, one can completely customize the 
zoning layout by manually modeling the intended geometry. 

3.8. Updates to model geometry 
The energy model that is created from a mass form is 

always in sync with that form.  Because the energy model is 
simply another way of viewing the form, any changes to the 
form are immediately translated to the energy model.  The 
user is not required to manually sync up two disparate 
models in two separate applications. 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
Usability testing with architects and students reveals that 
most users of our tools can obtain energy results from 
analyzing a simple model that they have built in less than 2 
hours on first use of the product. This is a great 
improvement over the several days required in the past to 
get similar energy analysis results.  Additionally, we are 
seeing encouraging results from the analysis servers.  The 
Autodesk Green Building Studio service, which analyzes 
these energy models, has seen a market increase in the 
number of runs that it processes on a monthly basis.  After 
the release of our automatic conceptual energy modeling 
analysis system in October 2010, the total number of 
analysis runs is up on average 600% over detailed Revit 
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energy model runs (Figure 7). Though it has only been a 
few months, the large increase in the number of successful 
analysis runs suggests that the automatic, conceptual energy 
model has increased usage and adoption in our user 
community.  Note this data only illustrates an increase in 
usage. We do not yet have sufficient data to show a 
correlating improvement in the applicability and/or 
understandability of the results. Further research and 
surveys are required to understand how users are 
interpreting the results and using them in practice. 

 

Figure 7. Percentage Increase in Conceptual Energy Analysis Runs 

To validate our tools, we hired an independent 
consultant to create multiple test models to analyze energy 
use against regional and national commercial building 
benchmark data. In addition, DOE-2 inputs generated by our 
software were reviewed by a team of energy analysts to 
certify the data in the model was within acceptable 
standards of practice for DOE-2 energy models. Typically, 
accuracy of plus or minus 25% is considered acceptable for 
initial studies and the results from a majority of building 
types fell within this range. 

While our consultants found a satisfactory general 
picture of the accuracy found in simple conceptual models, 
the ability of the software to correctly reflect the relative 
effect of design changes to overall energy use is far more 
important. In other words, what is the change in energy use 
as a result of changes in the overall design? How can we 
make the results from building geometry or shell 
construction modifications easy to access, especially as 
conceptual design decisions are made?  Design iterations 
were run and compared to see the effects of changes to 
building parameters using an 18,500 square foot library as a 
test model. The eight iterations that are shown in Table 4 

below demonstrate that changes in design result in the 
expected corresponding changes in energy use. This ability 
to quickly assess the effects of design changes to building 
energy use illustrates the power of this tool. For example, 
the energy savings of various glazing areas, window types, 
and wall u-factors shown below can be used to drive the 
initial design concept and avoid a potential (and more 
costly) design change that may be desired later to achieve 
energy performance goals. 

 

Table 4: Library Envelope Changes and Effects 

While studies by our independent consultants showed 
that our automatic energy model generation does provide 
reasonable results in most cases, the studies coupled with 
our own review also pointed out areas for improvement in 
three primary areas.  Lack of control over internal load 
density controls can cause these load values to be too high. 
While we could try to tweak these values to more closely 
match today’s energy efficiency standards for specific 
building types, allowing user control over internal load 
density would provide the ability to more accurately model 
the desired inputs.  Energy Cost Data is another area that 
could benefit from more user control.  While using an 
automatic value is often adequate for project in the United 
States, users on the global market need better controls here.  
Third, our mechanism for automatic zoning needs 
improvement.  The algorithm that we use for the automatic 
division of the perimeter zone can cause different exposures 
to be grouped in the same zone (Figure 4).  While the 
argument can be made that breaking the perimeter zones in 
this way is better than not doing it at all, many energy 
analysts feel that this approach is wrong and we need to 
improve this function.  

Creating an automatic energy model is beneficial for 
architects and designers in analyzing forms that they design. 
The next step is to go farther, asking questions about what is 
the most energy efficient form given a set of constraints. 
What is the best orientation for this kind of building at this 
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location?  What is the most advantageous form for this 
amount of square footage of this building type?  The 
automatic energy model could be leveraged to automate the 
analysis of many design choices and quickly illustrate the 
advantages and disadvantages of different choices before 
making decisions. 
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Abstract 
This paper describes the motivation and design of 

DesignScript, an end-user domain-specific programming 
language for algorithmic architectural and geometric design. 
Furthermore, the integration and use of DesignScript within 
the context of an environmental analysis software 
application is described that invokes a representative subset 
of analysis functionality. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
There are many examples of environmental analysis 

tools being developed as standalone vertical applications. 
Often these analysis tools have their own modelling 
capabilities or could import models built in dedicated 
modelling applications. More recently, environmental 
analysis tools have been integrated with external geometric 
modelling applications. Typically these modelling 
applications harness more sophisticated geometric 
functionality. This modelling functionality is usually driven 
by user interaction using direct manipulation modelling 
techniques. The objective here is first, to enable the user to 
represent his design using the appropriate geometric 
functionality and at an appropriate level of detail and 
second, be able to use this representation directly with the 
environmental analysis tools (to support the ‘design-
analysis-redesign’ loop). 

This paper explores one such integration of an 
algorithmic model technique, which we call DesignScript, 
integrated within a commercial environmental analysis tool, 
called Ecotect (Autodesk 2011).  

In this paper we will: 

• Describe the rational for DesignScript. 

• Describe Ecotect. 

• Describe the integration of DesignScript and 
Ecotect and an example of the use of this 
integration. 

• Offer some conclusions about what has been 
achieved and ideas for future directions. 

An important underlying goal of this work is to create 
tools which give less experienced users access to more 
sophisticated functionality without providing that 
functionality in ways which may obfuscate the underlying 
concepts. We may need to ask the following questions: 

• What pre-requisite concepts should the user have 
already acquired before using the application (which 
the application designer can assume to be 
understood by the user)? 

• What concepts should the user be able to acquire 
during the use of the application, but which do not 
have to be understood as a pre-condition for the 
application’s initial use? 

In the context of an integrated approach to algorithmic 
design and environmental analysis this should include both 
computation and environmental concepts. The application is 
not just providing design functionality, but has the potential 
to act as a learning environment. The result of using the 
application is not just an improved design, but new concepts 
and knowledge that have been acquired by the user in the 
course of creating that design. 
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2. THE RATIONAL FOR DESIGNSCRIPT 
DesignScript is a domain specific end-user programming 

language, designed to be embedded within a host 
application. The target domains include computer aided 
design (CAD) tools as well as analysis applications, in this 
case, Ecotect. This section explains the rationale for the 
language and a number of the design choices that were 
involved. 

The role of a computer language is to enable ideas and 
events to be recorded, abstracted and executed. The key 
issue in the design of a domain specific language is to create 
a mediating representation between the world of the user 
and the computational resources. The language must allow 
the ideas and events of the user’s domain to be expressed in 
a logical way. Essentially the design of a domain specific 
language is a cognitive proposition constructed by the 
language designer and presented to the user. The language 
designer reviews the user’s domain and tries to understand 
how the user thinks about this domain. The language 
designer then expresses this in the form of a language. The 
language designer presents the language to the user, with the 
following proposition: "This language is a logical 
abstraction of the way we think that you think about your 
domain." 

2.1. DesignScript as a Domain-specific Language 
A domain specific language is always going to involve a 

trade-off between the direct encoding on the domain 
specific constructs into the language and the abstraction of 
these constructs into more general forms. The direct 
encoding of the domain specific constructs may have the 
advantage of making the language immediately familiar and 
understandable by the user. The advantage of abstracting 
these concepts is to allow the user of the domain specific 
language to become familiar with more general computing 
concepts and to allow extensibility beyond the current 
boundaries of the domain. Therefore the trade-off is 
between shorter term goals (immediate understanding) and 
long term goals (acquisition of wider knowledge and 
extensibility). The art of domain specific language design is 
to optimize the abstraction without making this a barrier to 
its initial use and understanding of the language. The 
success of the language also depends on the willingness of 
the user to understand this trade-off. Using the language has 
the prospect of allowing the user to achieve success that he 
might not have thought possible, but requires some 
investment on his part to think more abstractly about the 

domain than he might have previously considered. Success 
will be unlikely without some challenges and some effort. 
The process of developing and using this language is not 
just about making the user more productive. The expectation 
is that this language presents challenges that are essentially 
interesting and will spark the user’s curiosity. 

The specific domain is complex geometric modeling in a 
computer aided design system and potentially on a scale of 
105 to 107 separate geometric entities and associated 
complex geometric modeling operations. Each entity may 
involve a number of operations. Additionally, the work flow 
which characterizes this domain requires a ’step wise’ 
process of model building and revision and the repeated re-
execution and re-generation of these models. To effectively 
manage this complex modeling and re-generation process 
requires the explicit representation of dependencies 
(between geometry and operations) at different steps (or 
states) in the modeling process. The ‘natural’ structure of 
this data lends itself to representation as a data flow 
language, in which variables (representing different states) 
are configured as a directed acyclic graph (DAG). The 
design choice to adopt a data flow representation is 
supported by the use of this paradigm in other applications 
which address this domain. 

A conventional data flow language is used to model a 
series of dependent states. In this convention, each entity or 
variable has only one state. However in this domain, the 
user’s conceptualization is of an entity which is the result of 
the application of multiple (geometric) operations. If these 
multiple operations had to be represented in a conventional 
data flow language, then this would require that the single 
entity had to be represented by a series of independent 
variables (one for each operation or state), each requiring a 
named identity (as a variable). But this is not how the user 
conceptualizes their domain. 

So in the domain on which we are focusing there are in 
fact three concepts of state: 

1) The state of an entity after the application of a 
single, atomic (geometric) operation.  

2) The aggregation of such states to represent the 
complete sequence of modeling operation on a 
specific entity.  

3) Different configurations of the resulting graph. 
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3. END-USER PROGRAMMING 
As mentioned above, the role of a computer language is 

to enable ideas and events to be recorded, abstracted and 
executed. The key issue in the design of a domain specific 
language is to create a mediating representation between the 
world of the user and the computational resources. The 
programmer uses the language to deliver applications which 
are of value to the user. In the special case of end-user 
programming, the user and the programmer are the same 
person. This gives an advantage that the programmer is 
intimately aware of the user’s domain, but as an aspiring 
programmer the user may be less skilled than their 
professional counterparts. 

 

Essentially we are addressing two questions: 

1) What are the specific ideas and events that the user 
wants to record? What are the possible ways these 
can be abstracted both to help the user detect, 
understand and extend any underlying logic in what 
has been recorded and to make the resulting 
execution more efficient?  

 

2) The notion of an end-user programmer is not static. 
The design logic represents some progression in 
ambition and skill from the non-programmer to the 
novice programmer and potentially to the proficient 
programmer. But at each stage in this progression, 
the aspiring programmer (as a user) has to fulfill his 
other professional functions. He must still be 
productive. Therefore, we are addressing the 
question, "how can a computer language be 
sufficiently broad in scope so that it can allow the 
user to be productive at different levels of 
programming skill and at the same time help in the 
development of those skills: essentially to combine 
productivity and knowledge acquisition in the same 
tool.  

 

 

 

 

The intent here is to create a language that is adapted to 
the needs of three specific types of user: 

Direct-Manipulation Designer: a user who has no 
understanding of conventional programming 
languages, but is familiar with creating complex 
geometric representations in a computer aided 
design application.  

Advanced Designerer: a user who is also a novice 
programmer, who wants to contribute some end-
user programming in the creation of complex 
geometric representations of designs. 

Programming Designer

Let us consider these three types of users in more depth. 
In the context of the Direct-Manipulation Designer, the 
DesignScript language can be used to record conventional 
user interaction in a computer aided design system, in a way 
that the user is not aware of the syntax of the language. Also 
in this context, the language is simply recording the user’s 
action as is, but may reflect some underlying geometric 
dependencies.  

: a user who is a more 
accomplished programmer, who is familiar with 
existing programming concepts and their 
applications.  

How does this influence our design choices for the 
language: If this was the only type of user to be considered, 
then the language ’design choice’ would be for a syntax 
intended for a machine-only client and not intended to be 
human readable. Still, this user type would still have the 
concept of commands being executed in a list as well as the 
concept of a state, including previous states which can be 
recovered with an undo command. These users’ first steps 
toward additional programming may include concepts such 
as “recording” reusable lists of commands in macros. 

In the context of an Advanced Designer, the user can 
begin to understand the structure and syntax of the language 
by seeing the correspondence between geometric constructs 
and their representation in the language.  
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Also in this context, the user can start to appreciate that 
a computer language can help in progressing from a literal 
record of user interaction to a more abstract representation 
that may have a number of distinct advantages: It may be 
more understandable, compact, re-usable, or more 
efficiently executed.  

How does this influence our ’design choices’ for the 
language: Once we introduce the ideas of the language 
being human readable and being specifically offered as an 
educational tool, this dramatically alters the ’design choice’ 
for the language structure and syntax. One of the important 
considerations that informed these design choices was that 
the type of data being recorded (geometric dependencies) 
was best represented by an associative, data flow language. 
Data flow languages are a natural way to express the state-
based characteristics of geometric modeling and other 
design representations. In fact, we extended current ideas in 
data flow languages to enable this approach to handle 
complex conditions found in replicated data. 

Finally, in the context of the Programming Designer, the 
user may be programming exclusively in the language 
notion, without reference to the corresponding geometry.  

Also in this context, the user may be familiar with 
existing programming concepts and expect to be able to port 
or re-implement such code within this domain-specific 
language. 

4. THE ANALYTICAL MODEL IN ECOTECT 
The Autodesk® Ecotect™ Analysis desktop application 

provides a framework for carrying out a wide range of 
performance analyses on a single analytical model. When 
using Ecotect itself, this analytical model is either created 
manually by the user or imported as 3D geometry and then 
prepared and augmented with the additional information 
required for whatever calculations are to be applied. 

4.1. ANALYTICAL MODEL 
Depending on the type of calculation, the analytical 

model requirements in Ecotect are very flexible and may 
include incomplete specifications. For example, solar 
incidence studies need no more than a geometric definition 
of the surfaces being studied, together with any surrounding 
objects that are likely to create an obstruction, and some 
simple material properties such as solar transmittance, 
surface reflectance and the refractive index of any glazing 

involved. There is no requirement for a complete building 
model or anything even resembling a building - only the raw 
geometry from that part of the project that is of interest is 
required. This is also true of many of its other shadow, 
shading and acoustic calculations. 

A full thermal analysis, on the other hand, requires a 
very different analytical model. In addition to more detailed 
thermal performance properties for all its materials, the 
application requires a complete definition of each room or 
space within the building as well as their spatial inter-
relationships so that all possible heat flow paths in to, out of 
and between spaces can be determined. An energy model 
needs even more spatial detail, including the specific zones 
controlled by individual sensors or serviced by different 
parts of the Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning 
(HVAC) system. In addition to spaces and zones, both 
thermal and energy models require detailed definitions of all 
shading devices, overhangs and site obstructions in order to 
accurately calculate solar gains at different times of the day 
and year. 

The analytical models for other building performance 
calculations such as daylighting and visual impact tend to lie 
somewhere between these two extremes.  

Thus, analytical models always represent some level of 
abstraction or simplification of the highly geometrically 
detailed building information models (BIM) typically 
generated for planning and construction purposes (Eastman 
2007). Recent extensions for conceptual design and analysis 
for buildings in BIM authoring systems, for example, 
Autodesk® Revit®, have made them capable of 
automatically generating a range of analytical models 
directly from their project databases. As these databases 
become able to store more performative design information, 
the more analytical models become an additional subset of 
the building information model and are therefore able to be 
quickly generated at any time without requiring additional 
external input. 

4.2. ANALYSIS ENGINE 
Ecotect’s flexible analytical model requirements are 

something that can be utilised by other applications that 
need to perform analysis. This would allow users to select 
the complexity or simplicity of their models to suit their 
specific needs, or break very large calculations up into many 
smaller calculations (each specific to some part of the 
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overall model) and still obtain accurate and useful 
performative feedback from within the host application. 

If the analytical model can be entirely and reliably 
generated and re-generated from a source database – where 
all of the required geometric and material property 
information is available – and the results of the calculations 
are being used or visualised within the controlling 
application, then the underlying analytical model and the 
Ecotect interface can be implicit and hidden. When used this 
way, Ecotect and its components can be thought of as a set 
of analysis solvers that provide transparent services to the 
controlling application. This is the approach that was taken 
in the integration with DesignScript. 

5. INTEGRATION OF DESIGNSCRIPT & 
ECOTECT 
The initial experiments that utilise Ecotect from within 

DesignScript concentrated on the analysis of incident solar 
radiation. In many design situations, the availability or 
otherwise of solar radiation over a site or on significant 
façade elements is a major driver of building form.  

Thus the intent was to investigate what could be done 
algorithmically with this kind of calculation, starting with 
relatively simple dynamic forms. 

5.1. Incident Solar Radiation Example 
In the calculation of incident solar radiation, model 

geometry can be considered in two separate groups: 

• Those objects that could potentially obstruct the 
sky when viewed from the perspective of the 
surface of interest, and  

• Those objects that are behind or below the 
surface so can never be an obstruction.  

This information can significantly accelerate solar 
calculations as all non-reflective objects in the second group 
can effectively be ignored. Whilst the specific objects 
contained in these two groups will likely be different for 
each surface of interest, there exist very fast techniques for 
culling out-of-view geometry that have been developed for 
ray-tracing purposes and that have direct application here. 

 

Figure 1. DesignScript roof model with insolation calculation using Ecotect. 
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In the case of DesignScript, those objects in the first 
group, termed obstructions, can be further divided into two 
additional groups: 

• Static obstructions that will not move or change 
throughout the calculations, and 

• Dynamic obstructions that could move during, 
or as a result of, the calculations. 

These are very useful groupings for computation 
efficiency as it means that the effects of static obstructions 
need only be calculated once and the results may be cached 
for re-use during each dynamic iteration. Typically the 
number of potentially dynamic obstructions is much less 
and these can be accommodated in a separate calculation 
performed on each iteration of the simulation. As Ecotect 
uses shading masks to cache overshadowing data (Marsh 
2005), it is possible to quickly merge the effects of static 
and dynamic obstructions by simply maintaining two 
shading masks for each surface of interest (static and 
dynamic) and accumulating them after dynamic effects are 
updated. 

Thus, even for models with very large numbers of 
static obstructions, the speed of dynamic updates is a 
determinant only of the number of surfaces of interest and 
potentially dynamic obstructions. These numbers are known 
by DesignScript ahead of each dynamic interaction so it can 
react by, for  example, refactoring the geometry during 
dynamics and then returning to full detail for one final and 
more accurate update at the end of the dynamic transaction. 

Also, when generating and maintaining the analytical 
model in Ecotect, DesignScript need only send the 
positional information for all static obstructions once. Then, 
on each dynamic iteration, only those potentially dynamic 
obstructions that have actually changed need be updated 
before the next round of calculations. 

 

 

 

 

5.2. Usage Test Case 
To test the DesignScript and Ecotect integration, a 

simplified roof model was built, as follows (see Figure 1): 

• A rectangular array of ‘base points’ was 
constructed 

• A single ‘focal point’ was positioned within the 
field of ‘base points’ 

• The focal point was used as a ‘repeller’ to 
create a new field of ‘roof points’ based on the 
direction and distance of each of the field of 
‘base points’ from the focal point. This created 
a humped roof configuration 

• The n*m field of ‘roof points’ was used to 
create an (n-1)*(m-1) array of ‘roof polygons’ 

• A shading component was created in 
DesignScript as a user defined class. This 
shading component takes a base polygon as one 
of its inputs and also a ‘key direction’ point. 
Each shading component consists of two 
triangular facets in a folded pyramidal 
configuration based on the two sides of the 
polygon opposite ‘key direction’ point. The 
height of this pyramidal configuration was 
based on the dimensions of the base polygon 
and an ‘aspect ratio’ parameter 

• This shading component was arrayed over the 
array of ‘roof polygons’, using the sun position 
as the key direction point. 

• Various other facetted geometry constructs 
where modelled to represent a ‘context model’. 

• An Ecotect analysis component was created in 
DesignScript as a user defined class, but linked 
to external functions in the Ecotect library.  
This component takes three inputs: 

1) ‘Context’ model 

2) ‘Active’ model (to compute insolation) 

3) The city location 
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Both the context and active model are considered 
when calculating the shading on the active model. The 
Ecotect analyses component creates (as output) a new set of 
triangles co-located with the active model,  generating and 
updating shading masks for each triangle that are used to 
colour code them to indicate levels of insolation, a measure 
of solar radiation energy received on a given surface area in 
a given time. 

In this example, the facets of the shading components 
were used as the active model, the additional facetted 
geometry was used as the context model, and the city 
location was selected as San Francisco. 

This model allowed a number of different design 
options to be explored:  

• The size and spacing for the rectangular array 
of ‘base points’ could be changed (thus altering 
the size and ‘granularity’ of the roof) 

• The location of the focal point could be 
changed (thus altering the ‘humpiness’ of the 
roof) 

• The design and aspect ratio of the shading 
component could be altered 

• The model could be reoriented 

• Alternative city locations could be explored 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION 
One of the benefits of using Ecotect in this study was 

that it allowed access not just to the incident solar radiation 
solver itself, but also to many of the components of that 
solver. Thus, rather than simply set up the context, run the 
calculation and interpret the results, it is possible for an 
external application to create individual shading masks, 
select the specific objects to include/exclude in the 
calculation of each mask, merge the results of several masks 
together and thereby effectively control, if it chooses, the 
input and sequencing of each step within the overall 
calculation process. In addition, individual component 
classes that feed into the solver can be utilised, allowing 
access to solar positions, incidence angles, hourly weather 
data and the calculation of instantaneous insolation values 
on any surface at any time. 

This is an important point as it illustrates a significant 
change in paradigm from typical simulation applications and 
their invocation workflows. Traditional black-box solvers 
that demand very specific input and produce calculation 
results in a set format are of only limited use to tools that 
use interactive manipulation or generative algorithms. 
Whilst they can be accommodated, they do not provide the 
degree of flexibility and customisability that these kinds of 
tools are capable of taking advantage of.  

Like the insolation example described here, there are 
likely to be many optimisation strategies that are applicable 
to different generative algorithms and specific interaction 
methods – and equally unlikely that a solver developer will 
be able to envisage all of them and implement the required 
interfaces. What is clear is that, to take full advantage of 
these potential optimisations, solvers need to provide access 
to a range of services at many different levels within their 
calculation processes. This allows external application 
developers to not only bring additional insight, but to 
implement, test and refine those insights to potentially 
improve the workflows involved, ideally supporting a 
continuum of novice to expert designers. 

Whilst it can obviously be argued that this level of 
access could lead to misuse, the counter argument is that it 
could equally lead to more effective and appropriate use – 
with many more minds than just the initial solver developer 
actively considering how to configure and tune the 
underlying components. 

There is a lot more work that can be done here on 
optimising both the processes and the data flows between 
Ecotect and DesignScript. However, what is important is 
that much of this is entirely within the control of the scripts 
themselves as the interface allows them to maintain their 
own results sets as internal data and both pre and post-
process calculated information in any way that is 
appropriate to a particular calculation or dynamic model. 
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Abstract 
Architecture and urban design projects are constantly 

breaking barriers of scale and complexity and continuously 
seek improved efficiency, sustainability, building energy 
performance, and cost-effectiveness. Simulation and large-
scale data processing are now fundamental elements of this 
process. Recent advances in algorithms and computational 
power offer the means to address the complex dynamics of 
an integrated whole building system. However, scalability is 
a significant barrier to the realization of whole building 
systems tools for design, control and optimization. 

This position paper presents a set of techniques such as 
fast design parameter-space exploration, large-scale high-
accuracy simulation, and integrated multi-disciplinary 
optimization for semi- or fully-automated designs. These 
techniques are extremely computing intensive, and have 
traditionally only been available to the research community. 
But, once enabled by advances in cloud computing and high 
performance computing, these techniques can facilitate the 
interactive design process resulting in improved outcomes 
and reduced development cycle times. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
According to the World Business Council for 

Sustainable Development (2009) and the U. S. Department 
of Energy (DOE) (U.S. DOE, Energy Information 
Administration 2008a), buildings account for 40% of the 
world’s total energy consumption and, in 2005, and nine 
gigatons of global carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, well 

above the transportation and industry sectors. In the United 
States alone, commercial and residential buildings account 
for 38% of all CO2 emissions and 72% of electricity 
consumption (U.S. DOE, Energy Information 
Administration 2008b; U.S. DOE, Environmental 
Information Administration 2008c). Furthermore, buildings 
use 13.6% of all potable water, or 15 trillion gallons per 
year, and 40% of raw materials globally, which is equivalent 
to 3 billion tons annually (Hutson et al. 2004, Lenssen and 
Roodman 1995). Much of the energy consumption by 
commercial buildings is spent on lighting (26%), followed 
by heating and cooling (13% and 14%, respectively) (U.S. 
DOE 2007). Investing in energy efficient light bulbs and 
insulation materials and in automated shading has proven to 
reduce the energy demands on cooling and lighting (Lee et 
al. 2007). However, incremental improvements achieved by 
implementing individual energy efficient technologies alone 
are not sufficient to successful meet the challenging 
objectives set forth by the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) and other directives issued by 
cities, for example PlaNYC in New York City (IPCC 2007, 
PLANYC 2007). 

Reducing energy consumption by buildings and 
improving energy efficiency in buildings are two 
approaches to help achieve the goals.  Frost and Sullivan 
(2009) cites the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating 
and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) stating only 
11% of building cost is construction, while 50% of the 
lifecycle cost is in the operation of the building. 

Nobel Prize laureate and U. S. Secretary of Energy Dr. 
Steven Chu stated: “We need … computer design tools for 
commercial and residential buildings that enable reductions 
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in energy consumption of up to 80 percent with investments 
that will pay for themselves in less than 10 years.” (Chu 
2009). This grand challenge will require a system 
integration approach to building design, aided by computer 
tools with embedded energy analysis, computer monitoring, 
and real-time control of building systems. 

A smarter building can be defined as integrating major 
building systems on a common network where information 
and functionality between systems is shared to improve 
energy efficiency, operational effectiveness, and occupant 
satisfaction (IBM, 2010).  A smarter building is a complex 
system of systems that span heating and air conditioning, 
lighting, security, access control, entertainment, people 
movers, water, and monitoring, control and maintenance 
systems. Ideally, these systems would have well managed 
and integrated physical and digital infrastructures that make 
the building safe, comfortable, and functional for its 
occupants and sustainable for the environment. Through the 
use of sensors, digital smart IP enabled meters and 
submeters, digital controls, and analysis tools to 
automatically monitor and control services for its users, 
buildings can be studied in much greater detail to investigate 
whole systems solutions. Since the average lifetime of a 
commercial building is fifty years, it is crucial to focus on 
the design, construction, and operation of both new 
buildings and retrofits. 

An integrated design process (IDP) for new buildings 
and building retrofits that incorporates energy simulation, 
lighting analysis, computational fluid dynamics and digital 
information about a building’s structure, occupancy, and 
plumbing, electrical and mechanical systems and costs, will 
enable architects, builders and contractors, facilities 
managers, and building owner/operators to achieve 
optimized building performance through the selection of the 
best materials, windows, equipment, subsystems and 
processes. These virtual models and tools, combined with 
cloud and high performance computing (HPC), will improve 
productivity and allow rapid assessment of design 
alternatives (Lunzer and Hornbæk, 2008) to optimize the 
energy performance of a building. A shift in culture among 
building stakeholders is needed to adopt collaboration, 
interoperability, and the effective and active use of 
operational building data as the way of the future. 

Cloud computing is an emerging style of computing in 
which applications, data and IT resources are provided as 

services to users over the web. Cloud computing is a way of 
managing large numbers of highly virtualized resources 
such that, from a management perspective, they resemble a 
single large scalable resource, which in turn can be used to 
deliver services.  Several cloud computing paradigms exist, 
for example, Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a 
Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) (Zhu 
et al. 2009).  This is a disruptive computing and business 
paradigm, poised to change the traditional organizations’ IT 
infrastructure management and business practices, and to 
dramatically improve productivity and cost effectiveness of 
software solutions. As an infrastructure paradigm, cloud 
computing is extremely well suited to efficiently handle 
traditional “web” workloads, whereas its adoption in 
different areas of computing is not without technical and 
strategic challenges that, without solution, inhibits 
acceptance and adoption. 

We present an analysis of the benefits and challenges of 
using cloud computing and HPC in the context of the design 
and operation of next-generation architecture and urban 
design projects, and suggest some potential solutions. 

2. ARCHITECTURE, URBAN DESIGN PROJECTS 
AND SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS 

Architecture and construction projects require a vast 
array of software solutions that range from Product 
Lifecycle Management (PLM) to Computer Aided Design 
(CAD) systems, logistics, and energy usage simulation to 
environmental impact analysis. These software tools 
improve the productivity of designers, architects, engineers, 
builders, managers and facility workers who need to operate 
in the best way to successfully complete the assigned 
projects within budget and time constraints. 

Simulation has been traditionally used in architectural 
and engineering projects to validate designs created by 
individual domain experts, and is usually performed on 
reduced-complexity system models in order to contain the 
overall analysis time and cost.  The United States Green 
Building Council (USGBC) encourages the use of 
simulation in its Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design (LEED) certification process.  

Today’s building energy simulators are not able to 
capture the multi-scale dynamics of a whole building system 
and the majority of models provide results relevant only to 
steady state conditions. More recently though, the 
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requirements for additional efficiency and cost reduction in 
large-scale projects, combined with the availability of more 
sophisticated tools to evaluate and predict the resulting 
project’s performance (e.g. a building’s total energy 
consumption) as accurately as possible, are improving the 
collaborative nature of design. With these more 
sophisticated tools come increases in the amount of data 
produced, which ultimately requires increases in compute 
power to process various simulation-driven optimization 
strategies. 

The PLM range of software applications is relatively 
easy to migrate to the cloud environment, as their 
fundamental operations are of a transactional nature and 
large, distributed databases have been commonly used in 
cloud-based web applications for some time. These 
characteristics facilitate the economic justification of a 
cloud-based business model.  CAD and more general design 
applications, on the other hand, especially when applied to 
large-scale projects, present significant challenges that must 
be addressed to allow the full exploitation of cloud 
computing economies of scale. 

Simulation is also a discipline, which, despite the vast 
amount of expertise accumulated over recent decades, has 
not been fully exploited as a process optimization tool, 
mostly due to the inherently high costs associated with 
dedicated HPC resources. Fully addressing these challenges 
opens up tremendous new opportunities that can 
revolutionize the way architecture and urban design projects 
are planned and executed. 

Below, computing advances are outlined where scalable 
resources can have a significant impact on the development 
of solutions in support of the grand challenges of this 
domain. 

2.1. Intelligent Application Execution Prediction 
Design software is characterized by a workflow 

composed of alternating stages: a user performs an 
operation (action stage) and then reviews the results of the 
operation (review stage). When large amounts of computing 
resources are available, computing power can be dedicated 
to predict a user’s behavior in order to reduce the perceived 
application latency. Implicitly, the more action-review 
workflow cycles that can be performed during the design 
process, the better the outcome. Predictive methods can 
greatly reduce the time taken for each cycle thereby 

allowing more cycles to take place in the same amount of 
time. 

In the review stages, while the user is evaluating the 
effects of the last operation or set of operations, the 
application will analyze the user’s workflow and attempt to 
predict which set of operations the user is most likely to 
perform next. Then it will allocate computing resources to 
actually perform in parallel all those operations, speculating 
that one of them will actually be selected by the user in the 
next action stage (Igarashi and Hughes, 2001). If the 
speculation is successful, the latency of the selected 
operation can be significantly reduced by overlapping it 
with the time the user takes to review his/her progress. 

2.2. Fast Parameter-space Exploration 
Design, architecture and engineering are disciplines that 

require the evaluation of numerous options and the expertise 
of individual domain experts provides guidance towards the 
choices that must be made at all stages of a project.  Despite 
the skill level of a project’s individual contributors, there is 
a limit to the variety of options and combinations of 
components an architect or an engineer can evaluate in a 
reasonable amount of time during each design cycle on a 
large project. 

It is necessary to develop effective methodologies and 
tools to improve the speed of design space exploration for 
optimal configurations that reduce energy consumption, 
improve overall efficiency, and/or the total cost of the 
project itself in a robust way so that variations in the 
different uses of buildings, energy loads, and degradations 
in equipment operation can be considered in a timely 
manner.  Access to large amounts of computing power 
would lead to the ability to evaluate hundreds or thousands 
of different design variations and their effects on the overall 
project. This would provide an opportunity for more 
informed decision-making and for further confirmation of a 
choice made by a subject matter expert.  

2.3. Large-scale Simulation 
Next-generation architecture projects face increasing 

budget constraints, demands for greater efficiency and 
reductions in environmental impact. As the multitude of 
variables inherent in construction projects increases and the 
need for more sophisticated simulation models for design 
and construction grows, for example to better understand the 
real non-linear behavior of materials, a much higher level of 
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detail in the simulations are required in order to have the 
most accurate possible analyses. In the past, greatly 
simplified models have been considered sufficient for 
estimating energy consumption.  While the potentially 
double-digit error ranges that result may be acceptable for 
buildings expecting typical energy consumption, these 
simplifications are not viable for a low-energy building 
where a difference of 10% would be unacceptable for a 
theoretically net-zero energy building. 

Complex and very detailed analysis models require 
simulation to a scale only available to large private, 
academic, and government research laboratories. Recent 
advances in computational power, computer software, and 
clever mathematical algorithms and heuristics offer 
industries access to such tools across a building’s life cycle 
providing the means to address the complex dynamics of a 
whole integrated building system. Burns et al. (2010) 
discuss the needs, the current state and gaps, and the 
research approach for simulation-based design. 

2.4. Multi-disciplinary Optimization for Semi-
automatic Design 

Multi-disciplinary optimization can be defined as the 
field of engineering that uses optimization methods to solve 
design problems incorporating a number of disciplines.  The 
importance of sound software design practices is often 
underestimated when developing large-scale integrated 
simulations.  Typically each discipline develops or uses 
software modules and well-defined interfaces between these 
modules are lacking. 

As a further refinement to fast parameter-space 
exploration, numerical analysis principles can be applied to 
find optimal project configurations based on soft and hard 
constraints such as energy consumption, carbon emissions, 
among others.  Architecture designs can be defined as 
completely parametric problems as illustrated in Shea, Aish 
and Gourtovaia (2005).  The concept can be extended to 
define not only shapes but also other characteristics of 
architecture projects, such as the choice of construction 
materials for every component, placement of fixtures, shape 
and size of windows, mechanical systems integration 
strategies, and so on. 

When combined in a single problem domain, the number 
of variables easily overwhelms the capabilities of an 
individual simulation.  While analysis of the results of 

individual simulations and fast parameter space exploration 
can provide strong guidance, multi-disciplinary optimization 
combines analytical methods with domain-specific 
heuristics to provide a very integrated decision-making tool.  
This technique can result in dramatic improvements in 
overall cost reduction and efficiency, and if applied to a vast 
majority of future architecture and engineering projects, it 
can substantially reduce the environmental impact of next-
generation urban planning, but not without substantial 
increases in the complexity of the system. 

3. CHALLENGES 

3.1. CAD User Experience 
Interactivity and complex 3D visualization are both 

fundamental characteristics of modern CAD systems.  The 
main source of potential compromises in using a cloud-
based interactive computing environment is the latency 
introduced by the communication network, which in most 
circumstances is the Internet. The very low response latency 
typical of CAD applications running on a user’s workstation 
is hard to replicate while running in the cloud, although the 
large amount of computing power required for increasingly 
important operations like complex simulation and multi-
disciplinary optimization is not available in a desktop 
system.   

3.2. Data Transfer and Data Security 
Organizations operating in the engineering sector 

generate large amounts of security sensitive data such as 
project plans, CAD drawings, and project schedules.  
Transferring security sensitive data to a public cloud is then 
a serious trust issue for some organizations, who cannot 
afford the risk of having data stolen or compromised.  
Transferring the data to the cloud for on-demand processing 
can be impractical and cumbersome, especially in the 
presence of large datasets, which is common for large 
engineering projects; some form of incremental data transfer 
is then required. Buecker et al. (2009) provide technical 
guidance on cloud security. 

Faced with exponential data growth and increasing 
regulatory requirements, organizations want to protect their 
data and applications at reduced costs.  Services exist today 
that enable security-rich managed protection of critical data 
on-site or off-site, help reduce the total cost of ownership 
with cloud-based data backup solutions, and ease 
management of various industry regulation requirements.   
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3.3. Simulation and Algorithm Scalability in the Cloud 
The scale and complexity of the problems that future 

simulation algorithms will be required to solve, combined 
with the fundamental architecture of cloud systems, does not 
suit the traditional HPC model which relies on a much 
higher level of predictability from the underlying hardware 
and infrastructure. Standard cloud nodes are not well suited 
to run classical HPC algorithms, so new variations of 
algorithms are needed to make better use of the commodity 
hardware based cloud configurations. Only recently cloud 
providers are beginning to offer on-demand services for 
high performance computing. 

3.4. Fault Tolerance 
Moving an entire organization’s business on to cloud 

systems can have dramatic consequences in case of faults 
like network outages. The benefit and the appeal of using 
public or semi-private computing clouds would be greatly 
diminished if fault-tolerance were not appropriately handled 
and if the solutions were not properly demonstrated to 
organizations. Extreme flexibility in the underlying 
infrastructure needs to be factored in when designing 
solutions that must be able to accommodate sudden faults 
and/or sudden increases in computing demands. 

4. POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS 

4.1. CAD User Experience 
In order to avoid disrupting the user experience, a 

careful evaluation of applications and user behavior is 
necessary. CAD applications exhibit a peculiar kind of 
workflow that alternates phases of intense interaction to 
perform simple operations and review, to phases of intense 
computation, necessary to perform complex operations.  
Systems like “Snowbird/Snowflock” described in Lagar-
Cavilla et al. (2007) are capable of detecting and reacting to 
this alternation performing incremental, transparent, live 
virtual machine migration from a user’s workstation to the 
cloud and vice-versa. This capability provides an extremely 
useful new paradigm to extend application computing 
scalability using vast cloud-based resources, while 
minimizing changes in the application’s user interface 
modules and general behavior. 

4.2. Data Transfer and Data Security 
To overcome data transfer latency to the cloud, two 

strategies offer some potential solutions: 

• I/O operations originating from a users’ workstation 
and directed to an organization’s central storage 
system such as a Storage Area Network can be 
intercepted by dedicated appliances, which can 
batch, compress and encrypt a number of popular 
storage protocols such as iSCSI, and forwarded to 
the cloud’s storage system. In case of network fault 
the operations are queued and transmitted after the 
network is restored. 

• User’s workstations are partially virtualized, with 
“shadow” virtual machines running in the cloud to 
replicate all the user’s operations, including storage 
accesses. 

Any of these strategies allow for a persistent copy of the 
relevant data to be maintained and updated in the cloud, 
ready for use by a number of scalable computing workloads. 

Data security can also be augmented by using 
partitioning schemes, such that a complete dataset is never 
completely available in a single system, similar to 
distributed, peer-to-peer content distribution systems; this 
strategy is particularly well suited for large datasets 
representing models on which simulation is performed, as 
domain decomposition is then necessary to distribute the 
calculation over a large amount of computing nodes. 

The application of distributed data exchange security 
models based on virtualization like Trusted Virtual Domains 
(TVD) in Linwood Griffin et al. (2005) and Bussani et al. 
(2005) would also be a further step towards the 
comprehensive system required by organizations to entrust 
data to a cloud provider. 

4.3. Simulation and Algorithm Scalability in the Cloud 
Due to the extreme commoditization of the architecture 

of cloud systems, there are several unique characteristics 
that must be accounted for to avoid hard scalability 
limitations. Still, several lessons can be learned from past 
research in distributed computing to leverage the very 
dynamic nature of these systems. 

First, workloads must be created having a single virtual 
machine as the fundamental computing entity, relying on as 
little external information and communication as possible. 

Second, new programming models that account for the 
dynamic and heterogeneous nature, and the massive scale of 
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cloud systems, need to emerge to mitigate algorithm 
development complexity and to avoid continuous manual 
refactoring subject to the volatile underlying platforms and 
networks. For example, taking some hints from numerical 
optimization as described in Iorio (2009), an effective 
layering strategy can be highly beneficial. 

Third, when the individual computing entity is a pre-
configured virtual machine, adaptive, dynamic domain 
decomposition and computing strategies must also be 
adopted to leverage the extreme amount of computing 
potentially available to cloud-based applications. 

4.4. Fault Tolerance 
The fully virtualized nature of cloud systems allows for 

a more streamlined management of fault tolerance.  
Applications and workloads designed to run within a virtual 
machine are completely agnostic of their location, their 
individual performance, and the exact topology of the 
network fabric. 

The characteristics of the infrastructure and the 
constraints posed by it on the applications actually result in 
a much easier exploitation of multiple fault-tolerance 
strategies that depend on this strict separation of 
information. As an example, modern cloud infrastructures 
can produce full virtual machine snapshots in a very short 
time, and upon detection of a software or hardware issue can 
provision a new virtual machine that maintains the same 
characteristics of the one that failed. 

This feature makes the adoption of a “checkpointing” 
fault-tolerance strategy much easier from the application 
developer standpoint in a very elegant way. Traditional HPC 
systems, based on a message passing interface, either do not 
possess this characteristic, or must be designed and 
implemented at the application level, which is much more 
time consuming and error prone. 

5. LIVING LAB CASE STUDIES 
The discrepancy between the modeled and actual energy 

performance in completed construction projects is becoming 
clearer to practitioners and certification bodies. This trend, 
together with the recognition of the need for widespread 
implementation of massive energy efficiency improvements 
in both new and existing buildings, has led to a number of 
projects that provide testbeds for experimentation called 
“living labs.”  For a commercial building, the Digital 210 

King project in Toronto (Attar et al. 2010) brings together a 
detailed Building Information Model (Eastman, 2007) with 
sensor data collected from the building control system as 
well as meters and submeters. At a sustainable community 
level, the Millennium Water Olympic Village project in 
Vancouver (Bayley et al. 2009) applied a multitude of 
efficiency measures to great effect achieving a close to net-
zero energy community. At an urban level, the highly 
publicized yet-unrealized Masdar City project in Abu Dhabi 
(www.masdar.ae) aims to be entirely fueled by renewable 
resources, primarily from solar energy. 

At regional and national levels, the U.S. Department of 
Energy recently announced the establishment of an Energy 
Innovation Hub focused on developing technologies to 
make buildings more energy efficient (U.S. DOE 2010).  
Led by The Pennsylvania State University, the Energy 
Innovation Hub is located at the Philadelphia Navy Yard 
Clean Energy Campus and will function as a living lab.  
Hub members include nine universities, two U.S. National 
Laboratories (Lawrence Livermore and Princeton), and five 
industrial firms including IBM.  A highly multidisciplinary 
approach is underway to take full advantage of the diverse 
knowledge sets needed to develop a significantly improved 
outcome.  As lead for Integrated Design Processes and 
Computational Tools, IBM is collaborating with other Hub 
members including Carnegie Mellon University, Lawrence 
Livermore National Lab, Penn State, Purdue, United 
Technologies Research Center, and Virginia Tech on this 
task. IBM will develop a cloud computing framework and 
infrastructure to support the interoperability of information 
and tools that will help ensure a range of small to mid-sized 
to large firms can take advantage of these technologies. In 
addition, IBM will implement performance monitoring and 
diagnostic systems for the integrated control systems. 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE OUTLOOK 
The cloud environment offers the very compelling 

opportunity of using computing power on a scale previously 
unavailable to most users of design and engineering 
software applications. The main challenges are thus both in 
defining novel avenues to use that computing power and in 
ensuring that the user experience remains familiar to widely 
adopted standards, augmenting the user’s capabilities rather 
than exacting new workflow compromises. 

Promising techniques that leverage the already 
virtualized nature of the cloud environment exist and can be 
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used to exploit the vast opportunities cloud computing has 
to offer to the engineering community, and will make it a 
viable option for architecture and engineering organizations 
to increase the efficiency of their practices and operations. 

Moreover the constant reduction in the cost of cloud-
based computing resources will dramatically increase the 
amount of computing power available on demand, thus 
enabling full democratization of an entire portfolio of 
powerful tools, with the prospect of both reductions in 
project costs and environmental impact, and increases in 
overall efficiency over the entire project lifecycle. 
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Abstract 
The integration of simulation environments in 

generative, performance-driven form-finding methods is 
expected to enable an exploration into performative 
solutions of unprecedented complexity in architectural 
design problems. Computational fluid dynamics simulations 
have a wide range of applications in architecture, yet they 
are mainly applied at final design stages for evaluation and 
validation of design intentions, due to their computational 
and expertise requirements. 

This paper investigates the potential of a fast fluid 
dynamics simulation scheme in a generative optimization 
process, through the use of a genetic algorithm, for wind 
loading optimization of a free form surface. A problem-
specific optimization environment has been developed for 
experimentation. The optimization process has provided 
valuable insight on both the performance objectives and the 
representation of the problem. The manipulation of the 
parametric description of the problem has enabled control 
over the solution space highlighting the relation of the 
representation to the performance outcome of the problem.   

1. INTRODUCTION 
The recent advancements of digital fabrication and the 

continuous development of computer aided design tools 
have not only liberated architecture from its geometrical 
constraints but they have also infused in it a computational 
realm of experimentation into form and function of 
unprecedented complexity. With parametric design systems 
being only the start point and computationally simulated 

dynamical systems of form finding the quintessence of this 
exploration, architecture has in part shifted from the design 
and drafting to the creation of the generative systems from 
which the final form emerges (Kolarevic 2003). The 
architectural discourse has lately been rigorously engaged in 
embodying the potential of this achievable complexity not 
only in the aesthetic but also in the performative aspects of 
contemporary architecture. 

The integration of simulation environments in the 
architectural computational framework has been a key factor 
in this exploration, as they provide the test bed for 
experimentation with the various aspects of architectural 
performance. This has led to a substantial development of 
both the simulation algorithms and their interfacing tools as 
well as their applicability in the building industry, facilitated 
also through the increase of available computational 
resources but also significantly through novel computational 
approaches and paradigms (Malkawi 2004). Although it is 
expected that the incorporation of these simulation 
environments in computational generative processes will 
enable a critical and systemic thinking into performance 
driven architecture and shape innovative performative 
solutions, their integration in a streamlined computational 
framework throughout all stages of the design process 
remains a challenge (Shea et al 2005).  

One of the areas that are still largely unexplored, in 
terms of its integration into generative design approaches is 
that of computational fluid dynamics (CFD).  CFD 
simulations have a vast variety of applications in 
architecture, ranging from wind load analysis on buildings 
to ventilation and energy performance, contamination 
dispersion or even acoustical analyses (Malkawi 2004). 
However due to the complexity of the simulated phenomena 
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and the consequent computational demand of the simulation 
algorithms available, their use is restricted to final design 
stages for evaluation and validation of design intentions.  
There is evidence though, as it will be argued here, that 
through the use of less accurate but also computationally 
less demanding approaches, CFD simulations may be able 
to be applied not only at earlier design stages to inform 
preliminary design decisions, but even more to be integrated 
in generative form finding processes. In our approach we 
aim to explore the potential of a real-time fluid dynamics 
simulation scheme in the optimization of the wind loading 
of a free form surface canopy, through the use of a genetic 
algorithm (GA). It has to be stated, that the aim of this 
approach is not to attempt to simulate the physical 
phenomena with the maximum possible accuracy, but rather 
to investigate the potential of a resource effective simulation 
scheme in a conceptual stage generative approach. 

2. BACKGROUND 
The phenomena of fluid dynamics are described by the 

Navier Stokes equations and are considered one of the most 
challenging engineering problems. Navier-Stokes are 
notoriously difficult to approach analytically and therefore 
numerical methods are used to approximate their solution. 
This approximation introduces an amount of error in the 
simulation, the tolerance of which depends on the 
application and the goals of the simulation (Lomax et al 
1999).  The computational approaches to the simulation of 
fluids have been continuously expanding the past decades 
and there is a great variety of available simulation 
algorithms today, ranging from particle to mesh based 
approaches and from lower to higher accuracy models. 
Despite their continuous development though, the available 
simulation tools have not yet reached the expectations of 
researchers in combining accuracy with speed (Chen 2009). 
The computational timeframe of the simulations ranges 
from hours and days to even weeks, when involved in 
optimization processes (Hanna et al 2010). 

The areas of application of CFD in architecture are 
numerous and include among many others the analysis of 
indoor climate (Hartog et al 2000), ventilation performance 
(Chen 2009) and heating, ventilation and air conditioning 
(HVAC) systems (Hien & Mahdavi 1999) as well as the 
analysis of urban scale conditions, such as street layout 
configurations (Xiaomin et al 2006) and airflow analysis in 
dense urban environments (Chung & Malone-Lee 2010). In 
a number of these studies (Chung & Malone-Lee 2010; 

Hartog et al 2000; Hien & Mahdavi 1999) it is highlighted 
that there is a need to incorporate CFD simulations at earlier 
design stages. More specifically, what is pointed out is the 
inconsistency between the synthetic and the analytic design 
stages and therefore it is suggested that optimization needs 
to be initiated at early design stages to be more effective. 
The suggestions include parametric design systems, hybrid 
simulation approaches and visualization schemes to 
approach the simulation data sets. 

In the field of wind engineering, the applications of CFD 
simulations are also numerous and span all scales of the 
urban environment, from high rise buildings (Huang et al 
2007) to building roofs (Kumar & Stathopouloos 1997). 
Although in most cases the study of wind loads is validated 
through wind tunnel experiments, the CFD simulations are 
considered a fundamental tool in wind load analysis (Baker 
2007). Again the integration of CFD simulations in earlier 
design stages is attempted through different approaches, 
such as the development of tools that streamline the pre and 
post processing of the simulation (Kerklaan and Coenders 
2007) or the use of special effect visualization-oriented 
tools, similarly to the approach taken here, to dynamically 
sketch and assess the performance of design alternatives of 
tension membrane structures, before formally assessing 
them through wind tunnel tests (Mark 2007). 

2.1. Fast Fluid Dynamics 
The numerical scheme used in our approach was 

developed for the computer graphics industry (Stam 1999) 
and therefore the visual aspect but most importantly the 
speed of the simulation are more crucial than the accuracy 
of the solver. Although the simulation scheme does not 
disregard the physics of the fluid mechanics, due to the 
lower order numerical solvers used to approximate the 
solution, the solver suffers from an amount of numerical 
dissipation. Indeed recent experiments with the specific 
fluid simulation scheme show that the solver cannot 
accurately predict turbulent flows by comparing the results 
to standard experimental data for a number of different 
cases, i.e. flow in a lid-driven cavity, fully developed 
channel flow, forced convective flow and natural convective 
flow in a room (Zuo and Chen 2007; 2009; 2010). The same 
studies however consider the solver’s accuracy as adequate 
for a number of cases and objectives, such as building 
emergency management, preliminary sustainable design and 
real-time indoor environment control. The results on the 
speed of the simulations, on the other hand, are outstanding, 
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with a timeframe that ranges from 4 to 100 times faster than 
real time. Moreover, when implemented on a parallel 
computing scheme the fast fluid dynamics (FFD) simulation 
timeframe are reported to be 500 to 1500 times faster than a 
CFD simulation. It is not aimed to attempt a validation of 
these results, here, but on the contrary to explore the 
potential of the fluid solver in a generative preliminary 
design optimization process. 

2.2. GAs and CFD 
Genetic algorithms have been widely used for 

optimization in many engineering fields and lately they have 
been increasingly applied in architectural oriented 
optimization problems. Very briefly, a GA is mimicking the 
natural selection process through a population of candidates 
that represent a solution to the given problem by assessing 
their fitness and reproducing their genetic material. One 
significant advantage of GAs that makes them inherently 
useful in architectural context is their effectiveness in 
searching through very large and complex solution spaces, 
where deterministic methods cannot perform that well. The 
integration of CFD simulations and GA optimization 
techniques is also not a novelty in other engineering areas. 
In the automotive, aerospace and nautical industries, the use 
of CFD in optimization techniques is fully integrated and 
automated (Duvigneau & Visonneau 2003) and falls under 
the general category of shape optimization (Roy et al 2008). 

In architectural related research though, there are very 
few attempts to couple CFD and GAs. These are mainly 
limited in the analysis of indoor environments and more 
specifically the optimization of HVAC systems. Malkawi et 
al (Choudhary & Malkawi 2002; Malkawi et al 2003; 
Malkawi et al 2005) have combined GAs and CFD to study 
the performance of a mechanically ventilated room, through 
the integration of a parametric model and the partial 
automation of the optimization process, which is also 
assisted by the user. Although the intervention of the user in 
the optimization procedure in this case is significant in 
driving the optimization procedure towards the desired 
solution space, the use of a commercial fluid solver does not 
allow for the adaptation of the simulation environment. 
Other approaches include the use of GAs and CFD for the 
optimization of HVAC systems in office spaces (Lee 2007; 
Kim et al 2007) as well  as other performance criteria, such 
as the optimization of window design problems (Suga et al 
2010) and smoke-control systems in buildings (Huang et al 
2009). Again with a few exceptions these approaches do not 

significantly adapt the simulation environment to the needs 
of each problem or attempt to optimize the computational 
framework of the simulation. Furthermore most of these 
studies are considered with orthogonal geometries, thus 
limiting their applicability in form finding methods. 

3. THE OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK 
As already mentioned, the aim of this approach is to 

explore the potential of a faster but less accurate CFD 
simulation scheme in the optimization of the performance, 
in terms of wind loading of a free form surface. The 
computational efficiency of the process was overall an 
important driver in the development of the simulation 
framework and therefore certain simplifications and 
compromises had to be made to make the attempt feasible. 
The free form surface was deliberately vaguely defined, and 
material and site specific parameters were not considered, in 
order to reduce the complexity of the problem and shift the 
interest mostly towards the potential of the solver in 
providing valuable insight on a simple problem, through a 
generative design process. Moreover the study was 
constrained to one constant wind direction to further reduce 
the problem’s complexity, although the use of a range of 
wind directions is strongly considered as a further step. 
Finally the wind loading calculation is also restricted to the 
mean wind load on the surface for simplification, while at a 
further stage more complex wind loading functions could be 
taken into account. 

The fluid solver used here is based on a three 
dimensional implementation (Ash 2006) of Stam’s (1999) 
fluid solver. The main simulation routines of the solver are 
the advection, diffusion and projection routines (see also 
Stam 2003) and as they form the core of the simulation 
algorithm they have not been significantly changed. Other 
parts of the simulation scheme have been adapted and 
developed to suit the needs of the study. Stam’s fluid solver 
is a grid-based method, i.e. the solution is derived by 
resolving the equations for each cell in a grid over each time 
step. The solver is based on a fixed-size grid cell, which 
does not allow the adaptation of the mesh resolution in areas 
of interest, but facilitates the integration of other parts of the 
simulation scheme. The implementation of the fluid solver, 
as well as all other parts of the optimization framework 
were developed by the authors in the Processing open-
source programming language (Figure 1). 
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 Figure 1 Fluid domain section - velocity field 

3.1. Boundaries 
One important aspect of the CFD simulations is the 

handling of the domain boundaries. As the fluid solver was 
developed for visualization purposes, the external boundary 
routines of the solver had to be adjusted to simulate a 
continuous channel flow instead of the original bounding 
box domain. Again, more complex and sophisticated 
boundaries that would take into account site parameters, 
such as the ground surface roughness, would increase the 
complexity of the problem and therefore were avoided. The 
modeling of a more complex urban environment was indeed 
attempted but dropped due to computational resource 
requirements. 

The internal boundaries of the fluid domain are derived 
by the free form surface and are therefore more complex to 
handle as they need to be redefined for each instance of the 
GA population. For this reason a meshing algorithm had to 
be developed. To describe the internal boundary meshing 
algorithm a description of the free form surface needs to be 
given. The surface is defined as a B-Spline (URBS) surface, 
which is controlled by a set of 25 control points, arranged in 
a two dimensional grid of 5 control points in each direction. 
To impose some constructability on the scheme, the 4 
corners of the control grid are fixed to the ground, as they 
could serve as anchor points for the structure. The 
remaining control points are freely movable by the 
optimization algorithm inside a certain range of height, 
width and length, depending on the degrees of freedom 
which have varied during each optimization scheme, as it 
will be described further on. The range of movement is also 
constrained by the adjacency of the points, to avoid folding 
and distortion of the surface. This configuration defines the 
parametric range of movement of the surface inside the fluid 
domain and consequently the range of the solution space 
(Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2 Free form surface configuration (a) and movement range for 
one (b) and three (c) degrees of freedom.  

To set up the internal boundaries of the domain, for each 
parametric instance of the surface, a meshing algorithm had 
to be developed. For internal boundaries, at least two cells 
of the fluid domain in each dimension have to be occupied 
to counteract the velocity and density fields of the fluid in 
both directions normal to the surface. The meshing 
algorithm runs for every (u, v) position on the surface (at 
given intervals) and assigns a solid boolean for the 
corresponding pair of cells of the fluid domain in each 
dimension. This boolean is used inside the boundary routine 
of the solver to adjust the condition at the boundary cells at 
each time step of the simulation. The boundary cells are also 
used for the calculation of the wind loading of the surface 
which is implicitly calculated from the density and velocity 
fields (Figures 3, 4). 

 

Figure 3 Internal boundaries generated by the meshing algorithm for one 
instance of the surface.  

 

Figure 4 Wind loading calculation – three time steps. 

3.2. The genetic algorithm 
Each member of the GA population represents an 

instance of the parametric surface and corresponds to a set 
of genes which define its parameters. Three different 
encoding schemes for the GA genes were used in our 
experiments, each with different results. Two of these 
schemes were a direct encoding of the moving position of 
the control points of the surface, movable in one (z 
component only) and three dimensions (x,y,z) respectively. 
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To reduce the searchable solution space and increase the 
convergence of the optimization process, a topological 
description of the surface was also introduced as an 
encoding scheme. In this scheme, the control points of the 
surface were derived from a sine function, whose 
parameters were encoded in the genes in order to preserve 
the topological relation between the control points (Figure 
5).  

 
Figure 5 The genotype and phenotype correspondence in two encoding 
schemes.  

In the scope of this effort two different gene crossover 
methods were also used, i.e. a multiple point and a single 
point crossover method which is also helpful in preserving 
the topology of the surface. In the multiple point crossover 
method each new member of the population inherits the 
genes from each of its parents in random order, therefore 
loosing the topological relationship between adjacent 
control points of the surface. In the single point crossover 
method, on the other hand, each new member inherits a 
uniform portion of its parents’ chromosomes, preserving the 
topological relationship between adjacent points. 

The population size of the GA in our experiments ranged 
from 36 to 64 members and the number of offspring did not 
exceed the 1500 generations, due to computation time 
limitations. As it has already been mentioned, the time 
efficiency of the process was an important factor in the 
development process therefore the optimization process did 
not reach its full potential in many of the experiments as it 
was restricted by the timeframe which has reached up to 8 
hours on a typical configurations computer. One thing worth 
mentioning is that although the GA is able to generate 
multiple instances of the surface in no time, each of them 
has to be evaluated individually, in a serial manner, through 

the CFD simulation engine, as the generation of multiple 
CFD domains to parallelize the optimization process would 
exceed the capabilities of any machine. However a further 
step could involve the distribution of the optimization 
process over a network. 

The steps of the optimization process were the 
following: 

1) An initial population of surfaces is randomly 
generated by the GA. 

2) For each member of the initial population the CFD 
domain is preprocessed and the internal boundaries 
are defined. 

3) The simulation engine runs until it converges and 
the fitness of the member is evaluated as the mean 
wind load on the surface in a given time period. 

4) The fluid domain and the internal boundaries are 
reset. 

5) When the whole of the initial population has been 
evaluated and ranked, a new member is generated 
by the GA and steps 2 to 4 are repeated for each 
new member (Figure 6). 

 
Figure 6 The optimization flowchart.  

4. RESULTS 
The results of the experiments with the first two (direct) 

encoding schemes were, as expected, similar, with a slight 
increase in the performance range achieved by the three 
degrees of freedom scheme. In both cases the optimization 
process was successful in optimizing the performance of the 
surface, steadily decreasing the wind loads, though not 
reaching its full potential, in the given timeframe. The 
optimum range of generated surfaces in both schemes 
presented significant uniformity in their form, characterized 
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by symmetry in the vertical to the wind direction as well as 
by a wave-like profile in the parallel direction leading to an 
overall aerodynamic shape. In both schemes however the 
optimum forms did not converge to a single trend, but were 
divided into two schemes, almost inverted from each other 
in form but both performing equally in the CFD domain. 
This lack of uniformity could be indicative of a possible 
preliminary convergence to local optima, also due to the 
computational demands of the process, or possibly of an 
under-constrained problem set up which leads to multiple 
solutions. Therefore it led to further experimentation in an 
effort to constrain the solution space through both a 
different crossover method and a different encoding scheme 
(Figures 7-12). 

 

Figures 7, 8 Three degrees of freedom - Optimization screenshot and 4 
fittest members 

 

Figures 9, 10 Fitness plots for one and three degrees of freedom.  

 

Figures 11, 12 One degree of freedom - 4 fittest members of the two 
optimization trends 

The single crossover method introduced was effective in 
reducing the time frame of the optimization, achieving a 
similar performance range in almost half the amount of 
generations, without though effectively converging to one 
uniform solution. The shape of the optimal surfaces 
followed again two distinct trends with two inverted shape 

patterns similar to the ones observed with the multiple 
crossover method (Figures 13, 14). 

On the contrary, through the topological description 
scheme, the optimization process converged to one single 
optimal trend throughout all the experiments, without 
though reaching the same performance range, indicating that 
the preservation of the surface topology was effective in the 
restriction of the solution space but also in the restriction of 
the achievable performance (Figures 15, 16). 

 

Figures 13, 14 Single crossover method - 4 fittest members and fitness 
graph 

 

Figures 15, 16 Topological description scheme- 4 fittest members and 
fitness graph 

5. DISCUSSION 
The incorporation of the FFD solver in the optimization 

process has been effective in providing an experimentation 
platform for generative techniques. Although the 
computational demand of the process remains high, it has 
been feasible not only to integrate the complex CFD 
simulations in a generative approach but furthermore to 
generate results, with regards to the objectives of this study, 
in a complex solution space. More importantly the 
implementation of the fluid solver in an object-oriented 
programming environment has enabled the adaptation of the 
simulation environment to the study’s objectives. 

In terms of the problem-specific generated results, the 
optimization process has provided valuable insight on the 
problem, through the identification of performance trends, 
in relation to the different encoding schemes. The 
manipulation of the problem’s representation has provided 
control over the generated solution space, highlighting the 
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relationship between the parametric definition range and the 
resulting performance range. This control though can by no 
means be regarded as a way to a deterministic solution to 
the studied problem, if not properly assessed in relation to 
more realistic design parameters. In the scope of this study, 
several inseparable parameters of what would constitute a 
realistic architectural problem are deliberately omitted, for 
simplification. Nevertheless the focus of the study was on 
the potential of the implementation of the solver in a 
preliminary design stage and thus it can be regarded as a 
starting point for further experimentation. 

It needs to be mentioned that for these results to be 
useful one essential further step is the formal assessment of 
their performance using standard simulation packages, or 
potentially physical tests, as the inaccuracy caused by the 
numerical dissipation of the solver could possibly be 
misleading. Moreover, the use of generic parameters, in 
both the simulation framework and the description of the 
problem, does not facilitate the assessment of the results in 
an architectural context. A more thorough modeling of the 
simulation environment as well as the incorporation of other 
important optimization constraints, such as pedestrian 
comfort or other types of loading, are important further 
steps as well. Further work in progress also includes the use 
of multi-objective GAs to incorporate other optimization 
constraints in the problem, the use of artificial neural 
networks, trained by the solution space to increase the time 
efficiency and achieve a two-step optimization process as 
well as the implementation of further developed versions of 
the fluid solver to produce more accurate results. 

6. CONCLUSION 
In this study we explored the potential of a fast fluid 

dynamics simulation scheme in a generative optimization 
process. The implementation of the fluid solver in a 
problem-specific optimization framework has been effective 
in providing informative insight on the representation of the 
problem. Although more complex representations and 
objectives as well as a formal validation of the generated 
results would be required to address real architectural 
problems, this implementation is considered as a proof of 
concept and further experimentation with the simulation 
framework is expected to yield more interesting results. 
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Abstract 
Growth in the role of simulation, in conceptual design 

and evaluation of building performance, is coupled with the 
need for architects to manage the dichotomy between high 
resolution geometries used in simulation and lower 
resolution, free-form manipulation-friendly geometries. We 
argue for the benefits of Hierarchical Subdivision-surfaces 
(HSS) in this process, concentrating specifically on its uses 
in several areas. First, we discuss HSS for the design and 
approximate simulation of Shell structures using particle-
spring methods and its correlation with FEA analysis. 
Second, we show the benefits of HSS for the procedural 
modeling of large numbers of such shells. Third, the pre-
engineering rationalisation of such designs is explained and, 
lastly, the preparation of such geometries for downstream 
production, including fabrication and construction, is 
discussed. The paper will present case studies for each area, 
the design of architectural competition entries within the 
areas, and mock-ups of structures designed and fabricated 
using these methods. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper stems from a preceding short-term research 

project that posited itself within the argument for 
parametric design research to focus on design methods that 
enable an operative pathway from design intent to its 
manifestation. The objective was to investigate the use of 
physically-based parameters as effective constraints in 
conceptual design. Integral belief to this was that conceptual 
design workflows should privilege real-time interaction 
between the designer and the computational model. 

Physical form-finding using hanging chains and 
associated architectural design methods as pioneered by 
Antonio Gaudi and their subsequent exposition by Heinz 
Isler, Frei Otto, and others are very well documented and is 
common knowledge among architects. Their digital 
simulation using particle-spring simulation frameworks are 
also fairly established following the work of early 
(architectural) exponents including Axel Killian (Kilian and 
Ochsendorf, 2005) and renewed interest amongst various 
academics in recent times. Common algorithms of digital 
form-finding use a particle-spring framework to simulate 
hanging chains and hanging grids, and produce results 
similar to Dynamic Relaxation (Fraschini, Prete and Laurino 
2009). The research aimed to extend this work to adequately 
represent the complexities of scale, time-constraints and 
delivery mechanisms of contemporary architectural 
practises. 

This paper presents a proof of concept for enabling an 
efficient workflow between conceptual design and 
downstream delivery within an architectural production 
pipeline. Simulation accuracy, production grade geometry 
etc. are outside the scope of this paper. As such, the paper 
will focus on its essential contribution: a simulation-based 
architectural design workflow, adopted from the computer 
graphics (CG) industry, incorporating the use of hierarchical 
subdivision surfaces as a means to provide intuitive control 
for the designer whilst still maintaining an awareness of 
down-stream architectural production processes. The 
argument will be confined to the design and simulation of 
Shell structures. 

2. WORKFLOW OVERVIEW & TERMINOLOGY 
A typical architectural design workflow involves the 

following steps: 
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Figure1. Low-poly mesh showing design-intentions. 

2.1. Setup / Initial Conditions 
The designer usually models a predominantly quad-

faced, low-resolution mesh (low-poly mesh). This embeds 
essential topological features, such as holes and the 
placement of (curvature) singularity points (see Figure 2). 
Key parameters of the design intent are also specified– 
clearances, touch-down points, boundary connections, etc. 
(see Figure 1). 

 
Figure 2. Low-poly mesh showing topological intentions; (1) point of 
(curvature) singularity, (2) hole. 

2.2. Storing Information 
All faces and their corresponding edges are stored in a 

set: face-edges set. 

2.3. Sub-division 
Subsequently the low-poly mesh is converted into a 

higher resolution mesh (high-poly mesh) using a subdivision 
(subD) algorithm (see Figure 3). We used Autodesk Maya 
smooth-mesh©, a Maya specific implementation of the 

Catmull-Clark sub-division surface. This mesh is treated as 
a ‘cloth’ object and simulated subject to external forces –
usually gravity– and internal spring forces, until an 
equilibrium condition is reached. 

 
Figure 3. High-poly mesh. 

2.4. Tracking 
During the process of subdivision, the original face-

edges set is also sub-divided and as such now contains 
additional edges. These edges are easily tracked on the high-
poly mesh due to the exponential and algebraic relation of 
their numeric IDs to those in the original set (see Figure 4 
bottom). Further, since these edges originally described 
closed (face) outlines, they can now be used to describe 
boundary NURBS patches (see Figure 4 top). The low-poly 
mesh itself proves useful in various down-stream 
applications as will be delineated in the next sections. 
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Figure 4. (top) Tracking low-poly mesh face-edge sets on high-poly 
mesh. (bottom) Exponential relation between numeric IDS of high-poly 
and low-poly meshes 

2.5. Export 
The above NURBS patches are subsequently exported to 

downstream applications and processes.  

 
Figure 5. Using boundary curves to describe NURBS patches. 

The paper will now proceed to discuss the following 
significant issues stemming from the argument above: 

 Design and approximate simulation of Shell structures. 

 Procedural modelling of large number of such shells. 

 Pre-engineering rationalisation of such designs. 

 Preparation for production, fabrication, construction. 

3. APPROXIMATE SIMULATION & DESIGN OF 
SHELL STRUCTURES 

Significant issues that affect the workflow of a designer 
within the form-finding process are (a) the current design-
to-physical manifestation discourse mentioned previously 
which usually entails that design intent itself is evolved 
through an iterative and negotiated interaction between the 
designer, a simulation engine, and design/physical 
constraints, and (b) the complex nature of simulation 
algorithms as also the black-box nature of the simulation 
tools themselves. Consequently, the design intent is 
established either as pre-simulation control of initial and 
boundary conditions, and post-simulation addition of 
features and elements in relation to the simulated surface. 
There is minimal interference during-simulation. Of interest 
to the current argument, however, is the usefulness of our 
workflow in each of the phases, as will be delineated below. 

3.1. Pre-simulation 
Pre-simulation is an integral part of the evolution of 

design intent and must support iterative manipulation. 
Common digital form-finding methods usually require a 
mesh – simulation mesh, especially in simulating hanging-
grids. Subsequently, vertices of the mesh are treated as 
point-mass objects and the edges treated as springs, and the 
entire configuration is iteratively advanced until an 
equilibrium configuration is reached. One method to 
generate a reasonably dense simulation mesh, from a user-
input set of boundary curve(s), is to use Constrained 
Delaunay Triangulation (CDT). Alternatively, our workflow 
uses a subD algorithm to subdivide the low-poly mesh to 
generate this simulation mesh, offering the following 
advantages to the designer. 

First, the iterative design studies mentioned above 
become intuitive and easy to due to the malleable nature of 
the low-poly mesh. These iterative studies are integral part 
of evolution of design intent whilst working with simulation 
tools. As such, ease, intuition and speed of manipulation are 
key. Eventually the low-poly mesh will embed key features 
of design intent including clearances, touchdown points, 
boundary conditions, etc. 

Second, a more intuitive control over mesh topology 
including placement of (curvature) singularity points, holes, 
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etc. is implicitly available. Having control over the 
placement of singularity points and holes, enables the 
designer to place these with regard to the overall tessellation 
of the initial surface. This correlation, apart from ensuring 
good valence for most vertices, proves useful in other 
downstream processes as well, as will be explained later. 

 
Figure 6. Principal stress directions (red arrows) from FEA analysis in 
Autodesk ALGOR. Red circles show supported regions. 

 
Figure 7. Approximate principal force directions from Custom Maya 
plug-in implementing the ‘rain-flow’ analogy. 

3.2. During-simulation 
The during-simulation stage of the workflow revolves 

around the user’s qualitative understanding of the form and 
its structural performance. Further to the design-to-
production discourse mentioned previously, the formation 
of a qualitative and intuitive understanding of complex 
topologies and their structural behaviour has gained interest 
and importance. However it remains elusive to the designer 
despite of physics-based nature of form-finding algorithms.  

Previously, graphical analytical systems such as the 
traditional 2D line-of-thrust and the recent Thrust Network 
Analysis method (Block 2007) provide such insight into the 
relations between geometric properties of surfaces – 
curvature, thickness etc, and their structural properties – 
load paths, principal force directions, types of forces etc.  

In keeping with the spirit of these ‘graphical’ systems 
we attempted two visualisations to be used during-
simulation: in-simulation stress/strain visualizations and 
approximation of principal stress directions (see Figure 6) 
using the rain-flow analogy (see Figure 7): “loads will flow 
along curves with the steepest ascent on the shell surface to 
its supports.” (Borgart 2005). 

The visualisations were intended to be correlated with 
post-simulation finite element analysis (FEA). Whilst we 
continue these empirical tests to aid our understanding of 
geometry and structure, of interest to the current argument is 
the usefulness of subD algorithms in the process. Given that 
real-time feedback was of the essence and that both 
visualisations are reasonably expensive to compute, we used 
the ‘smoothing’ and interpolative properties of subD 
algorithms to selectively calculate required values at limited 
‘sample’ points and interpolate to the rest of the points on 
the simulation mesh. The localised nature of the algorithm 
and its time-tested robustness ensured reasonable 
approximation whilst enabling real-time feed-back. 

3.3. Post-simulation 

3.3.1. Correlation with simple FEA  
As mentioned previously, we intended to correlate 

during-simulation visualization with post simulation FEA of 
the simulated surface under self weight and uniform 
loading. This process usually involves exporting the 
geometry to an FEA package which subsequently re-meshes 
the geometry as per FEA requirements. Alternatively we 
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used the subdivided high-poly mesh and found that it did 
not produce a significantly qualitative difference, for our 
purposes. Further, the exponential and simple algebraic 
relationship between the low-poly mesh components 
(vertices, edges, faces) and those of the exported high-poly 
mesh meant that the import and correlation of FEA values 
was straight-forward.  

3.3.2. Procedural geometry generation on simulated 
surface as host. 

Further, quad-faced topology represents a good choice 
for a range of tile-based procedural generation of geometry 
on the simulated host surface, due to the flexibility it offers 
on converting to triface, hexagonal-faced and other types of 
polygons. The quad-faced typology also exhibits inherent 
directionality which is a desirable aesthetic quality. 

3.3.3. Manual addition of features on simulated 
surface as host. 

The ‘exponential relation’ property, predominantly 
quad-faced topology and uniform valence etc. are all 
consistent with prescribed ‘poly-modelling’ workflows and 
as such post-simulation, manual addition of features are 
easy and intuitive to the designer. 

3.3.4. Export to down-stream applications. 
As already explained in the workflow description, the 

‘exponential relation’ property is also helpful in generating 
boundary curve-based NURBS patches for export to other 
downstream applications for further architectural 
production. 

 
Figure 8. Propagated components model. 

4. PROCEDURAL MODELLING OF DETAILED 
GEOMETRY 

The advantages of working through low poly models are 
greatly amplified when the propagation of these models as 
repeated elements, such as the domes in Figure 8, is a 
requirement of the design process. See Figure 13 for 
additional examples. 

4.1. Custom Syntax 
To start we utilize a custom built syntax revolving 

around the users input of simple string instructions for the 
creation of a base set of points, this string command 
incorporates four simple instructions consisting of where to 
originate in the world space and what method of 
transformation to apply. This deployment system is 
abstracted into string segments wherein the position of a 
new point is defined as:  

v1 | v2 | tM | a, where v1 and v2 represent pre-existing 
input points and tM is the transformation method which is 
denoted by Z for movement of v1 along the Upvector and V 
for movement between a vector defined by point v1 and v2 
and N which is movement along the vector defined by v1s 
normal.  

These string commands generate a new set of points 
which are then used to generate geometry through simple 
connection commands. The syntax is designed to enhance 
the ease of its use and portability in the sense that all that is 
now required to construct the components is a few simple 
lines of the string commands. 

4.2. Color Sculpting 
The modification of large numbers of geometric 

elements usually requires designers to interactively adjust a 
large number of points on a control net to achieve their 
desired shapes, which can often be a laborious process. 
Deforming the geometry may also be necessary if the 
process is not carried out meticulously. On the other hand 
the use of a color sculpting system presents an intuitive and 
flexible alternative. The method relies on a ‘color mesh’ that 
is colored and the propagated geometry responds according 
to the color value of its assigned or closest vertex on the 
color mesh. This results in a system where designers do not 
need to concern themselves with the point-by-point 
modification of a control net but rather the modification of 
color swatches and blending between them. This is easily 
carried out in the majority of available design platforms. 
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This also lets the designers decide what transformations are 
applied to the geometry as a result of the color modification. 
For example, certain color values could control the z axis of 
the geometry while others control rotation of the geometry, 
allowing the designer to have either one-to-one control of 
the deformation or a weighted process of transformations 
being applied due to the mixing of color values. 

 
Figure 9. Main components vs. subcomponents and their proportional 
integrity. 

4.3. Proportional Integrity 
This use of custom syntaxes and color sculpting 

maintains the interactivity of a control net while preserving 
the proportional system built into the components, leading 
to a cohesive rational transition between them. Also, since 
each individual component consists of various other 
components itself, the component’s parts also retain their 
proportional integrity. This level of control is helpful when 
coupled with the designer’s ability to decide which 
subcomponents incorporate the deformations and which 
remain unchanged (see Figure 9). This creates an extremely 
flexible system of control and expression within a rational 
and easily discretized framework. 

5. PRE-ENGINEERING RATIONALISATION OF 
SHELL STRUCTURES 

At architectural scale, complex, continuous and free 
form topologies need to be physically manifest as an 
assembly of simple discrete elements. As such, it is 
desirable to form a rough estimate of the number of types of 
elements and their quantities at an early stage of a project 
(see Figure 10). 

 
Figure 10. Simple evaluative metric used to estimate number of types of 
domes. 

Furthermore, currently there is a great amount of effort 
spent in post-rationalising free form geometries to reduce 
the number of types and increase the quantities of repeating 
elements to ensure reasonable cost of construction. 
Common methods of rationalising include reducing 
complex high-resolution geometries to their lower 
resolution control nets (Ohmori et al. 2009, Veltkamp 
2009). Subsequently a suitable mechanism is chosen (e.g. 
iteration, Genetic Algorithm, etc.) to search through various 
configurations of the control net for an optimal solution. 
Additionally, it is desirable to identify points of (curvature) 
singularity in some of the optimization procedures. None of 
these are trivial and are tasks often outsourced to specialists. 
In the workflow presented here, the control-net already 
exists as the lowpoly mesh and, more importantly, already 
embodies the design-intent of the designer, including the 
placement of singularity points. Simple evaluative metrics 
can also be established in early conceptual design to form a 
rough estimation of quantities (see Figure 11). 

 
Figure 11. Simple evaluative metric used to estimate number of types of 
domes. 
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6. FABRICATION AND SIMULATED MODELS 
The low poly methodology of design affords the 

designer an intuitive workflow to integrate fabrication logics 
into a cohesive design process from the conception stages 
onwards. This is due to the inherent and intuitive readability 
of low poly meshes which allow designers to begin to 
integrate things such as seams and connection edges as well 
as allowing the designer(s) to keep track of these edges 
throughout the evolution of the design and geometry. 

6.1. Case Study Introduction 
In the interest of clarity this section will use as a case 

study the workflow involved in the execution of a design- 
build exercise carried out over the summer of 2010. The 
workshop proceedings revolved around the design and 
construction of an interior installation within a two storey 
warehouse acting as the main architectural studio within the 
school, the warehouse volume was used to deploy a space 
filling diagram in the form of a low poly base mesh which 
was later used in a particle spring simulation to create a light 
and transparent tensile structure within the warehouse. 

6.2. Inherited Quad Division 
A key quality inherited from the base low poly mesh is 

its underlying quad division that can be remapped onto the 
higher resolution mesh required for particle spring 
simulations or a counterpart triangulated mesh created due 
to the triangulation requirement of various physical output 
methods such as stereolithography. The key difference 
between retaining the initial edge set is that they do not 
operate as a control net as is the case in various sub division 
surface models nor are they mapped using projection onto a 
host surface, instead due to the recursive refinement 
structure of subdivision surfaces, the newer higher 
resolution edge set is used to recreate the initial set so that 
no new edges are introduced and that they all lie on the 
surface itself unlike in control net situations. Also, due to 
the “topological generality” (Xie and Qin 2002) of such a 
methodology the majority of the surfaces vertices are of 
equal valence which is ideal for the particle spring 
simulation, demonstrated by the surface employed in the 
China case study wherein there was an aforementioned 
single singularity point with a higher valence than the rest of 
the vertex set. 

6.3. Seam Generation and Segmentation 
Secondly, the initial edges of the base polygon could be 

stored and later used as seam lines on the final relaxed, high 

poly mesh, which allows for two different workflows. On 
the one hand, the edges could be used as constraints in the 
simulation. This initial edge set also functions well for the 
placement of spring constraints on the surface, with a higher 
strength value than the other constraints. This methodology 
facilitates the construction of the entire surface as a series of 
patches. On the other hand, the simulated mesh could be 
split along these edges allowing for quad patches that are 
easily tracked from the low poly stage of design to the post 
simulation stage. 

6.3.1. Cross Patch Continuity 
Using the low poly edges as a source of spring 

constraints is a methodology that has clear implications on 
the surface’s cross patch continuity. Clearly this method 
retains positional continuity (G0) but previous tangential 
(G1) and acceleration (G3) continuity created by the 
simulation is no longer possible due to the edge constraints 
acting as breaks in the surface’s curvature rate of change 
resulting in a surface with a C0 value of continuity. 
Although this usually is a negative result since it is usually 
considered “important to achieve visual smoothness over the 
entire model while manufacturing physical forms” (Daniels 
II, J 2005); for our purposes this actually plays into our 
advantage since there now exists an implicit relationship 
between the fabrication and surface generation 
methodologies. This is due to the fact that the surface was 
constructed as a series of patches that were later stitched 
together and once tension was applied similar continuity 
was exhibited in the full scale physical model as that of its 
simulated, digital counterpart. 

6.3.2. Seam Stitching 
This behavioural similarity is due to both the materials 

and methods employed in the physical model being 
informed by the factors integrated into the digital 
simulation. In order to replicate the effects of the spring 
constraints placed using the low poly edges a thicker, less 
elastic gauge of threaded metal cable was used as patch 
boundaries while in the inner edges were described using 
thinner, more elastic cable with the inner lattice being scaled 
down to pull the entire patch into tension once the inner grid 
was attached to the boundary edges. This lead to several 
tension systems within the completed model, the boundary 
curves where placed in tension by both their respective inner 
grids (local tension) as well as being stretched into position 
in the space (global tension). See Figure 12. 
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Figure 12. Global vs local tension. 

7. CONCLUSION 
The paper presented and argued for the benefits of using 

a sub-division surface based work-flow to aid the process of 
architectural form-finding. As mentioned previously, the 
paper attempted to present a proof of concept. Future scope 
of the research includes development of custom-tools to 
procedurally develop the low-poly mesh in the 
presimulation stage. Currently, this stage is manually carried 
out by the designer. Subsequently, the insimulation 
visualisations can also be modified to better correlate with 
FEA analysis. Lastly, postsimulation workflow can also 
improved by computing the placement and properties of 
such ‘building-aware’ elements as structural ribs, apertures 
ornament etc. 
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Figure 13. Images of proposals produced using the workflow described. 
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Figure 1: Daytime and nighttime scenes of designed roof by using the developed computational tools 
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Abstract 
This paper introduces an innovative computational 

design tool used to edit architectural geometry by 
addressing the problem of irregular vertices. An irregular 
vertex is a special kind of vertex, which is connected with 
less or more edges than regular vertex on a mesh surface. 
Such vertices create problems with further surface 
rationalization, as well as structural analysis and 
constructability of the surface. Geometry created by other 
tools is remeshed upon import. Using the developed tool, 
the user is able to identify irregular vertices, and 
interactively change type, move or remove these irregular 
vertices. The background of our research and related work 
on architectural geometry and mesh editing are explained. A 
case study for a Building Information Modeling (BIM) 
competition is used to illustrate the workflow. The 
advantages and disadvantages of editing mesh topology on 

architectural geometry design including the limitations are 
discussed at the end.   

1. INTRODUCTION 
In the last decade, various unique geometries and free-

surface shapes have been applied to architectural design by 
using the technology of parametric modeling. Parametric 
modeling is a modeling method to generate geometry by 
specifying the procedure as an ordered set of parameterized 
components. Since the components are associated with each 
other, a designer more strictly controls the properties and 
attributes of the created geometry. For example, 
architectural geometry can be generated in three steps using 
parametric modeling: 1) specifying a location of control 
points, 2) generating a surface from section curves 
mathematically defined by using the control points, and 3) 
subdividing the surface as a set of units and assigning the 
element to each unit. 

However, this approach has a limitation. It works well 
for the case when the surface is subdivided into a set of 
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units such as using UV mapping. Otherwise, some un-
subdivided parts are generated. Designer and structural 
engineers have to find a solution to control these unexpected 
parts without degrading the design. Unfortunately there is 
no general solution for every kind of surface. 

In addition, there are some inevitable geometrical 
problems.  One such problem is an irregular vertex, in 
which the number of connected edges is less than or more 
than six (a regular vertex). A second problem is on the 
distortion of unit of size and shape. It is still a challenge to 
mesh the entire surface with a regular sized unit.  As the 
result, it leads to the practical problems of structural 
analysis and construction management.   

In order to solve these problems, we developed an 
approach to mesh the given surface using similarly sized 
faces and units interactively. It can be made not only step by 
step but also by editing (type-changing, moving, and 
removing) the irregular vertices and changing the mesh-
topology even after the entire surface is re-meshed. We 
believe that this is the first direct control mechanism for 
irregular vertices and that this tool can be an important 
future design tool to create developable architectural 
geometry for any kind of free surface.  

 

 

 
Figure 2: Architectural Geometry designed by well-known architects from Wikimedia: Museum of the Metiterranean in Reggio Calabria by Zaha Hadid 
(left), Beijing National Stadium by Herzog and de Meuron (middle), and  Concert hall in Santa Cruz de Tenerife by Santiago Calatrava (right). 
[Wikimedia 2010]  

2. RELATED WORKS 
This paper relates to three main domains: digital 

architectural design, scientific research on architectural 
geometry, and professional structural analysis tools.  

Recently, many unique architectural designs with free 
surfaces have been developed by using computational tools.  
Example buildings designed by well-known architects such 
as Zaha Hadid, Herzog & de Meuron, Santiago Calatrava, 
and Jean Nouvel are seen in the real world as depicted in 
Figure 2. Several books on digital architecture are used in 
academic programs in schools of architecture, and it is 
becoming more popular to learn these processes of design 
and fabrication among students. In most cases, they use the 
parametric modeling technology with off-the-shelf 
commercially available software tools such as Generative 
Component [Bentley 2010], Rhino 3D and Grasshopper 
[Grasshopper 2010], and other scripting tools within 3D 
modeling packages. 

The scientific research field on computer graphics has 
also been at the forefront of many research projects with 
direct application in architectural design, including mesh 
editing [Hoppe at al. 1993; Surazhsky and Gotsman 2003], 
vector/tensor field design [Zhang et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 
2007; Palacios and Zhang 2007; Fisher et al. 2007], and 
architectural geometry [Pottmann et al. 2008]. We have also 
developed some technology to design on a surface, 
integrating shape grammar and tensor field [Li et al. 2010] 
and to re-mesh on an architectural geometry surface [Li et al. 
2010]. The theoretical background of our tool is briefly 
explained in the next section. 

In a parametric architecture pipeline, after a design is 
defined, the geometry is sent to engineers to complete a 
structural analysis. In this process, several off-the-shelf 
analysis tools are used such as Multiframe and Advanced 
Steel. Multiframe, developed by FormSys (Formation 
Design Systems Pty Ltd.), is an integrated structural 
engineering software package to provide linear/non-linear, 
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static/dynamic, and buckling calculations. [FormSys 2010]. 
Advanced Steel, developed by Graitec Inc., is a plug-in tool 
for AutoCAD to automatically generate structural CAD 
drawings [Graitec 2010]. It creates the arrangement 
drawings, fabrication drawings, list of materials and NC 
files for steel structure design in architecture 

3. METHODOLOGY 
The objective of this paper is to introduce the developed 

computational design tool that re-meshes geometry for 
architectural design, and to show how the tool is integrated 
in a practical design workflow. 

As explained in the introduction, current architectural 
geometry is created using the technology of parametric 
modeling. When a designed surface is not subdivided into a 
set of developable units, some unsubdivided parts are 
generated. A designer must find a solution to control them 
without degrading the design case by case. 

Also, each unit/face may be distorted or ill-structured. In 
order to avoid these problems, we developed a theoretical 
framework to re-mesh a surface without parameterization 
[Li 2010]. However, it is not easy to control the irregular 
vertices on the surface because the vertices cannot be 
cancelled by using regular edge operations such as flip and 
subdivide edges. We developed 4 main operations: 1) type-
change, 2) move, 3) remove, and 4) generate irregular 
vertices on mesh surface without degrading the mesh quality. 

The followings show the terminology used in this paper. 
 

• Regular Vertex: A vertex connected with six 
edges on a triangle mesh 

• Irregular Vertex: A vertex connected with more 
than or less than six edges on a triangle mesh 

• v5: Irregular vertex connected with 5 edges 

• v7: Irregular vertex connected with 7 edges 

3.1. Type Change 
The most fundamental and common irregular vertices 

are v5 and v7 in a triangle mesh surface. By using three 
basic graph editing operations; vertex-splitting, edge 
collapsing, and edge flipping, any other irregular vertices 
such as v4 and v8 can be converted to v5 and v7.  For 
example, a v4 vertex can be split into two v5 points 
connected/collapsed by two edges. In order to make the 

editing process easier, it is better to make all the irregular 
vertices as v5 and v7.  

3.2. Move 
Moving a set of irregular vertices involves changing the 

position of the points while the other remained irregular 
vertices are not impacted. Analogous to previous work in 
vector, tensor, or higher order field design, we would like to 
design an interface that enables the user to select one 
irregular vertex and move it using drag-and-drop. 
Unfortunately, this is impossible for points whose valence is 
not a multiple of 6. This is somewhat surprising and makes 
irregular vertex control a challenging problem. The most 
fundamental operations that we provide are irregular vertex 
pair movement. The three most important movements are as 
follows: moving a v5-v7 pair, v5-v5 pair, and v7-v7 pair. 
The v5-v7 can move over the mesh similar to translation or 
parallel transport [Zhang et al. 2006]. The v5-v5 and v7-v7 
pairs move in non-synchronized fashion, so that the user 
interface allows for selecting the movement of one of the 
vertices. The pair moves closer/further together, or circles 
around a fixed point in between them.  

3.3. Remove 
From Poincare index theory and Conley index theory we 

know that removing an single irregular vertex is not feasible. 
Canceling two irregular vertices is also not possible. This is 
another reason why valence control is difficult. While it is 
possible to cancel for irregular points, they have to be in a 
specific and uncommon configuration. The two most 
important removal operations operate on irregular vertex 
triples. A v5-v7-v7 triple can be removed while generating a 
new v7. A v5-v5-v7 triple can be removed while generating 
a new v5. By combining the pair-movement described 
above, it is possible to cancel the irregular vertices 
interactively. 

3.4.  Generate  
Generation of an irregular vertex is the inverse operation 

of removal. We can therefore use the same mechanisms as 
removal. The only practical difference is that generating a 
quadruple from a regular point is always possible, while 
finding a quadruple in the right configuration on the existing 
mesh is difficult. 

Because of the space limitation, we don’t explain the 
details and mathematical proof here. The details are 
explained in the paper [Li et al. 2010]. The next section 
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illustrates the process to re-mesh on a surface using a 
sample mesh object, and also explains the framework to 
integrate the tool in a practical architectural design 
workflow. 

4. WORKFLOW 
The following diagram shows our proposed workflow. 

The first step is to design a free surface in the existing 3D 
CG modeling packages such as 3DS Max, Maya and 
Blender. The designed object is exported as an OBJ file, 
which is then imported into our developed tool. The second 
step is to re-mesh on the original surface in the developed 
tool. Several unexpected irregular vertices are generated in 
the initial re-meshing process, so the user needs to edit the 
points using the main operations explained in the previous 
section. Once the editing is completed, the re-meshed data is 
exported as an OBJ file to a 3D modeling package or 
structural analysis tool. The material patterns and details are 
created in the 3D package and geometry data is sent to the 
structural analysis tools to find the solution as shown in 
Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3: Workflow to Develop Architectural Geometry using our 
developed tool 

4.1. Example Workflow  
The following illustrates one example of the workflow 

described above. As shown in Figure 4, free surface objects 
designed in 3D packages have several problems. The size of 
faces is different. There are some too big faces and too tiny 
faces. The edges are not smoothly lined up. Quad and 
triangle faces are mixed. Therefore, it is difficult to 
parameterize the geometry like this. From here, the 
workflow is explained using the object shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4:  Input Mesh Object. 
 
The left image of Figure 5 is the initial output of re-

meshing for the input mesh object. Based on the topological 
invariant known as Euler characteristics (eq.1), it is 
mathematically impossible to avoid generating the irregular 
vertices, which are connected to 5 or 7 edges instead of 6.  

χ = V- E + F,     (eq. 1) 
 
where V is the number of vertices, E the number of 

edges, and F the number of faces. The Euler characteristic χ 
was classically defined for the surfaces of polyhedral, and 
any convex polyhedron's surface has Euler characteristic as 
2. In short, any manifold triangle mesh has at least 12 
irregular vertices. 

The blue point shows the singular vertex with 5 edges, 
and the orange one with 7 edges. The middle and right 
images in Figure 5 show the changes of mesh topology 
before (left) and after (right) a move operation of v5-v7 path. 
The path is shown in green. We assume that the irregular 
vertices are expected to cancel as many as while possible 
keeping the geometry. 
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Figure 5:  Move Operation of v5-v7 Pair: Irregular vertices on a triangle 
mesh. V5s are represented as a blue dot and Vs are as an orange dot 
(Top). A v5-v7 pair is defined (bottom left), and the pair is moved 
without degrading the mesh quality (bottom right) 

First, the user picks up a pair of v5 and v7 points. The 
system has a function to find the shortest path between the 
points which is visualized with thicker green frames.  Once 
the shortest path is defined, the system shows the six 
directions to move (v5 are shown in blue and one selected 
direction in pink).  The user can select one of the directions 
by using up and down keys, and move the v5-v7 pair and 
path by typing the “G” key.  For each step, the mesh 
topology is updated/changed. If the changed triangle faces 
become distorted, the smoothing function (by typing the “O” 
key) makes the faces more regular.  

 
As explained in section3, a v5-v7 pair can be canceled 

when it hits another v5 or v7 point. Therefore, the main task 
is to find the v5 and v7 pair and the destination of the pair. 
Sometimes the topology changes in unexpected ways, so the 
user needs to pay attention to the topology, too. It is a little 
difficult to predict how the topology will be changed by 
editing at the beginning, but it can be done intuitively with 
very little practice. 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Screen shot images of initial re-meshing (Top) and after editing 
(Bottom) 

Figure 6 shows the screen shot images before (top) and 
after (bottom) editing irregular vertices.  The top image is 
the result of re-meshing on the original free surface, and 
several irregular vertices are shown on the top faces. All 
irregular vertices are moved to the bottom faces or are 
canceled by editing the v5-v7 pairs. 

The tool is developed in C++ and OpenGL, and is 
operated in regular Windows PCs 

5. CASE STUDY 
Here we will discuss a case study to develop a free 

surface roof structure from re-meshed data using the 
workflow proposed in the previous section.  This workflow 
is applied in a real building information modeling (BIM) 
competition called “Build Live Tokyo 2010”, in which 
participating teams design a building in 48 hours. 
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Figure 7: Data Input for Multiframe (left) and the loads for weight (middle)  and for earthquake (right) 

 

5.1. Structural Analysis 
 The re-meshed data is sent to Multiframe, which is an 

off-the-shelf 3D frame structural analysis tool. By assigning 
the loads, supports, and cross section dimensions, the 
structure is analyzed as an elastic beam element model.  The 
structure has 2030 beams and 713 joints. The stiffness is 
ignored. The weight of frames, columns, roof panels are set 
as the dead loads, and the earthquake loads are set as the 
live loads. The wind loads or snow loads are ignored. The 
deformations, internal forces, and stresses are computed. 
Figure 7 shows the screen shot images of Multiframe and 
the loads settings. Figure 8 shows the result of displacement 
and the optimal location of support columns. 

 
Figure 8: Results in Multiframe. 

5.2. Joint Design 
The next step is to determine the joint design. We tested 

several different joints using Advanced Steel, which is a 
plug-in tool for AutoCAD, to generate structural CAD 
drawings automatically. Figure 9 shows images of joint 
designs tested in this project. 

 

 
Figure 9: Screen Shot images of Advanced Steel for several joint designs 
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Figure 10:  Several Roof Designs 

  
Figure 11:  Screen Shot images of customized tool in 3D CG package (left) and VR tool (right) 

 

5.3. Roof Design 
Once the structure and the joint design are determined, 

the last step is to design the pattern and materials for the 
roof panels (see Figure 10). Several different patterns and 
materials are generated, visualized, and evaluated visually. 

Several alternative designs are generated in 3D CG 
packages using customized tools in script language, and the 
designs are then visualized in a virtual reality (VR) 
environment [UC-win/Road 2010] shown in Figure 11. The 
customized tool can generate the geometry for joints, frames, 
and panels. Each part is parameterized, and the designer can 
change the size and materials interactively in the common 
3D modeling environment 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
We demonstrated the developed computational design 

tool to re-mesh a free surface object. An example workflow 
to design a lattice structure roof using the tool was 
illustrated. The pipeline to design architectural geometry, re-

mesh the surface, assign the details, and complete a 
structural analysis was explained. Through the case study, 
we demonstrated that this tool can be applicable for 
practical architectural geometry development. In fact, all of 
the process explained in the workflow was carried out in 
less than 12 hours during a real BIM competition.  

The limitation of the current tool is that it can be used to 
generate only triangle mesh objects. The future goals are to 
extend this tool to quad mesh objects and to develop the 
pipeline to generate any kind of design/geometry on any 
kind of surface.  
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Abstract 
The Solar Envelope is a three dimensional envelope on a 

site which ensures adjacent neighbors a specified minimum 
direct solar access time per day throughout the year. The 
solar envelope was developed as a tool to give buildings in 
an urban setting the mutual opportunity to employ passive 
and active solar design strategies. Parametric computer-
aided-design (CAD) environments significantly ease the 
construction and visualization of solar envelopes across 
whole neighborhoods, facilitating its wider use as a 
prescriptive zoning tool. This study investigates the 
implications of a solar envelope zoning approach for the 
most common building type in the United States (US) with 
respect to energy use and developable density. The results 
indicate that solar zoning for this building type has a 
limited, and sometimes negative effect on energy use as 
well as a larger negative impact on developable density. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Zoning rules can preserve access to daylight through a 

buildable envelope established by setbacks and/or height 
restrictions. These rules constrain development of 
neighboring sites or development on the site itself. The 
English “right to light” easements of the 1800’s are an 
example of the former while New York’s 1916 Zoning 
Resolution is an early example of the later. The Solar 
Envelope is an alternative approach to zoning (Knowles 
1974). Like New York’s zoning envelope, the Solar 
Envelope follows a “good neighbor” approach by 
constraining development within the site. “I am my 
neighbor’s neighbor” when it comes to solar access 
(Knowles 1981). But instead of static setbacks to ensure 
daylight, the solar envelope is latitude and orientation 
specific. Any building contained within the solar envelope 

will not cast a shadow outside the specified boundary for a 
specified amount of time during the winter solstice. In his 
early description of the solar envelope, Knowles stated a 
‘minimum period of six hours a day [to be] practical’ 
(Knowles 1981, p. 56). Arguments in favor of ensuring solar 
access of a site include opportunities for active and passive 
solar design, aesthetics, and quality of life.    

Traditionally, the generation of solar envelopes used to 
be a somewhat tedious process that required the use of paper 
charts and/or physical models combined with heliodons 
(Knowles 1981, Brown and Dekay 2001). This requirement 
probably slowed the adoption of the solar envelope as a 
zoning policy simply because the earlier described setback 
rules were easier to implement and enforce. The situation 
has changed in recent years with the widespread availability 
and use of parametric three-dimensional CAD environments 
that allow the implementation of the solar envelope. As an 
example the authors developed a Grasshopper component 
for the popular Rhinoceros/Grasshopper program (Rutten 
2010). Based on street plans, site latitude, and required solar 
access time, the solar envelope component generates in real 
time a neighborhood of solar envelopes. In spring 2010, the 
use of the solar envelope component was tested on a group 
of first and second year architecture students taking an 
introductory class on environmental technologies (Figure 1). 
The assignment was mastered by all students showing how 
simple the generation of solar envelopes has become. The 
premise of the exercise was to demonstrate how, on an 
urban massing level, the solar envelope could be used to 
increase developable density while ensuring solar access 
compared with traditional height restrictions. 

In principle, such computer-based tools now allow the 
wide-spread implementation of the solar envelope concept 
as a prescriptive zoning tool. Before embracing this 
approach, the authors asked whether this should indeed be 
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done and what solar access times should be recommended 
for different climates? A concern of the authors was that 
increasing solar access comes at the cost of a decreased 
envelope volume, particularly at higher latitudes, and hence 
lower developable densities which result in increased 
vehicle miles travelled (VMT) and thereby increased energy 
use. Research has demonstrated that land use and 
transportation patterns, especially the inclination of local 
zoning in the US towards automobile dependent and low 
density detached residential housing, play a major role in 
the rate of gasoline consumption (Newman and Kenworthy 
1989). 

The tradeoff between the transportation energy benefits 
of residential density on an urban scale compared to its 
reduction in a site’s available solar energy has been 
explored for specific locations and housing types. A recent 
study showed that residential energy use in Toronto is 
closely tied to the transportation energy use of households 
living in neighborhoods of varying densities (O’Brien et al. 
2010).  For three building types of varying densities, the 
available solar energy was compared with household and 
transportation energy (O’Brien et al. 2010). Those living in 
the densest housing types used the least energy, even with 
the diminished potential for solar conversion. Interestingly, 
the medium density type, attached condominiums, showed 
the highest energy use because it combined reductions in 
solar availability without the offsetting benefits of reduced 
transportation energy typical of higher residential densities. 
However, in a scenario where every residence maximizes 
solar collector coverage and the entire transportation fleet is 
upgraded to plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, the model 
showed a reversal of the trend favoring density. (O’Brien et 
al. 2010). Under current and hypothetical future scenarios, 
the model suggests a significant tradeoff between solar 
access and transportation energy. Zoning tools like the solar 
envelope may be particularly useful in minimizing energy 
use through the maximization of solar access and 
developmental density if used in the right situations. 

The magnitude of the effect on density depends on how 
the solar envelope is implemented in a neighborhood.  
Knowles proposed that the solar envelope concept can refer 
to different parts of a building site, i.e. it can be concerned 
with the whole site, the whole building, or the rooftop only 
(Knowles 1981). Providing solar access to the whole site 
obviously leads to the lowest urban density, whereas access 
to the rooftop results in the highest. 

 

 

Figure 1. Solar Envelope exercise in the  Environmental Technologies 
course at Harvard in spring 2010. On an urban massing model at 40 
degrees latitude with a height limit of three stories, the solar envelope 
zoning approach of mixed height restrictions shows the capacity to 
double the developable density while ensuring 4 hours solar access to the 
street faces. 

This study presents an attempt to quantify the energy 
and urban density implications of using the ‘whole building’ 
solar envelope as a zoning policy in a development 
consisting of ‘typical’ North American single family 
detached residential homes. The whole-building solar 
envelope was chosen since typical residential construction 
does not take advantage of solar collectors or photovoltaics 
and therefore opportunities for energy savings from solar 
design mainly stem from direct solar exposure of the walls 
and windows of a building. Of course, providing solar 
access to the whole building also ensures generous solar 
access to the rooftop for the future use of solar hot water 
and photovoltaics. The single family detached residential 
home was chosen as the building type for this study because 
about 60% of US homes are currently of this type (US 
Census Bureau 2005). As described below, the analysis in 
this study is based on annual whole building energy 
simulations using EnergyPlus. The simulations were 
conducted using another new Grasshopper component that 
exports and runs EnergyPlus models.  

2. METHODS 

2.1. Solar Envelope Component 
As mentioned above, the authors built a Grasshopper 

component to facilitate the rapid construction and 
visualization of solar envelopes within design oriented 
software. Grasshopper is a parametric scripting tool and a 
plug-in for the three-dimensional non-uniform rational B-
spline (NURBS) modeler for Windows Rhinoceros® 
(Rhino) (McNeel 2010). The component creates a series of 
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extrusions of the boundary which defines the adjacent sites 
requiring solar access. This two dimensional boundary is 
extruded along four reversed solar vectors for the cutoff 
times on the summer and winter solstice. A Boolean 
intersection of these four extruded volumes produces the 
maximal envelope which will not cast a shadow throughout 
the year between the cutoff times (Figure 2). Many three-
dimensional modeling programs should allow the scripting 
of a solar position algorithm, curve extrusions, and 
intersection procedures. 

 

Figure 2. A method of Solar Envelope Construction at 38 degrees 
latitude for cutoff times of 10am and 2pm. A no shade boundary is 
constructed for the adjacent properties where solar access will be 
protected. This boundary is extruded along the reverse solar vector of the 
four cutoff times. A Boolean intersection solves for the maximal volume 
which will not cast a shadow between these times. All proposed building 
projects within this envelope will provide the adjacent properties a 
minimum of 4 hours direct solar access. 

2.2. The Residential House 
One of the Canadian Centre for Housing Technology’s 

(CCHT) houses was modeled in Rhinoceros and Design 
Builder. DesignBuilder is a visual interface for the US 
Department of Energy’s whole building energy simulation 
software EnergyPlus (EnergyPlus 2010). The CCHT house 
is a 210 m2 two-story wood-frame design built in 2001. The 
building serves as a research facility and is supposed to 
represent typical new North American residential 
construction (Swinton et al. 2003). The house has been 
extensively used in physical and energy modeling research 
(e.g. Purdy and Beausoleil-Morrison 2001). An eight-zone 
model was constructed with one zone for each floor with a 
corresponding stairwell zone, attic space, and garage (Figure 

3). The living spaces and basement zones were conditioned 
by the heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) 
system. The attic and garage zones were left free floating. 
Ground contact in the basement was modeled using the 
ground temperatures from the utilized Typical 
Meteorological Year 3 (TMY3) weather files. Seven 
weather files were selected for cities representative of the 
climate zones described in the 2009 International Energy 
Conservation Code (IECC) for residential energy efficiency. 
The cities are Anchorage, Denver, Los Angeles, Miami, 
Minneapolis, New York, and Phoenix. Factors such as 
urban heat island effect or local wind patterns are not 
accounted for in this approach, but are likely to be less 
significant with such a low density building type.  

 

                  

Figure 3. Eight zone model of the test house. 

 The surfaces were modeled with typical lightweight wood 
frame construction including gypsum board, oriented strand 
board (OSB), and extruded polystyrene (EPS). The 
thickness of these layers was adjusted to achieve the climate 
zone respective U factor recommended by the guidelines in 
the 2009 IECC for residential energy efficiency.  

The house was placed in the smallest possible solar 
envelope which would contain it for a given solar access 
time period, thereby providing the maximal developable 
density. Following the CCHT house, the building was 
oriented to the South, with 16.2 m2 of south facing glazing. 
The envelope was then multiplied to generate the zoning 
envelopes for the adjacent properties. A 14m right-of-way 
was carved from every other envelope to represent a 
minimum easement for automobile access and sidewalks 
typical of a North American residential neighborhood 
(Southworth and Ben-Joseph 1995) (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. North-South section of neighborhood zoned for a minimum of 
4 hours solar access in Denver. A 14 meter right-of-way truncates every 
other envelope for vehicular and pedestrian access. 

Hypothetical communities were modeled according to 
solar envelopes which ranged from 0 to 8 hours at 6 minute 
increments. A separate set of envelopes were generated for 
each of the seven cities described above according to their 
varied latitudes.  

The parameters for the solar envelope are the latitude 
and duration of ensured solar access. The model of the test 
house was surrounded by its adjacent solar envelopes for the 
given climate and minutes of solar access (Figure 5). The 
times of solar access were centered on noon, thereby 
maximizing the volume of the envelopes. Solar access could 
occur outside this time frame, but zoning according to a 
morning or afternoon time frame, such as 8 am to 11 am, 
dramatically reduces the volume of the solar envelope 
because of the respective profile angles of the sun on the 
winter solstice. In EnergyPlus these envelopes were 
modeled as shading blocks with a reflectance of 22%, 
representing the worst case shading scenario for the test 
house. Using the arrangement from Figure 5, neighboring 
properties can in principle completely fill their respective 
solar envelope. But in fact, each neighboring building is 
only guaranteed its own solar access if it remains within a 
footprint similar to the footprint of the test house. As 
mentioned above, guaranteeing solar access to the entire 
site, an approach called whole-site conversion, dramatically 
reduces developable density. Limiting solar access to the 
footprint of the house, or whole-building conversion, allows 
a greater duration of solar access than the envelope strictly 
predicts (Knowles 1981). In fact, the beam radiation 
received by the windows of the test house surrounded by 
increasing solar envelopes varies little once the first minute 
(the winter solstice noon angle) of solar access is ensured to 
the building footprint (Figure 6). The models of the home 
and their respective adjacent envelopes were exported from 
Rhinoceros/Grasshopper to EnergyPlus for an annual energy 
simulation at hourly time steps. 

 
Figure 5. Test house with adjacent maximal building envelopes and 
public easement for sidewalk and street. The envelopes in this variant 
ensure a minimum of 4 hours solar access to the test house in Denver. 
(39.83 degrees latitude) 

 

Figure 6. Test house zoned with envelopes to ensure a minimum of 1 
hour solar access in Denver. The December 21st shadow line at 11:30am 
just misses the foundation of the test house; a small shadow will appear 
on the house at 12:30pm. The windows of the test house will clearly 
receive greater than 1 hour of solar access on the winter solstice, but the 
envelope boundary as a zoning tool cannot predict where windows will 
be placed so a whole-building approach is necessarily over cautious. 

2.3. Developable Density 
Once the solar envelope models were created, the 

number of dwelling units per acre (du/acre) was calculated. 
The no-shadow boundary of each solar envelope extended 
to the building footprint on the adjacent properties. The 
envelope itself was then truncated to allow right-of-way for 
a road and sidewalk and along the sides to evenly divide the 
property. Dividing the one dwelling by the acreage of the 
resulting site boundary for each zoning variant gave the 
respective du/acre. 
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3. RESULTS 

3.1. Energy Use 
The annual energy use of the test house was simulated 

for seven representative cities. For each location, the house 
was placed within a neighborhood zoned for solar access 
ranging from 6 minutes to 8 hours at 6 minute increments, 
for a total of 672 simulations. For example, Figure 7 shows 
the amount of solar radiation incident through all windows 
over the course of the year for different solar access times in 
Denver. As solar access time increases, annual solar gains 
also rise by 50% from 48 to 72 kWh/m2/yr. In contrast, 
Figure 8 shows that the onsite energy use for heating, 
cooling, lighting and equipment only decreases in Denver 
by about 5% for the investigated house, mainly because 
heating savings are balanced by increased cooling needs. If 
one were to use the recommended six hours of solar access, 
total annual energy savings would be 2.7%. 

 

 Figure 7. From the first minute of solar access to the building footprint 
in a whole-building solar envelope strategy the beam solar radiation 
varies less than the diffuse component. In effect, the test house is nearly 
saturated with beam radiation by the time the entire footprint receives 
sunlight at noon on the winter solstice. 

 

 

Figure 8. Annual energy use for the test house in Denver zoned from 6 
minutes to 8 hours of solar access. 

Figure 9 shows total energy use in relation to solar 
access time for all cities tested. Since no optimized or 
seasonally adaptive shading devices were part of the model, 
increasing solar access actually increases on site energy use 
in cooling dominated climates such as Phoenix and Miami.  

 

Figure 9. Annual energy use for the test house in seven representative 
cities zoned from 6 minutes to 8 hours of solar access. 

Figure 10 is equivalent to Figure 9 and shows the annual 
carbon dioxide equivalents (CO2e). In accordance with 
section 7.5.3 of ASHRAE Standard 189.1, a CO2e emission 
factor of 0.758 kg/kWh was used for electricity and 0.232 
kg/kWh for natural gas heating. 
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Figure 10. Annual carbon dioxide equivalent for the test house in seven 
cities zones for 6 minutes to 8 hours solar access. 

Figure 11 is also equivalent to Figure 9 but adjusts the 
cost of energy to the 2009 cost of electricity and natural gas 
for each location as reported by the U.S Energy Information 
Administration of the Department of Energy 
(www.eia.doe.gov). This data varies by region and time, but 
would be an important component for convincing a local 
government to incorporate solar access into their residential 
zoning. The lower cost of natural gas compared with 
electricity helps Minneapolis, the city with the highest 
energy use, enjoy the lowest energy cost. On the other hand, 
increased solar access in Denver drives down energy use but 
with increased CO2e and cost because the shift in natural 
gas heating is not offset by the increased electricity for 
cooling. 

 

Figure 11. Annual energy cost for the test house in seven representative 
cities zoned from 6 minutes to 8 hours of solar access. 

Figure 12 shows the change in energy, cost, and CO2e 
for each location under a six hour solar access regime 
compared to a 1 minute envelope (maximum urban 
obstructions). All locations show an increase in cost with 6 
hour solar access zoning. Cooling dominated climates such 
as Phoenix and especially Miami show a consistent increase 
in energy, cost, and CO2e. Energy reduction is largest in 
Denver but comes at a cost increase of close to 5% and an 
increase CO2e because reduction in heating loads were 
offset by a less efficient and regionally more costly cooling 
load.  

 

Figure 12. Change in energy, cost, and carbon dioxide equivalent 
(CO2e), under a six hour solar access zoning compared with 1 minute 
solar access. 

3.2. Developable Density 
Figure 13 shows the developable density in dwelling 

units per acre (du/acre). The chart highlights those locations 
and solar access zoning hours which would achieve 
developable densities greater than 7 dwellings per acre 
(du/acre) which is the 2009 Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design (LEED) for Neighborhoods cutoff 
value for sites not in walking distance to a public transit 
service. The goal of this metric is to promote compact cities. 
None of the locations, even when zoned to a minimum of 
one minute of solar access, would meet the 12 du/acre 
LEED for Neighborhoods cutoff for sites within walking 
distance to public transit. Only the Miami location, when 
zoned for less than 1 hour of solar access, would receive 
credit for compact development by exceeding 10du/acre. 
Combing Figures 12 and 13 shows that solar access zoning 
for this single family detached housing achieves the highest 
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developable densities where it is not effective in reducing 
energy use. 

 

Figure 13. Developable density for neighborhoods zoned from 6 minutes 
to 8 hours of solar access with test house type. In this case, density is 
only a function of latitude and hours of solar access. 7 du/acre is the 
lower limit of density for 2009 LEED Neighborhood for sites outside of 
walking distance to a public transit service and 12 du/acre is the lower 
limit for sites within the walking distance of ¼ mile. 

4. DISCUSSION 
For the investigated building type, applying the concept 

of the solar envelope has a limited benefit on energy use in 
heating dominated climates and no benefit in cooling 
dominated climates. The solar envelope has a marked 
negative impact on developable density, especially for more 
northern latitudes. One may learn from this that regular 
infrastructural requirements such as vehicular access already 
provide an urban spacing which ensures an acceptable 
degree of solar gain for typical detached single family 
residences. Other building types and zoning scales, such as 
the urban massing in Figure 1, may show increased benefit 
in terms of density and energy in certain locations.  

The limitations of the solar envelope as a prescriptive 
residential zoning tool for detached residential housing do 
not detract from its use as a site and context-specific design 
tool. In these situations, the envelope can be calibrated to 
ensure solar access to existing windows, solar collectors, or 
a selected open space, while maximizing the buildable 
volume and design options. A variation of the solar 
envelope called a landscape envelope, allows visualization 
of optimal locations and sizes for deciduous trees (Knowles 
1981). As seasonally dynamic shading devices, properly 

located deciduous trees would mitigate the cooling load in 
some climates. 

Our approach focused on discerning the energy effects 
of a solar zoning approach for typical US residential 
construction. Homes were oriented along east-west streets to 
provide a south facing best case scenario. Changing the 
design of the house, adding solar collectors, incorporating 
optimized shading devices, planting trees, and varying the 
street pattern are all variables which would have an impact 
on energy use. By holding these variables constant, we were 
testing the feasibility of a solar zoning approach without 
additional guidelines. Of these variables, the energy from 
solar collection would vary least for this building type at its 
typical densities. This is because a whole building approach 
was used for solar zoning, meaning that solar access was 
ensured for the building footprint. Except for the extreme 
minimums of solar access zoning, rooftop solar access is not 
compromised. 

On a general note, the problems with achieving an 
acceptable density are essentially a consequence of the 
residential type chosen. Taken together, the energy and 
density results argue that typical American residential 
construction faces serious challenges in significantly 
reducing its carbon footprint. In fact, per capita energy 
consumption and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are 2 to 
2.5 times higher in low-density developments than in high-
density areas (Norman et al. 2006). The small magnitude of 
the effect of solar zoning on CO2e compared with a 
potential 2 fold decrease in GHG emissions from increasing 
residential density suggests that the most effective 
intervention might be to abandon or significantly change the 
dominant housing type. The US is not stuck with its current 
housing stock; nearly half of the built environment is 
projected to be constructed in the next 25 years (Nelson 
2006). The study suggests that current trends towards infill 
development in urban neighborhoods have the potential to 
significantly reduce overall energy use and carbon 
emissions. The form and type of housing development is 
largely controlled by local governments through zoning and 
land use regulation. Municipalities should hence concentrate 
on providing zoning laws that facilitate the generation of 
infills. The use of the solar envelope may serve in this 
context as a tool to ensure some minimum level of solar 
access is maintained in urban neighborhoods for aesthetics, 
comfort, and health.  
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The uniformly negative impact of increased solar access 
on energy, carbon, and cost in cooling climates like Phoenix 
and Miami can be extrapolated to other building types in a 
wider range of climates (Figure 12). From an energy 
standpoint, tall, internally loaded buildings might benefit 
from a zoning tool which would ensure that sites around a 
given building are instead built up to a minimum height, 
opposite of the solar envelope strategy. A study of an eight 
story office building model placed in varying street 
configurations in a Chicago climate showed that compact 
geometries with high developable densities are associated 
with significant energy savings potential (up to 37%) by 
reducing cooling load (Bhiwapurkar and Moschandreas 
2010). Importantly, this study did not account for urban heat 
island effects, which would have moderated the energy 
savings. 

The cost of energy is disconnected from its carbon 
footprint. The development of more effective zoning tools 
for reducing energy use face an uphill battle when the low 
cost of energy in the United States is disconnected from its 
carbon consequences. In this study, the discrepancy between 
the pricing of energy and its carbon equivalent led to several 
contradictory results. In Denver, increased solar access is 
associated with reduced energy use, but an increase in CO2e 
and cost. Minneapolis has the highest energy use and 
associated carbon emissions of the seven cities but also the 
lowest operational energy costs.  

In summary, it is time to moderate some of the generic 
claims for the energy benefits of solar exposure. Current 
sustainability focused guidelines continue to perpetuate a 
“South facing” façade bias. LEED 2009 for Neighborhood 
Development awards 1 point for Solar Orientation, meaning 
a building’s longer east-west axis in within 15 degrees of 
geographic east-west, regardless of the buildings climate, 
program, or construction (US Green Building Council et al. 
2010). As this study suggests, the effects of direct solar 
exposure on energy vary significantly with climate and 
construction. We have adopted the LEED Neighborhood 
recommendations for residential density in our assessment, 
a guideline which draws a relationship between developable 
density and proximity to public transit. As discussed above, 
there is evidence that this relationship is meaningful for 
residential energy use in Toronto (O’Brien et al. 2010). Our 
findings suggest that for single family detached residential 
buildings, the strength of the tradeoff between solar access 
and density may vary significantly based on climate. There 

is obviously a need for more climate-specific guidelines and 
standards that holistically integrate the concerns of solar 
access and developable density. 

5. CONCLUSION 
Effective zoning tools would produce buildable 

envelopes with advantageous energy properties at sufficient 
developable densities (Knowles 1981). How generalizeable 
such zoning tools are across climates and building types is 
the question. For the most common residential building type 
in the US, increased solar access through solar zoning 
comes at a high price in developable density and has small 
to negative energy, carbon, and cost implications. The task 
of designing sustainably resists interventions which are not 
integrated into the larger built environment and site specific 
conditions. Urban form, transportation patterns, building 
organization, the technology of building parts, and occupant 
use can interact in complicated and counterintuitive ways. 
Multi-scalar simulations offer the opportunity to target 
energy saving interventions and free design from outdated 
rules-of-thumb or overly generalized principles. Future 
advances in simulations on an urban scale, such as urban 
heath island effect, hold the promise of increased integration 
between urban, building, and landscape designers to make 
meaningful and coordinated reductions in energy use. This 
study contributes a spatial and thermal simulation method 
which assesses the top-down aspect of solar zoning with the 
bottom-up energy analysis of a typical detached residential 
house. Such an approach may help identify effective zoning 
tools for reducing energy use which are climate and building 
type specific. 
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Abstract 
This paper describes a “morpho-energetic” study that is 

part of a broader study that considers the morphology of 
energy-saving cities. Nowadays, French urban planners 
recommend denser cities. Are dense and compact cities 
really sustainable? How can dwelling designs balance the 
environmental issues with the inhabitants’ wishes? This 
study is focused on two urban typologies: the “nanotours” 
(little tower concepts made up of houses) and the 
refurbishment of 1960s-70s towers. In order to check the 
energy performance of these high-rise forms, this research 
proposes a simple method to consider an energy balance in 
the architectural design of buildings. In particular, this paper 
examines the link between the size of a building and its 
whole energy consumption (heating and cooling, lighting, 
hot water, building energy and the inhabitants’ 
consumption). The input data is the primary energy 
consumed during both the construction and the use of a 
building. The output parameters are the dimension ranges 
(size) of an energy-saving building. In conclusion, the paper 
explains the prospects of this study and its possible 
implementation for energy-saving cities.   

1. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, in France, as in other European countries, 

politicians and urban planners are facing a myriad of 
challenging issues, such as social diversity, access to urban 
services, land cost control, and sustainable development. 
Considering these facts, they recommend denser and more 
compact cities. Their watchword is to densify cities and to 
fill urban waste grounds. Several questions still remain: are 

dense and compact cities really sustainable? How can one 
design dwellings that suit both the environmental issues and 
the inhabitants’ wishes? This study is focused on two urban 
typologies that could propose satisfying dwellings in urban 
centers: the “nanotours” and the refurbishment of 1960s-70s 
towers. Designed in 2005 by French architecture students in 
Grenoble (France), the “nanotours” are little towers less 
than 50 meters in height. Made up of stacked individual 
units, they include privacy features like outdoor spaces, 
appropriation and internal layout flexibility. The 
“nanotours” are built in urban centers near urban equipment 
and services. “Tour d’EauRizon” (Figure 1) is an example 
of a “nanotour” in Grenoble, designed by architecture 
students in 2009. Today, these ‘‘nanotours’’ are building 
concepts that are still being evaluated. 

In order to check the energy performance of these high-
rise forms, this paper proposes a simple method to consider 
an energy balance in the architectural design of buildings. 
This simple method is a way to study the link between the 
size of a building and its whole energy balance, including all 
construction aspects and energy flows. 

 
Figure 1.  Tour d’EauRizon, in Grenoble (Arantes et al. 2009). 
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2. FORM AND ENERGY: LITERATURE REVIEW 
Research to assess how much a building’s form affects 

its energy performance has been the topic of many 
publications. Most of these papers study only one geometric 
parameter: the “compactness” (weak shape coefficient). In 
the early 2000s, (Depecker et al. 2001) studied 14 buildings 
conceived from the same basic cell. Their results established 
a linear dependence between the compactness and the 
heating loads in the context of a Paris’s climate. At the same 
time, by working on the building’s form and structure 
optimization, (Jedrzejuk and Marks 2002) showed that 
compactness is a good market indicator of energy-
performance. Yet, in 2003, (Pessenlehner and Mahdavi 
2003) detailed the limits of the compactness parameter and 
highlighted the influence of another one: the transparence, 
including glazing area and orientations. Recently, (Catalina 
et al. 2008) completed these works by coupling three 
parameters (compactness, inertia and glazing distribution) in 
order to assess their combined influence on heating loads. 
To pursue these conclusions, (Ourghi et al. 2007), and more 
recently (Al-Anzi et al. 2009), tried to find a relationship 
among all these parameters and energy usage. Thanks to a 
linear regression, they proved that there is a direct 
dependence between the heating loads, the compactness, 
glazing area and glazing type. Some papers provide a more 
complex analysis. For instance, (Adamski and Marks 1993, 
Jedrzejuk and Marks 1994) simultaneously considered 
several geometric variables in their studies, like wall 
lengths, building height, walls angles, window sizes and the 
thermal resistance of external walls. In 2008, (Zsalay 2008) 
used geometric height parameters (including floor area, the 
number of levels, the perimeter-to-floor area ratio, etc.) to 
generate a large building sample considering different 
building typologies. More recently, (Yi and Malkawi 2009) 
did not restrict their study to bow or simple forms. Thanks 
to the integration of advanced simulation and optimization 
algorithms, they developed a performance-based form 
making optimization method.  

Studies trying to find the optimal energetic form of a 
building are numerous. Yet, most of these consider only 
heating loads (sometimes cooling energy use). The model 
we propose considers all of the energy flows due to 
construction and usage of a building. 

3. BUILDING ENERGY MODEL 
This research aims to establish the impact of a building’s 

size on its whole energy consumption. The input data is the 

primary energy consumed during both the construction and 
the use of a building. The output parameters are the 
dimensions - or rather the dimensional ranges - of an 
energy-saving building. In this study, only residential 
buildings are considered. 

3.1. The basic building 
For this study, the basic building has a simple plane-

parallel form (Figure 2). Amongst the three building’s 
dimensions, the depth p is fixed to 7 meters, so that the 
central part of the building is illuminated with daylight. This 
value has been chosen from daylight studies conducted by 
(Avouac et al. 2009), illustrated with Figure 3. The length L 
and the height h are the output variable parameters. The 
height depends on the number of levels n. The average 
floor-to-ceiling height is 2.5 meters. For optimal daylight 
comfort, the window-to-floor area ratio is around 17%, in 
accordance with French energy policy. An increased ratio 
can be evaluated with a sensitivity analysis. Concerning the 
thermal performance of the model envelope, the floors are 
made up of 200 mm heavy weight concrete that provides 
thermal inertia. The external walls are made up of wooden 
panels insulated with 240 mm of wood fiber insulation, 
while the roof is made up of 200 mm heavy weight concrete 
(like the floors) lined with 240 mm of wood fiber insulation. 
The overall U-values are 0.16 W/m².K and 0.235 W/m².K 
for, respectively, the external walls and the roof. The 
windows are double-glazed, with a U-value of 2.68 W/m².K 
and a solar heat gain coefficient of 0.5. 

 
Figure 2.  The basic building and its three dimensions. 

 
Figure 3.  The daylight insight depth. 
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3.2. Methodology 
The model draws up the energy balance of a building: it 

includes its gains, its loads and also the storage pheomenon, 
during both the construction and the use of a building. 
These flows are shown in Figure 4. To improve its energy 
balance, the building supports photovoltaic panels that 
produce electricity, and thermal panels that produce thermal 
energy. As shown in Figure 5, active panels are vertically 
and horizontally installed on the South front and on the roof. 

 
Figure 4.  The building’s energy flows. 

 
Figure 5.  The solar panels distribution in plane view (on the left) and in 
side view (on the right). 

3.2.1. Three case studies 
The balance is performed monthly, in the case of a 

Grenoble climate. Three cases are considered: 

• The regulatory case: the balance includes the five 
energy loading posts defined by the 2005 French 
energy policy (heating, cooling, hot water, lighting, 
and auxiliary power unit electricity). The auxiliary 
power unit includes electric appliances that provide 
ventilation, heating and cooling; 

• The building and its own consumption: the model 
estimates every consumption flow that is mainly 
induced by the design of the building, from its 
construction energy costs to its lifetime energy 
consumption: it includes the materials embodied 

energy, heating, cooling, lighting, auxiliary power 
unit electricity and elevator electricity; 

• The building and its users: on top of the previous 
case, the model assesses the consumption due to the 
inhabitants’ behavior (hot water, appliance 
electricity, etc.). Thus, the model aims to evaluate 
the users’ influence on the global energy balance of 
a building. 

For each case, the model includes both solar 
contributions (active and passive) and in-house gains (due to 
appliance utilization and metabolic activities).  

3.2.1. Appliances and systems hypotheses 
The model utilizes typical residential space occupancy 

patterns and schedules, given by the French energy policy 
and the INSEE statistics. These patterns concern the 
occupancy scenarios and the appliance and systems 
functioning. They are listed in Table 1. The model building 
and its whole components shelf life are theoretical: 50 years 
for the structure, 30 years for the façade, and 20 years for 
the photovoltaic panels. 

Household size 4 persons/apartment 
A dwelling size 66 m² 
Lighting power density 8 W/m² 
Heating system  yield 0.81 
Ventilating system yield 0.8 
Air renewal flow 75 m3/hour.apartment 
Thermal panel power density 450 kWh/m²pan.year 
Photovoltaic panel power density 135 kWh/m²pan.year 
(South oriented, 30°-tilted against the horizontal position)  

Table 1:  Building model basic features 

3.2.2. Energy and surfaces: reference units 
Concerning the reference surface, the model first 

considers the benchmark surface used by the French 
building energy performance diagnosis, that is to say the 
SHON (“Surface Hors Oeuvre Nette”), whose equivalent is 
the net floor area. This surface counts, on top of the living 
surfaces, the surfaces filled by the external walls. In a later 
study, the model will weigh the livable surface, which 
represents the heated volume and does not count external 
walls (that can have various thicknesses). Moreover, to be 
more relevant, the model uses primary energy (Ep) instead 
of final energy (Ef): contrary to final energy, primary energy 
considers the way the energy is produced. The model uses 
Ep-to-Ef conversion ratios used by the French energy policy 
(electricity: 2.5; fossil fuel: 1; wood: 0.6). 
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3.2.3. Description of the calculation method 
The energy balance of the model is drawn up from static 

equations (ie energy equations in steady state), varying 
according to the length and the height of the building. These 
equations are deduced from French and European norms, 
and from the French energy policy (CSTB 2007). These 
standards (available on Afnor Website) and their calculation 
methods are the following: for heating loads, the European 
and French norm (NF EN 832 1999) calculates the 
building’s heating flux, from thermodynamics equations. 
These equations calculate the building conductive heat 
transfer coefficient LD as follows: LD = 

, where Ai is the external walls surface, 
Ui is the wall’s thermal transmittance, lk is the length of the 
thermal bridges and Ψk their thermal transmittance. For 
lighting, we use the European and French standard (NF EN 
15193 2007), which considers two rates that weigh lighting 
consumption according to the switch type and the 
orientation of glazing. Finally, for hot water loads and 
auxiliary power unit electricity, we use the French Energy 
policy. Considering static equations induces a huge 
simplification of the model, and thus a margin of error, in 
particular concerning dynamic phenomena like energy 
storage. However, inertia is taken into account thanks to the 
calculation of the time constant, according to the standard 
(NF EN 832 1999). Moreover, in a final part, this 
calculation method is compared to two energy simulation 
software packages (PHPP and Comfie-Pleiades), in order to 
assess the error induced by the simplification and to validate 
the model. 

3.3. Discussion of results 
In this section, selected results concerning either the 

building’s energy consumption or its energy balance are 
presented. Four cases are presented: the monthly unit 
regulatory consumption, the monthly unit regulatory energy 
balance, the monthly unit whole building and its users’ 
energy balance, and finally the annual unit whole building 
and its users’ energy balance. For each case, the unit 
primary energy (on the ordinate axis) varies according to the 
building’s length L (on the right abscissa axis of the graphic, 
from 7 meters to 400 meters) and to its level number n (on 
the left abscissa axis, from 1 to 100). The unit of this energy 
is kWhep/m²SHON. When negative, energy is consumed. 
When the balance is positive, the building produces more 
energy than it consumes. In the first three parts, graphs 
show monthly results, for January and July, in order to 

compare winter and summer energy balances. The other 
monthly results are also available. Thanks to detailed 
monthly results, designers have enough information to 
design energy-saving buildings: by meeting December 
exigencies (that is the coldest month in the year), the 
building is inevitably energy-saving during the other 
months. However, considering only the annual energy 
balance does not show the monthly energy efficiency of a 
building. Annual results are presented in the fourth part of 
this section, for the whole building and its users’ case. Thus, 
monthly and annual results give designers needed 
information to design an energy-saving building.  

3.3.1. The monthly regulatory consumption 
The first results concern the regulatory case: they 

present the unit regulatory consumption (primary energy), 
according to the length L and the height n of the building. 
The five loading posts defined by the French energy policy 
are considered (heating, cooling, hot water, lighting, and 
auxiliary power unit electricity). The model also takes into 
account the passive gains (from sun, appliances and 
metabolism) in order to reduce heating needs. No active 
contribution (thermal or photovoltaic) is taken into account.  

 
Figure 6.  Evolution of the building’s unit energy consumption 
according to its levels number n and its length L, for January. 

 
Figure 7.  Evolution of the building’s unit energy consumption 
according to its levels number n and its length L, for July. 
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Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the building’s unit regulatory 
consumption (primary energy divided by the net floor area, 
on the ordinate axis) according to its number of levels n (on 
the left abscissa) and its length L (on the right abscissa) for 
January and July respectively. These two figures show that 
the bigger a building is, the more reduced its unit 
consumption is. This concurs with the literature review 
conclusions: the more compact a building is, the less it 
consumes. That is why the curve sharply decreases nearing 
the littlest building (n = 1 level and L = 7 meters). 
Moreover, the difference between the January and July 
graphs is due to passive solar gains that are soaked up by the 
windows (situated on the longer South-oriented façade). 
Since solar radiation increases during the summer, passive 
solar gains are higher during July than in January. 

3.3.2. The monthly regulatory energy balance 
When the model adds active gains, there is a trend 

reversal. Figures 8 and 9 show the evolution of the 
building’s unit energy balance (primary energy divided by 
the net floor area, on the ordinate axis), according to its 
number of levels n (on the left abscissa axis) and its length L 
(on the right abscissa axis) for January and July 
respectively. This balance includes the five regulatory 
loading posts (heating, cooling, hot water, lighting, auxiliary 
power unit electricity), corrected by passive gains (from 
sun, appliances and metabolism). On top of this, it also 
takes into account active thermal and photovoltaic gains.  

Contrary to the previous case (where only consumption 
was considered), in order to have an optimal energy balance, 
the building should not be huge. In particular, it should not 
be higher than 15 levels, ie 40 meters. Beyond this, its 
energy balance is negative and the building consumes more 
energy than it produces. However, the length of the building 
has little impact on its energy balance. The explanation of 
these facts is the following: active solar panels are installed 
on the roof and the South façade of the building. When the 
length of the building increases, its roof surface increases 
too and can carry solar panels that produce energy. On the 
contrary, the roof surface is the same however high the 
building is. Thus, despite the increase of the South façade 
surface, the energy production is not enough to balance the 
consumption. 

 
Figure 8.  Evolution of the building’s unit energy balance according to 
its levels number n and its length L, for January. 

 
Figure 9.  Evolution of the building’s unit energy balance according to 
its levels number n and its length L, for July. 

3.3.3. The monthly whole building and its users’ 
energy balance 

This trend increases when the model considers the 
monthly whole consumption of the building and its 
inhabitants. Figures 10 and 11 show the building and its 
users’ energy balance (primary energy divided by the net 
floor area, on the ordinate axis), according to its number of 
levels n (on the left abscissa axis) and its length L (on the 
right abscissa axis) for January and July, respectively.  

In this case, the whole energy loading posts are taken 
into account, from the construction (materials embodied 
energy) to the users’ consumption (hot water and appliances 
electricity) including the building’s own consumption 
(heating, cooling, lighting, auxiliary power unit electricity, 
and elevators electricity). Passive gains (due to solar, 
appliance and metabolic activities) are taken into account to 
reduce heating needs. Active thermal and photovoltaic gains 
are also considered.  
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Figure 10.  Evolution of the whole building and its users’ energy balance 
according to its levels number n and its length L, for January. 

 
Figure 11.  Evolution of the whole building and its users’ energy balance 
according to its levels number n and its length L, for July. 

In this last case, the trend is the same as previously, with 
a staggering decrease concerning higher buildings, from 40 
to 100 stories. This is due to the materials embodied energy: 
high-rise buildings need more materials to withstand wind 
and earthquake forces. According to the graphs, to have a 
zero energy balance, the building should not be higher than 
8 levels, ie 22 meters. As seen previously, the length has 
little influence on the building and its users’ energy balance. 

3.3.4. The annual whole building and its users’ 
energy balance 

The annual energy balance is given by adding up every 
monthly energy balance from January to December. Figure 
12 illustrates the building and its users’ energy balance 
(primary energy divided by the net floor area, on the 
ordinate axis), according to its number of levels n (on the 
left abscissa axis) and its length L (on the right abscissa 
axis), for the whole year. As in previous calculations, every 
energy flow is taken into account: consumption (materials 
embodied energy, hot water, appliances electricity, heating, 
cooling, lighting, auxiliary power unit electricity, elevators 
electricity), passive gains (solar, appliance and metabolic 
activities), and active thermal and photovoltaic gains. 

The annual result presents surface curves similar to 
those of the monthly results. Besides, the “optimal” stories 
limit of an energy-saving building is quite the same as seen 
previously. From 1 to 8-10 levels, the building is energy-
saving. From 10 to 40 levels, its unit consumption is higher 
than its unit energy production, but with a very slight 
decrease. Beyond 40 levels, the consumption decreases 
become staggering, because of the materials embodied 
energy. Moreover, the length has little influence on the 
building and its users’ energy balance. 

 
Figure 12.  Evolution of the annual whole building and its users’ energy 
balance according to its levels number n and its length L. 

Thus, considering these four analyses, this static model 
established a link between the dimensions of a building and 
its whole energy balance (gains – consumption, including 
storage). From these monthly and annual results, designers 
have two possible objectives: either they want to design a 
monthly energy-saving building or they plan to design a 
building that is energy-saving the whole year. In the first 
case, designers need only the results of December that is the 
coldest month in the year: by answering December 
exigencies, the building is thus energy-saving during the 
other months. In the second case, designers need monthly 
detailed information. However, considering this study’s 
results, there is little difference between the annual and 
monthly “optimal” levels limit. This is probably due to the 
calculation method of the annual energy balance (by adding 
up monthly results, instead of doing an annual calculation). 
The next step of this study is to validate this simplified 
model, based on static equations.  

4. VALIDATION OF THE MODEL 
To assess the model and its calculation method, it is 

necessary to check its results and to compare them to other 
energy simulation software results. Two software 
applications are chosen: PHPP (Passive House Planning 
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Package) and Comfie-Pleiades. PHPP is an Excel 
spreadsheet thermal calculation tool, based on the 
PassivHaus label’s demands. It only applies to houses. Like 
the model, it uses steady state equations and calculates the 
house time constant to consider dynamic phenomena. 
Comfie-Pleiades (Salomon et al. 2005) is a thermal 
simulation software that calculates the thermal behavior of a 
building and its different thermal zones. Applied to houses 
and collective buildings, it uses dynamic equations that 
include inertia phenomena. 

4.1. Validation methodology 
To compare the model’s results to those form the two 

software applications, we propose to apply them to a case 
study: a house whose characteristics (geometry and 
occupancy) are detailed in Table 2. The house is situated in 
Grenoble in France. As Comfie-Pleiades mainly gives 
thermal results about heating, cooling and passive gains, 
only these three energy balance components are presented 
here. 

Number of levels 1 level 
Length 10 meters 
Depth 7 meters 
Size 66 m² 
Household size 4 persons 

Table 2:  The case study: charasteristics of the house 

4.2. Discussion of results 
Figure 13 illustrates the comparison of the simplified 

model to the Comfie-Pleiades and PHPP software, applied 
to the previously defined house. These results concern 
annual heating and cooling loads, as well as annual useful 
passive gains. Useful passive gains are internal (appliances 
and metabolism) and passive solar gains, corrected by the 
storage phenomenon. This graph shows that concerning 
heating and cooling loads, the model’s results are close to 
those from PHPP and Comfie-Pleiades. Concerning heating 
loads, there is 3.04% difference between the model and 
Comfie, and 8.26% between the model and PHPP. 
Concerning cooling loads, the respective errors are 7.6% 
and 8.85%. These first results validate the simplified model 
concerning the calculation of heating and cooling thermal 
loads.  

Concerning annual useful passive gains, there is little 
difference between the simplified model results and those 
from Comfie-Pleiades. The difference is 4.06%. However, 
between the model and PHPP, the difference is close to 

80%. The explanation could be the following: PHPP uses 
an all-inclusive method for the calculation of internal gains 
(due to metabolic and appliance activities) and considers 
only global solar radiation for the calculation of passive 
solar gains. On the contrary, the model calculation methods 
for internal and passive solar gains are quite a bit more 
detailed (even if they do not consider dynamic phenomena). 
Concerning internal gains, the model separately considers 
the appliances and the metabolism contributions; and in the 
case of solar gains, it separates direct, diffuse and reflected 
radiation. Considering the little difference between Comfie-
Pleiades and the model’s results, the model is considered 
valid concerning useful passive contributions. 

 
Figure 13.  Comparison of the three calculation methods’ results 
concerning heating, cooling and passive gains 

This first comparison is quite positive concerning the 
relevance of the simplified calculation method developed in 
this paper. However, a next step proposes to complete this 
first analysis by two additional comparisons on two 
collective buildings: a high-rise building (n = 15 levels and 
L = 30 meters) and a long-spread building (n = 5 levels and 
L = 56 meters). These two additional studies will strengthen 
(or not) the conclusions of this paper. They will be 
published in a later paper. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper presents a simplified but complete calculation 

method, aiming to assess the whole energy balance of a 
building, according to its length L and its number of levels 
n. The results of this detailed model validate the conclusions 
of the literature review concerning the link between 
compactness and energy: the more compact a building is, 
the less unit energy consumption it exhibits. However, when 
considering the whole energy flows due to the construction 
and the functioning of a building and its inhabitants’ 
behavior, there is a trend reversal. In this case, the curve 
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shows staggering decreases for higher buildings due to the 
materials’ embodied energy. Thus, to be energy-saving, the 
building should be lower than 8 stories, ie 22 meters. 
Another remark is the following: the length has little impact 
on a building’s whole energy balance in this study. This is 
due to active solar production, installed on the roof and the 
South façade of the building. When the length increases, the 
roof surface increases and can carry solar panels that 
produce energy. On the contrary, the roof surface is the 
same however high the building is. Finally, these results and 
the model have been preliminarily validated based on a 
comparison to two energy simulation softwares (PHPP and 
Comfie-Pleiades), in particular concerning heating and 
cooling loads in the case of a single house. Additional 
comparisons are needed to further validate these 
conclusions.  

Moreover, as things stand at present, this paper cannot 
give a ruling on the presumption that density might not be 
sustainable and entirely positive for occupants. From this 
perspective, this “morpho-energetic” study is part of a 
broader study considering the morphology of energy-saving 
cities.  
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Abstract 
This study presents a methodological and conceptual 

framework that allows for the integration and creation of 
knowledge across professional borders in the field of 
environmental simulation. The framework has been 
developed on the basis of interviews with leading 
international practitioners, key theories of environmental 
performance in architecture and engineering, and a range of 
simulation experiments by the authors. The framework is an 
open structure, which can continuously be renewed and 
contributed to by any author.  

The value of the framework is demonstrated, using it to 
map a series of simulation studies, emphazising the 
multidimensionality of environmental performance 
optimization. Clarifying the conceptual interconnectivity 
between architecture and engineering,  - agency and 
physics, - not only enhances  communicative power and the 
dissemination of knowledge, but becomes instrumental in 
pointing out the need for improving metrics, software and 
not least the performance of the built environment itself. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Though environmental simulation software has been 

around for decades, developed and used mainly by 
engineers, it has only recently become widely available to 

architects without an extreme specialization in physics and 
computation. Following this introduction of technology into 
the field of architecture, comes a stimulating shift of 
attention in terms of the aims of simulation research: that of 
studying the relations between different spatial scales, 
exploring form and material organization as means to 
produce desirable human environments, rather than the 
singular optimization of specific technical subsystems. 
Architecture can in itself be considered an open system of 
environmental technology that is not just technical but 
informational, social and cultural too. 

A problem in current energy optimization in architecture 
and engineering is a certain blindness towards the multiple 
facets of performance of each part of the complex systems 
of built environments. Buildings failing to use form and 
materials to direct nature’s forces for the benefit of the 
occupants get wrapped up in sub-optimized comfort and 
energy delivery systems to compensate for their lack of 
environmental qualities. Technical systems, that is, that 
have high embodied energy and a much shorter lifespan 
than the building structure and its skin, and as a 
consequence a higher detrimental impact on the 
environment.  

There is a need for a holistic view and an integrated 
approach that emphazises that the layers, scales, 
components, materials, uses etc. of a building or a built 
environment plays multiple roles, and must be understood in 
temporal dimensions that include the day to day, seasonal, 
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yearly and lifetime dimensions. This holistic view should 
embrace the multidisciplinarity of the design professions, 
and establish a common conceptual framework. 

The research questions behind this paper are:  

How can a conceptual framework be devised, that allows 
for the synthesis and integration of environmental 
performance information in the built environment across the 
architecture/engineering professions? How can the dual 
aspects of operational and embodied energy in architecture 
be linked? How can the spatial and temporal dynamics of 
the performance of the built environment be highlighted, to 
improve communication, software and metrics in 
environmental simulation? 

To answer these questions, 3 principal approaches are 
used, including interviews with leading practioners in 
architecture and engineering, a literature review and the 
simulation experience of the authors – an architect and an 
engineer. The framework devised can potentially be used to 
guide future research, mapping the impact of design 
variables on environmental performance, and act as a 
support when establishing the decision hierarchies necessary 
in any design project regardless of scale, to meet the 
demands of rapid decision making and efficiency of 
solutions required today. 

2. METHODS AND METHODOLOGY 
A distinction between methods and methodology needs 

to be made. Methods are ways of using tools or techniques 
using a prescribed procedure towards a certain aim. 
Following a tutorial of how to do a daylight analysis could 
be an example. Methodology instead considers multiple 
methods, critically examining the assumptions behind them 
and examines the interrelationships between output from 
different methods. Though architects rarely claim to follow 
specific design methodologies, a new attention to design 
methods and processes is emerging in order to deal 
efficiently with the realization that even the first sketches 
potentially carries a strong impact on the energy and 
environmental performance of the design. In particular 
engineers have begun to promote ‘integrated design 
processes’ in which the architect-engineer collaboration is 
shifted forward into the intial design phases, instead of the 
traditional process of engineers following up on designs 
already elaborated by architects.  This could possibly result 
in some rivalry for position and influence on design among 

the professions, but the view taken in this paper is that 
collaboration is necessary and beneficial for the overall 
good of the built environment. The paper is a result of a 
collaboration of an architect and an engineer, and the 
methodological framework proposed here is intented to 
clarify the basis for the use of environmental simulation in 
the early design phases as a common platform across the 
professions.  

The methodological framework presented in this paper, 
is in itself the outcome of different research methods: The 
hypothesis that architectural scale is a key factor in energy 
efficient design, connecting both integrated design 
processes, operational efficiency and lifecycle analysis, was 
derived from interviews with leading practitioners in 
architecture and engineering from the offices of Foster and 
Partners (Behling and Evenden 2009), Baumschlager & 
Eberle Architekten (Eberle 2008) and Transsolar (Schuler 
2008). The theory behind the hypothesis was developed 
through a literature review. A series of simulation studies 
using Copenhagen as a reference were carried out by the 
authors to test the hypothesis in regards to solar access, 
daylight, thermal and energy performance in urban and 
basic building design, some of which are presented in the 
demonstration case below. 

3. ARCHITECTURAL PRACTICE  
While their architectural interests and formal expression 

differ significantly, the architect offices of Foster and 
Partners and Baumschlager and Eberle share the notion 
based on their experience in design and built work, that the 
greatest environmental impacts come with design decisions 
taken at the scale of the city, and that impacts decrease with 
minor scale decisions. Argued this way, optimization of the 
basic formal and material properties of a design, takes 
priority compared to the optimization of technical service 
systems, - conveniently weighting the influence of the 
architect’s design responsibilities over those of the 
engineers. Both offices employ specialists working with 
simulation, and have developed tailormade software 
applications to suit the offices’ workflows. Fig. 2 shows a 
diagram by Foster and Partners presented with the Masdar 
project, expressing the notion that design decisions taken at 
the largest scales of a project impact the environment the 
most, and are inverse proportional to the costs of the 
solutions. While ‘environmental gain’ includes other factors 
than energy, - it could be interpreted aesthetically, - energy 
plays the dominant role in the diagram’s highlighting of 
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passive and active measures and the implementation of 
renewable energy systems. 

 

Figure 1: Foster and Partners: Scale, systems, costs and environmental 
gain diagram.  

In the design approach of Dietmar Eberle attention 
towards the durability of the different layers that constitute a 
building govern a hierarchy of design decisions. Each layer: 
place, load bearing structure, envelope, programme and 
materiality carry weight in the design process according to 
their relative permanence, so as to preserve the resources 
invested in them. Where Foster and partners employ 
advanced form to harness the benefits of nature’s forces, 
Baumschlager and Eberles approach highlights 
architecture’s generality and its adaptivity over time as a 
sustainable strategy. Eberle explicitly states the need for 
design methodology to integrate knowledge in the design 
process (Simmendinger and Schröer 2006).  

But what lies behind these assumptions and notions?  

 

Figure 2: Comparison of design variables in environmental management 
to shearing layers and the layers of the design theory by Dietmar Eberle 
of Baumschlager & Eberle Architekten. 

4. ARCHITECTURAL THEORY – RESOURCE AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT  

Two key references seem to have spawned several 
subsequent architectural research enquiries. While research 

has developed since then, it is nevertheless the original 
concepts that remain fundamental to sustainability in 
architecture. Taking a step back does not ignore the progress 
of knowledge since then, rather it allows us to identify 
design issues at the macro level of sustainable design that 
must be addressed simultaneously and coherently by 
designers, including specialists working with environmental 
simulation.  

In the book ‘The Architecture of the Well-tempered 
Environment’ (Banham 1984) ‘structure’ and ‘power’ 
solutions are defined as the two fundamental ways to 
mediate the environment through the use of resources. 
Structure solutions are resources invested in built space that 
is able to ‘conserve’ energy (eg. heat). Power solutions are 
energy resources used to ‘regenerate’ environmental 
condition artificially, as when burning a timber resource to 
provide heat rather than burning it. The ‘selective’ mode in 
between, is the building features that allows the occupant to 
choose among environmental stimuli, natural or artificial. 
The distinctions are not exclusive, - many building 
components perform and can be used in different modes. 
Banham was able to set the stage for later introduction of 
the technical distinctions between embodied and operational 
energy, and the environmental performance associated with 
the building fabric, user behaviour and energy use through 
service systems.  

The second key reference is ‘How Buildings Learn’ 
(Brand 1997). Drawing on the theory of the shearing layers, 
originally developed in forestry and ecology studies, Brand 
establishes the idea that buildings have metabolism, and that 
the rate of metabolism is connected to layers of scale and 
activities that change a building over its lifetime.  The layers 
that Brand identify are Site, Structure, Skin, Services, 
Spaceplan and Stuff, - their sequence referring to their 
durability and expected lifetimes, - Site being the most 
durable, almost permanent condition governing a building 
and Stuff, - furnitures and the like -  being the most 
ephemeral with the highest metabolic rate (Fig. 3). It is 
perfectly possible for parts of buildings to fulfil more 
purposes, though it should preferably be avoided to allow 
better adaptability in the long term. Similarly at the urban 
scale spatial, legislative, regulative and ownership layers 
with different permanence can be identified that frame the 
evolution of the city. (Fig. 4) 
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Figure 3: Brand: Shearing Layers. Organizing a building according to 
the permanence of its different functional layers becomes instrumental in 
the resource management of buildings’ material lifecycle. 

Figure 4: Sattrup: At the urban scale, regulatory layers can be identified 
on the basis of the spatial, property and planning framework that governs 
the development of cities over time.  

Brand identifies two ways of ensuring that a building 
achieves a long life – thus ensuring the maximum benefit of 
the resources and energy invested in its construction and 
maintenance – the ‘high’ way of investing a high cultural 
value in a building, and the ‘low’ way of ensuring the 
practicality of adapting the building to changing uses, by 
consciously using the shearing layers as a way to organize 
the building functionally and tectonically. This has spawned 
subsequent research enquiries in architecture aimed at 
minimizing the environmental impact of waste associated 
with buildings’ materials and the embodied energy invested 
in them, through ecologically and lifecycle oriented 
approaches (Berge 2009), (Braungart and McDonough 
2009).  

5. A METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK FOR 
ENVIRONMENTAL SIMULATION 

What does Banham’s Environmental Management and 
Brand’s Shearing Layers have in common, how are they 
differentiated, - and how can they be linked?  

Brand’s Shearing Layers primarily addresses the long 
term use of resources – what Banham terms solutions of 
Structure. But the layers also differentiate between different 
building scales, and the uses associated with them, opening 
up a connection to Banham’s secondary concepts of the 
conservative, selective and regenerative modes of 
environmental management. Shifting Banham’s definition 
of the selective mode slightly, so as to specifically describe 
the selective behaviour of the occupant rather than the 
properties of building components, Brand’s layers: Site, 
Structure and Skin can be specifically linked to the 
Conservative mode, and the Selective mode used to describe 
the occupants’ behaviour regarding the operation of the Skin 
and the Services layers. Now several frameworks can be 

defined that link the different scales surrounding a building 
project (Fig. 5).  

 

Figure 5: Connection of frameworks: Urban, Building, Operation, Time 
and Energy. The relative position of layers imply their relatedness.  

Within the regulatory layers of the Urban Framework, 
we can use Brand’s layers to describe the Building 
Framework, which again frames the Operational 
Framework, which we can describe using Banhams terms. 
Each of these operate at different time scales, so the Time 
Framework indicates the rate of change of the others: from 
the Urban Framework that can potentially last for centuries, 
to the daily rythms of people in the Operational Framework. 
The Energy framework describes how embodied energy is 
stored in the fabric, solar energy potential for heating and 
lighting is mediated through the urban and building layers, 
and how operational energy is dispersed through the service 
systems. By organizing these visually it is made clear how 
the Frameworks influence each other, so as to create an 
awareness of the multiple aspects of the built environment 
that designers need to navigate to create truly 
environmentally and culturally sustainable buildings. The 
Spaceplan layer involves the organization of the building’s 
programme, and is connected to the patterns of occupation 
and operation. The Services layer is associated with the 
energy loads for heating, cooling and lighting and the 
process of optimizing the plant and distribution systems. 
This categorization allows us to identify six domains of 
performance optimization: Form, Material, Programme, 
Operation, Loads and Service Systems. Each has different 
design variables that interact as complex systems and 
sometimes overlap between domains (Fig 6 & 7). 

 

Figure 6: Design domains in between the Building and Operational 
framework. The domains can be described using specific design 
variables.  
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Figure 7: Design domains with detailed design variables. Variables can 
be added according to design or simulation interest. 

6. DEMONSTRATION CASE – INTEGRATING 
DAYLIGHT AND THERMAL PERFORMANCE 
ACROSS THE URBAN AND BUILDING SCALES 

 

In the following demonstration case Site, Structure and Skin 
layers are investigated for the impact of Form on energy 
use, differentiating thermal performance according to 
Conservative, Selective and Regenerative modes of 
operation. The framework is used to map and interrelate a 
series of simulation studies undertaken by the authors. The 
aim of the studies is to clarify the following:   

1) The impact of Form on the energy performance, 
investigating orientation and window size design 
variables of the Site, Structure and Skin layers. 

2) Using the Conservative, Selective and 
Regenerative modes as conceptual and analytical 
tools to pinpoint the influence of Form and 
Material properties on the daylight and thermal 
performance related to Building Skin. 

The studies focus on the integration of daylight and 
thermal performance tracing the impact of generic formal 
design decisions from the urban to the building scale, 
investigating how the temporal and spatial dimensions of 
solar access in the urban environment affect thermal and 
daylighting performance of apartments with different 
window to wall ratios. The climatic context of the study is 
Copenhagen (N56,E12) in Northern Europe, a climate that 
is marked by the relative scarcity of sunlight due to high 
latitudes, a predominance of overcast skies and the low solar 
altitude in the winter months. Sketch-up was used to create 
the models, which were exported to IES-VE for thermal, 
artificial light and energy analysis. Ecotect was used to 
analyse and visualize the spatial and temporal distribution of 

solar radiation in the urban environment exporting the 
model for daylight autonomy analysis using DAYSIM. In 
all studies a design reference year (DRY) weather file for 
the city of Copenhagen was used. The material 
specifications are equal to the minimum current 
requirements in Danish Building regulations. See appendix. 

6.1. SITE, STRUCTURE and SKIN 
A first step in understanding the conditions of the Site 

was an analysis of the temporal and orientational 
distribution of radiation. A ‘solar rose’ was invented to 
visualize the yearly and seasonal radiation on vertical 
surfaces compared to the global radiation on a horizontal 
surface, as passive solar energy usually is distributed 
through vertical facades. Using the solar rose both seasonal 
and daily variations can be grasped at a glance, as the 
intensities are also connected to the time of the day. As can 
be seen, the intensity differs greatly, but due to the angle of 
incidence, some surprising facts are found: the solar 
potential on facades in spring is equal to that of summer, 
and offers a potential to shorten the heating season as 
temperatures have not risen yet. In Autumn and winter the 
low inclination of the sun means that the intensity of 
radiation on south facades can rival those of the yearly 
average though the exposure times are shorter, and the 
sensitivity to overshadowing in urban contexts increases 
greatly.  

 

Figure 8: SITE: Solar roses, Copenhagen. From left to right: average 
hourly radiation on vertical (red) and horizontal (yellow) surfaces, - 
yearly, winter, spring, summer and autumn averages. Range 0-
300wh/m2. 

Previous studies by the authors examining solar 
envelopes (Knowles 1985) for the city of Copenhagen 
suggest that a maximum eaves height at 5 stories is 
advisable in dense urban districts at the same latitude, - a 
fact that corresponds very precisely to the actual densities of 
the inner city of Copenhagen. Above these densities, solar 
and daylight access are so restricted that denser urban 
patterns risk becoming unattractive, unless other attractions 
are associated with them.  

To find out the seasonal intensity variations, the solar 
potential of the facades of a 5 story 50x50m urban perimeter 
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block was calculated. As can be seen (fig. 11) the patterns of 
overshadowing by the surrounding buildings are gradients 
of intensities with great directional and temporal variations.  

 

Figure 9 SITE+STRUCTURE & TIME: solar exposure on 5 story 
50x50m perimeter block. Top to bottom: SE view, W, N, E & S facades. 
Left to right: winter, spring, summer and autumn exposure. Range 0-
200wh/m2.  

As the urban grid and planning regulations often limit 
the formal exploration on a given site, geometry and 
orientation can still be used by designers to increase or 
decrease the radiation intensity through working at the 
building Structure and Skin scales. Orientation is 
investigated as a design variable through either rotating the 
block 45 degrees or folding its skin, so as to increase solar 
intensity hitting glazed areas of the façade in the winter 
season /Fig. 10). 

 

Figure 10: SITE+STRUCTURE+SKIN & TIME:  

North/south, rotated 45degrees and North/South faceted façade block. 
Radiation levels during warm season April-Oct and cold season Oct-
April. Radiation levels 0-200wh/m2. 

The radiation levels are so low due to the high latitude 
and low sun angles in Copenhagen which cause 
overshadowing in winter, that only the top 3 stories can 

pursue solar strategies for low-energy consumption with 
interesting local differences: South facing apartments have 
higher solar solar exposure in winter, but lower in summer 
than the others, due to the changing inclination of the sun-
path. East-West facing apartments have high exposure in the 
summer and very little in the winter, which can be mediated 
using faceted facades, shifting the gains towards the season 
where they are needed. The rotated block has medium-high 
solar gains throughout the year when compared to the 
others. But changes to orientation carry very little weight on 
the overall energy demand, even given today’s standard of 
construction. Heating demand for a 100m2 appartment with 
a window to wall ratio of 40% changes insignificantly when 
averaged over all 5 levels of the model, stabilizing at 
44kwh/m2yr as the 3 bottom levels are totally 
overshadowed during winter at the urban density studied in 
this model. The  45 degree rotated block has a more even 
spread of the solar potential, more apartments benefit from 
the heat gains and a greater diversity of climatic situations 
and sunshine hours than in a north/south facing block, 
faceted or not. 

 

Figure 11 Thermal comfort, daylight, solar gains and Energy. 
North/south, rotated 45degrees and East/West facing buildings. 

Surprisingly the rotated block does not get the energy 
savings for daylight that the high radiation levels would 
make on think, it performs much worse than the north/south 
and east/west oriented buildings. A careful examination 
using a sunpath tool reveals why: As the buildings are used 
for housing, the occupants are not at home during weekdays 
at the hours where the sun delivers its energy. In the 
morning and afternoon the sn-angles are so low that the 
main bulk of the building lies in shadows. 

  Linking the energy use calculation for artificial light to 
climate based daylighting metrics such as the Daylight 
Autonomy is not so straight-forward. Using IES-VE 
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radiance to set up an artificial light control system that 
switches on light when natural light levels fall below 200lux 
in the occupied hours applying a 30% switched-on 
percentage, is not quite the same, though it is climate based, 
as it is linked to the climate file’s radiation data, converted 
to lighting. IES-VE automatically places the sensor point in 
the middle of the zone, (if one uses the thermal engine’s 
control system for switching as is done here) when generic 
models such as the ones presented here are studied.  

The true benefit from working with the orientation lies 
in the temporal dimension of the solar exposure seen in 
accordance with the building’s rythms of occupation. But as 
minimum insulation values will increase over the next 
decade, even the small increases in average radiation 
observed in this simulation are likely to carry a larger 
weight on comfort levels and energy use in future 
construction. Returning to the Urban Framework, it may 
well be worth opting for an optimization of solar potential 
through orientation though it carries little weigth in the 
energy budget today. In the long term perspective of the 
Site, a 10% better solar potential which is more evenly 
shared among neighbours can prove a valuable asset as 
cities develop, building technologies are upgraded and 
social patterns change. 

6.2. CONSERVATIVE, SELECTIVE and  
REGENERATIVE mode analysis. 

Further investigating the performance of the Building 
Skin, the influence of different Window to Wall ratios was 
defined, using the same model properties as in the previous 
study. To be able to identify precisely the influence of the 
building fabric, the behaviour associated conditions and the 
systems energy loads on the thermal performance, the 
settings of the model were varied using the Conservative, 
Selective and Regenerative mode:  

In the Conservative mode the empty building envelope 
is simulated. This allows a very accurate analysis of the 
influence of the Form and Material design domains on the 
thermal performance, as the influence of user patterns is 
excluded. 

In the Selective mode the building is basically free-
running, including internal gains from occupants and 
equipment and natural ventilation in summer. This ads the 
probabilistic user patterns of the Programme and Operation 
design domains to the model. No climatization is included. 

In the Regenerative mode the building is fully 
conditioned, adding the influence of all three modes. Total 
primary energy use is calculated using fully dynamic IES-
VE radiance climate based thermal and lighting simulation. 

The practically unobstructed apartments at the 5th floor 
were subjected to a comparative study using the 
conservative, selective and regenerative modes to analyze 
their thermal performance. Some interesting facts emerge: 
The building fabric alone (conservative) is able to shorten 
the heating season by 6 weeks in spring and delaying it in 
autumn by 4 weeks totalling 2½ months when comparing 
the 20% window to wall ratio with 80%, though this comes 
with the risk of serious overheating unless measures are 
taken to limit summertime heat gains, as natural ventilation 
(Selective mode) is not sufficient, or cooling (Regenerative 
mode) will be necessary (Fig. 11). 

 

Figure 11 CONSERVATIVE: 5th floor apartment types with 20, 40 and 
80% window to wall ratio. Thermal performance of the empty building 
envelope.  

During winter, the average temperature performance 
favours large windows, showing that the higher conductive 
losses from larger windows can be balanced by the heat 
gains from the solar radiation, even though it should be 
noted that daily temperature swings are much more 
pronounced the larger the glass areas, a fact that is masked 
by the weekly averages shown by the graphs. The 40% wwr 
apartment is better balanced, and the selective mode shows, 
that the heating season can be shortened equally to 80% 
wwr, when the internal gains from the occupants are 
included in the energy balance (fig. 12). 

 

Figure12 CONSERVATIVE+SELECTIVE+REGENERATIVE: 
5th floor apartment with 40% window to wall area. Thermal analysis 
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The daylight autonomy metric (Reinhart, Mardaljevic, 
and Rogers 2006), - that could be considered a ‘selective’ 
mode analysis in this context, - can be rendered using 
DAYSIM. It shows the yearly percentages of time where the 
light distribution levels are above a certain threshold 
deemed adequate for given tasks (fig. 13).  

 

Figure13 SELECTIVE: DAYSIM Daylight autonomy renderings of the 
yearly percentage of time where daylight levels exceed 200lux  during 
occupancy hours 6-18. 

When compared to a likewise temporal analysis of the 
energy use for lighting, the connection between the two 
figures is hard to see. Though each method uses radiance to 
calculate the time that light levels are above 200lux in a 
sensor point, the spatial imagery of DAYSIM is more 
visually communicative of the spatial qualities of the light. 
Though the new climate-based daylight metrics are greatly 
superior to the daylight factor, the analytical control of 
ligh’ts temporal dimensions should be improved in 
simulation so as to be able to grasp and communicate more 
of this variation. (fig. 13).  

 

Figure13 REGENERATIVE: graph showing the temporal dimension of 
energy use for artificial lighting dependent on window to wall ratio. 

7. CONCLUSION 
A methodological framework was developed, derived 

from interviews with leading practitioners and key 
references from architectural theory. The framework 
establishes a holistic view and an integrated approach that 
emphazises that the layers, scales, components, materials 
uses etc. of a building or a built environment plays multiple 
roles, and must be understood in temporal dimensions that 

include the day to day, seasonal, yearly and lifetime 
dimensions. The framework is structured according to  a 
reinterpretation and expansion of Brand’s and Banham’s 
original concepts to differentiate and connect building 
performance analysis of the built environment, the influence 
of occupants behaviour and the optimization of service 
systems, showing ways to connect the areas of operational 
and embodied energy, environmental management and 
resource management.   

 The framework is used to map a series of studies 
ranging from the urban scale to the facades, integrating 
thermal and daylighting performance dynamically, while 
tracing the impact of the urban context on building 
performance. The mapping of this particular study, points 
out the need for future research in the ‘blank’ spaces of the 
framework: Specific studies across the boundaries of the 
operational/embodied energy fields, further investigations of 
the temporal potentials in climatebased daylighting metrics, 
and a continual evolution of conceptual clarifications that 
allows knowledge to be integrated and disseminated across 
professional borders. 
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Abstract 

This paper presents a novel vision of paperless and 

visual lifecycle building management tools based on the 

coupling between Building Information Models (BIM) and 

Augmented Reality (AR) called Lifecycle Building Card. 

As the use of BIM increases within the architecture, 

engineering, and construction industries, new opportunities 

emerge to help stakeholders and maintenance operators to 

leverage the BIM dataset for lifecycle issues using realtime 

environments and simulation. In particular, a tighter 

coupling of BIM with computer vision techniques could 

enable innovative lifecycle management tools based on AR 

concepts. In this context, this work explores the possibilities 

and derives theoretical and practical concepts for the use of 

BIM enhanced by AR for supporting maintenance activities 

in buildings. An implementation of a wireless spatially-

aware display is presented as a first step toward the stated 

vision. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Society is facing an overwhelming number of urgent 

issues related to global warming, carbon footprint and 

energy consumption reductions. The building sector is 

particularly under pressure as it is one of the biggest 

consumers of energy, either directly for lighting and thermal 

comfort (heating and air conditioning) or indirectly from the 

production of building materials. It also largely contributes 

to the massive use of critical resources (such as energy, 

water, materials and space) and is responsible for a large 

portion of greenhouse gas emissions. For example, in 

Europe, the construction sector generates up to 25% of the 

greenhouse gases and uses up to 45% of energy overall. 

Therefore, any serious strategy aiming to reduce greenhouse 

gas emissions and deliver energy savings will have to 

include the construction sector. Thus, the architecture, 

engineering, and construction (AEC) sector is under 

significant pressure to reduce its ecological footprint but at 

the same time, to provide better living and working 

conditions. 

Current business models and working methods are 

clearly not resulting in sustainable systems and so, new 

solutions are needed to address these complex and 

multidisciplinary issues. Improvements needed in the AEC 

processes relate to: 

 Improved architectural and technical design. 

 Building components coherent with the design. 

 High-performance construction processes. 

 Management of the overall lifecycle process i.e. design, 

construction, operation, maintenance, refurbishment, 

and destruction with a feedback loop of learned best 

practice to future projects. 

 An operation process that ensures maintenance 

activities adapted to use and transparent to occupants. 

 Systematic inspection of the building envelope. 

 Inspection of "weak points" (openings, cabling, 

electrical plugs) to ensure proper insulation installation. 

 Verification of HVAC components (regulation, 

ventilation, heating) in operation. 

A central problem in buildings is the successful 

implementation of the original design intent. To support 

continuous improvement after construction, to reach the 

original design goals, the creation and movement of data, 

throughout the lifecycle of an AEC project, must be 

accessible and usable. 
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Figure 1. Architectural layout for the visual management of lifecycle building information. 

2. LIFECYCLE BUILDING DATA 

The majority of the building stock that will be available 

in 2050 already exists today. The original design intent of 

these buildings is generally available through the 

construction drawings but the difference between intent and 

as-built (the on site condition) is challenging to discover. 

Surveys (TNO 2010) show that most common complaints, 

in the area of comfort and high energy consumption, are 

caused:  

 15% by design errors 

 85% by equipment handover & maintenance problems 

This indicates that maintenance and facility management 

(FM) operations on this existing stock are essential areas of 

focus for improvements. In particular, the combination of 

Building Information Modeling (BIM) together with 

computer vision and tracking technologies would allow 

future applications to capture and visualize the “as-built” 

information for “just in time” operation and maintenance 

tasks. Furthermore, innovative information and 

communication technologies (ICT) offer potential for the 

deployment of ubiquitous, anytime anywhere, applications 

that can be adapted to these needs. 

In order to allow a fusion of BIM entities and 

Augmented Reality a dedicated workflow backbone has to 

be envisioned for the purpose of an overall lifecycle 

management of building information. Ideally, it will be a 

service oriented information system consisting of 

components which provide an integrated management of 

BIM data. The planned architecture (see Figure 1) provides 

a scalable client application interface for the access, 

retrieval and distribution of enhanced building information 

model data, its annotation branches and change history. A 

data management system suits as a service backbone serving 

different purposes of information processing. The data 

management system follows a modular service oriented 

approach in which different services are provided such as 

transcoding of information models, processing of image 

data, feature comparison for online tracking, and 

interpretation modules for the interlinking of semantic 
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information. Users or othe involved persons would be 

extending the database throughout the operational life of a 

building by gathering and maintaining the data and versions. 

Therefore data in the BIM would be extended reflecting 

the users need for additional meta-information attached to 

each object or element. Simple textural information or 

multiple media elements have to be processed and 

interlinked to physical and virtual 3D/3D elements. The 

information model will then be wrapped through a semantic 

module which would take care of the management of the 

metadata. A physical token, the Lifecycle Building Card 

serves as an eCard and will allow access to building 

information throughout the overall lifecycle of the building. 

3. BUILDING INFORMATION MODEL (BIM) 

Virtually all of the surveys carried out in the 

construction industry place interoperability as a key issue 

for the use of ICT (Wix 2009). The evidence for available 

cost benefit comes from a study conducted by the U.S. 

National Institute for Standards Technology (NIST) in 

which the lack of interoperability was estimated in 2004 to 

cost U.S. industry more than US$15 billion per year (NIST 

2004). However more recent estimates suggest that this 

figure might be too low. 

The key to interoperability is that there must be a 

common understanding of the building processes and of the 

information that is needed for, and results from, their 

execution. This is where BIM plays a key role since it is the 

term applied to the creation and use of coordinated, 

consistent, computable information about a building project 

in design, in construction and in building operation and 

management. The term has been adopted within the building 

and construction industries to replace Computer Aided 

Design (CAD). With CAD, the emphasis was on the 

creation of a representation of the building geometry, such 

as walls, windows, and doors, in 2D using basic geometric 

entities such as lines, arcs, and circles. BIM places the 

emphasis on the objects from which the building is 

constructed or that describe the process of construction such 

as walls and windows, but also abstract concepts such as 

tasks or approvals. The emphasis is placed on „information‟ 

and „modelling‟. BIM is sometimes referred to as virtual 

design and construction (VDC) (Kunz 2009) because it can 

be used for simulation of the real building. 

Building Information Modelling is the process of using 

modern software tools to deliver a „Building Information 

Model‟ which is the collection of objects that describe a 

constructed item. Both the process and the result use the 

term BIM. It should be noted that whilst the word „building‟ 

is used, BIM can be applied to any constructed artifact 

including bridges, roads, process plants and others. 

An object represents an instance of „things‟ used in 

construction. These can include: 

 physical components (e.g. doors, windows, pipes, 

valves, beams, light fittings etc.), 

 spaces (including rooms, building storeys, buildings, 

sites and other external spaces), 

 processes undertaken during design, construction and 

operation/maintenance, 

 people and organizations involved, 

 relationships that exist between objects. 

An object is specified by its identity, state and 

behaviour: 

 each object has a unique identifier that makes it distinct 

from any other object even where they are otherwise 

exactly the same, 

 state is determined by the values given to the data 

attributes of that object, 

 behaviour specifies how the object reacts to operations 

carried out on them. 

Within BIM, the geometric representation of an object is 

an attribute. This differs from CAD in which geometric 

representations of objects is critical. A BIM handles objects 

as though they were real things and not just as a 

representing shape. Shape is an attribute (or property) of an 

object in exactly the same way as cost or construction time 

or the material from which the object is constructed. Quite 

often, a BIM is discussed as a 3D object model. Use of „3D‟ 

makes the attempt to characterize BIM as being geometry 

driven, similar to usage of the term in CAD. A BIM will 

often be represented as 3D. However, it could also be 

represented as an abstract list of objects and relationships, or 

2D CAD-like drawings may be extracted from the BIM. 

BIM software is typically seen as being the large 

mainstream applications such as Revit, Bentley, ArchiCAD 

and similar. Increasingly however, downstream applications 

such as those used in structural, energy and HVAC 

applications are becoming BIM applications. The definition 

of „what is BIM software‟ needs to be wider than has been 
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considered in the past. It is possible even that BIM is not 

one single software application but is the result of multiple 

software applications working collaboratively. 

IFC (Industry Foundation Classes) emerged as the major 

standard for BIM implementation in the scope of 

construction industry information exchange [IFC2x3]. Its 

development is the result of an industry consensus building 

process over several years and across many countries. IFC 

contains common agreements on the content, structure and 

constraints of information to be used and exchanged by 

several participants in construction and FM projects using 

different software applications. The result is a single, 

integrated information model representing the common 

exchange requirements among software applications used in 

construction and FM specific processes. It is currently 

registered with ISO as a Publicly Accessible Specification 

[ISO16739] with work now proceeding to make it into a full 

ISO standard. 

4. AUGMENTED REALITY (AR) 

A comprehensive overview of Augmented Reality 

within the AEC sector can be found in Wang (2009) and 

Graf (2010). Most research in AR focuses on the challenges 

of high quality rendering, using advanced scene graph 

technology in combination with fast graphics accelerators 

(e.g. for occlusion calculations of real/virtual objects) and 

tracking technology for mobile applications. Nevertheless, 

within the architectural domain one of the most obvious 

applications is visualisation of buildings on site. In this 

context, Dunston et al. (2002) use AR technology for 

visualising AEC designs. An obvious extension of onsite 

visualisation is being able to design onsite as well. Hence, 

another application area has been studied in aiding the 

design and construction process. Shin and Dunston (2008) 

showed that AR is a potential technology that can aid 

several work tasks on a construction site for building and 

inspection, coordination, interpretation and communication. 

By presenting construction information in a way that is 

easier to perceive, AR is expected to provide more cost and 

labor effective methods to perform the work tasks. The 

potential benefits deploying user studies for AR in 

construction have been suggested or demonstrated e.g. 

excavation information (Roberts et al. 2002) or steel column 

inspection (Shin and Dunston 2009).  

Spatially-aware displays have been studied for some 

time (Fitzmaurice 1993). Since that time the processors in 

mobile phones have become fast enough to also support AR 

applications (Möhring et al. 2004, Henryssen and Ollila 

2004, Stricker et al. 2009). The mobile phone is an ideal AR 

platform because the current phones have full colour 

displays, integrated cameras, fast processors, and even 

dedicated 3D graphics chips. Wagner (2007) identifies 

several advantages for PDA and mobile phone AR such as 

low per-unit costs, compact form factor, low weight 

allowing comfortable single-handed use, and touch screens 

for intuitive user interfaces. However, in view of the 

management and presentation of building lifecycle data, 

currently no platform is available that allows the efficient 

use of AR within the AEC sector, nor addresses potential 

application areas in which this data might be useful. As 

mentioned above, there are some fragmented solutions but 

clearly lack of integration. In order to make use of this 

technology and create sustainable impact on the AEC sector, 

one of the key issues is to establish a robust and markerless 

tracking system that is adapted to the use of BIM. 

Furthermore, it should allow capturing and tracking of 

changes to the building envelop due to maintenance tasks in 

the context of lifecycle management of building 

information. Thus there is a need to establish feedback 

channels from the real environment into extended user-

defined BIM structures. 

5. TRACKING 

The localization of the user on the site represents a key 

issue of augmented reality. While several mobile devices 

provide a global positioning service (GPS) receiver and an 

internal digital compass, only coarse positioning 

information is available and even then, primarily in an 

outdoor setting. Furthermore, such sensors are too slow and 

not accurate enough to allow proper superposition of virtual 

views onto images of the surroundings in real-time. Vision-

based sensors can provide additional data but when looking 

at a white surface such as a wall, for example, to see what 

may be inside the wall, further data is needed to differentiate 

which floor the user may be on and which wall may be in 

view. Many approaches have been developed, the main 

issue being reliability and accuracy (no jitter). Difficult 

lighting conditions of indoor and outdoor environments 

further complicate matters. Within the envisioned work, we 

intend to deploy a markerless robust tracking workflow that 

comprises two major steps: first, establishing and 

initialisation of a feature map without a priori information 

that allows for an optimal transformation and alignment 
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using a small subset of known feature points. Secondly, the 

fusion of the reconstructed map and the obtained on-site 

image sequence, in order to train a feature classifier for 

subsequent tracking. This establishes frame-to-frame 3D 

tracking and a retrieval of 3D/3D-correspondeces between a 

small subset of reconstructed points and their true anchors 

within the CAD part of the BIM model.  

5.1. Initialisation Step 

The initialisation is a major challenge in order to obtain 

a first estimate of the scene‟s 3D geometry. Typically 

Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi features (KLT) (Bleser et al. 2006; 

Baker et al., 2004) are initialized with a corner detector 

(Rosten et al. 2006) in the first frame and tracked in 2D 

throughout the following frames. Several tracks of the 

features are stored back into a database for later recall. The 

idea is to establish a structure from motion analysis with a 

synthesis mechanism that allows retrieval of 2D point 

correspondences of two subsequent images. This 

mechanism delivers a matrix that can be decomposed into a 

rotational matrix and a translation vector. This vector can be 

used to triangulate 3D positions of the points. However, 

there are situations in which this procedure fails, i.e. when 

the matrix is not well defined. This can happen when the 

translation vector is not available, which means there is no 

translational move within the camera‟s motion. In this case, 

a homography-based reconstruction method must be used 

(Faugeras et al. 1988).  

The following steps have to extend the initial found 

feature map incrementally while moving the camera. 

Several features will traverse different states in which their 

contribution to the overall reconstruction process changes 

gradually: points which are only passively triangulated at 

the beginning may serve later actively for pose estimation of 

the camera (Bleser et al. 2009). When the pose of the 

camera is valid, new features are initialized with a corner 

detector at locations in the image, where the feature density 

is low. Therefore, we rasterise the image into grid cells and 

apply the corner detector with non-maxima suppression. We 

then classify a feature as initialized if the corresponding 

image cell does not contain a maximum number of 

successfully tracked features. After initialization and the 

successful tracking of a feature in a second frame, an initial 

3D location estimate can be obtained through triangulation 

(see above). If the feature‟s 3D-position is considered to be 

sufficiently accurate it may serve for pose estimation. 

Otherwise smoothing using Kalman filtering can be applied. 

5.2. 3D/3D Correspondances and Frame-to-Frame 

Tracking 

The establishment of the 3D/3D correspondances can be 

obtained in different ways, either interactively using a 

dedicated workflow tool, that allows to interactively 

manipulate a CAD reference model from our BIM or using 

a text field in order to fill in the coordinates. This has to be 

done only for few relevant features as the following tracking 

exploits the relative position to the remaining intialised 

features of the feature map (see Figure 2).  

 

 

Figure 2. Example of initalised features (top) and its mapping to 3D 

virtual objects modeled using a CAD model (bottom). 

Alternatively, it is also possible to take into account a 

list of known points given at the beginning (e.g. coordinates 

of markers or salient points on a known object within the 

real environment). It is now possible to calculate an optimal 

transformation based on rotational R*, translational t* and 

scale s* entities for the reconstructed feature map based on a 
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least square optimization. A minimum number of three 

3D/3D-correspondences is needed (which should not be 

collinear). Up to 10 points are usually sufficient depending 

on how far the selected anchor points are spread along the 

scene. 

5.3. Line Model Tracking 

A complementary approach which could support the 

robustness of the above mentioned way is the use of an 

online line model tracking algorithm as presented in (Wuest 

et al. 2007). The algorithm creates a view-dependent 3D line 

model based on a prediction of the camera pose and 

exploiting an edge map by analyzing discontinuities in the 

z-buffer and the normal-buffer. Here, two types of edges are 

used which either correspond to a partially occluded surface 

or crease edges which are the locations of two adjacent 

surfaces with different orientation. Finally, the tracking is 

established using an extraction of 3D-lines out of the edge 

map based on a Canny like edge extraction algorithm. This 

results in a 3D contour within the world coordinate system 

by un-projecting every pixel in the edge map to the 

information stored in the z-buffer. During the contour 

following of the edges in the edge map 3D control points 

and their 3D direction are generated directly and used as the 

input for the tracking step. The real time edge detector 

allows 2D edge information being registered with edges 

obtained from the CAD model within the BIM (see Figure 

3). 

 

Figure 3. Model based tracking using BIM data. 

6. PROTOTYPE APPLICATION 

Mobile devices will be used in order to present “as 

built” information to the owner, landlords or persons in 

charge of maintenance. Users will be able to browse through 

historically grown information spaces in which changes 

done throughout the lifecycle of the building can be 

monitored, visualised at a certain level of detail, explode 

geometries retrieving higher resolution of the information 

space and to capture changes made to certain built in 

elements such as pipes, electrical wires, cabeling, etc. (see 

Figure 4). Moreover, the envisioned system will investigate 

several possibilities to feedback real-time multidimensional 

data and multimedia annotations in order to enhance the 

BIM. A semantification module will make them accessible 

to experts, timestamp those and record the historic 

evolvement of the quality of the building status. A physical 

access token will grant access at different levels of 

information ensuring privacy and security enabling adequate 

filtering mechanism within the Life BC management 

system. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Application scenario of maintenance activities; “visualize the 
invisible”. 
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In order to prototype a mobile application, an existing 

BIM viewer called goBIM (Keough 2009) was enhanced as 

a proof of concept.  Using special markers for in-situ 

calibration, the goBIM application is able to overlay live 

camera data and display overlayed, locally cached BIM 

data.  Future prototypes will add tracking and remote data 

base capabilities. 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Registering at calibration tag (top). Inspecting HVAC above 

ceiling (middle). Image shown on mobile device screen (bottom). 

6.1. Using Markers towards a markerless system 

Regardless of the quality and accuracy of feature based 

tracking, the need for calibration and verification of tracker 

accuracy is a fundamental requirement of any such system.  

In order to test and prototype a markelss system, the use of 

markers and fiduciary symbols is a proven technique 

employed in previous approaches (Zhou et al. 2008). 

Fiduciary symbols by themselves provide easily 

identifiable features for tracking but generally, do not 

encode complex or structured information. QR tags (Denso 

Wave) provide unique, machine identifiable markers and 

also have the capability to store slightly more than 4 kBytes 

of information. The information stored can take the form of 

custom structured information or remote tags and identifiers 

like URLs or GUIDs. BIM models lend themselves well to 

the generation of QR tags for the labeling of real world 

objects as they map to their digital representations in a BIM. 

Accelerometer and feature based tracking often requires 

calibration and tracking. Using GUIDs or BIM camera 

positions embedded into QR tags authored by the BIM 

application, we can easily identify and locate objects in the 

real world for verifying and calibrating markerless sytems. 

Towards that end, our prototype system uses QR tags to 

embed both the unique BIM identifier as well as the camera 

position. Our prototype uses accelerometers within the 

mobile device for local navigation of the immediately 

surrounding area while overlaying BIM data with the 

current camera feed for the given view as seen in Figure 5. 

6.2. BIM Annotations 

Creating and maintaining calibration markers in BIM 

can be problematic. So, we propose the annotation of a BIM 

by authoring calibration markers as part of the BIM 

authoring process. To create the markers used in our 

prototype, a custom written addin generates a QR tag and 

stores it as a BIM annotation in the form of an image or 

texture. In this fashion, tags can be authored and centrally 

maintained using existing software. Open BIM datamodels, 

such as IFC, provide various mechanisms for annotation so 

that tags are portable and maintainable. IFC entities such as 

IfcAnnotation derived classes as well as IfcSurfaceTextures 

and IfcImageTextures provide the mechanism for storing the 

QR image. IfcAnnotation classes contain representations for 

lines, curves, fill areas, symbols, text and even general 3D 

geometry which can be used to create physical geometry 

annotations like blocks for the QR markers to be pasted on. 
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Using surface textures we can attach the tags to the custom 

surfaces via IfcSurfaceAnnotations to provide physical 

proxies of the tags in 3D. 

7. CONCLUSION 

The presented work explored the possibilities and 

derived theoretical and practical concepts for the use of BIM 

in combination with real-time visual presentation systems 

such as Augmented Reality. It further on provides advanced 

concepts for the BIM and AR technology being integrated 

based on a scalable, service driven architecture in wich tasks 

for the transcoding of BIM models and their use for 

registration with real world environments are supported. A 

first prototypical implementation was shown to help 

discover potential difficulties. Finally, we hope to efficiently 

be able to support maintenance activities in the future. 
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Abstract 
The purpose of this research is to build digital urban 

models by as-built environmental 3D scan data. Scans were 
made of a street and surrounding buildings for 5.5 km 
through the center of Taipei, Taiwan. A 3D long-range laser 
scanner was used to record buildings, landscapes, and open 
spaces. The scan tolerance was controlled in 4 mm/50 m. 
The final urban information creates a precise description of 
objects in a virtual environment with colors and textures 
feasible for internet browsing, infrastructure dimensioning, 
and construction monitoring. A 3D representation of scan 
noise, in terms of pedestrian pattern in front of Taipei Metro, 
was conducted to illustrate the response of human flow to 
obstacles.  

1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of 3D modeling is to provide sets of 

geometric media to communicate among different expertise. 
3D urban models not only provide an intuitive media for 
visual communication, but also facilitate and support the 
comprehension in urban development, spatial analysis, and 
decision-making. Due to the large amount of complicated 
static and dynamic information, the need for urban as-built 
information is obvious. The information system can be used 
by government departments, urban and rural area planners, 
environmental protection agencies, telecommunication 
companies, and by other expertise in consulting, designing, 
and engineering where the demand types and application 
patterns are of concern.  

Traditional 3D urban models mainly come from the 
input and computation of 2D information, which needs 
additional effort to create details, to map images, and to 
analyze activities. Aerial photos provide 2.5D information 

but lack detailed description of urban as-built forms. Recent 
scan applications in architectural survey have been enlarged 
to urban scale and are integrated with computer vision, 
digital photogrammetry, and computer graphics (Früh and 
Zakhor 2004; Ikeuchi et al. 2004; Slabaugh et al.2004; 
Teller et al. 2003). In Finat’s study (Finat 2005) of small 
towns and midsize urban spaces, the space information and 
the cases were categorized based on the characteristics, 
purpose, and content of subject. Computer vision software 
now facilitates 3D modeling with registration function 
(Hartley and Zisserman 2000). High resolution digital 
photogrammetry also provides 3D environment 
reconstruction function with correct method to confirm 
results (Triggs et al. 1999). In architecture, 3D scan has 
been used toward more complicated building configuration 
(Dick et al. 2004; Fernández-Martin et al. 2005), and the 
information management and verification systems for 
different resolution are needed. Close-range laser scan and 
high resolution data retrieval is also under development 
(Martinez et al. 2005). 

Car-loaded scanners can be used in large urban area with 
higher efficiency (Früh and Zakhor 2004), however, the 
cloud data have lower accuracy compared to a fixed scan 
station and limited scope and range compared to roof-top 
scanning. Current software development tools interchange 
and rebuild data between 2D range imaging and 3D data 
(Hartley and Zisserman 2000), but the integration between 
general 3D scan information and details still needs future 
development (SanJosé et al. 2005). 

The purpose of this research is to build 3D digital urban 
landscape (also called urbanscape), based on as-built 
environmental information. The 3D information will be 
used to create an information system used by academics and 
practitioners. Design studios will have more precise urban 
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data around sites, and professional practices can use the data 
to evaluate the environmental impacts of new projects. A 
3D long-range laser scanner is used to record buildings, 
plants, and open spaces in static configuration, plus the 
record of pedestrians, vehicles, objects in dynamic form. As 
the scan tolerance can be controlled in less than 4 mm, the 
final urban information management system creates the 
precise description of objects with colors and textures. The 
system should also be feasible for urban infrastructure 
monitoring.  

After three years of scanning the streets oriented north-
south, the fourth year of scanning effort was made to a street 
of 5.5 km  (Fig. 1) oriented west to east. The whole project 
aims at the urban space re-discovery, inter-relationship 
identification, behavior observation, historical subject 
retrieval, etc. In total, 37 scanworlds and about 66,323,123 
points have been retrieved so far in 19 days. Fig. 1 shows 
the whole street, which intersects the scans made in 
previous years. Scans were made on ground level and on 
roofs along both street sides. Final cloud models were 
registered using reference points inside overlapped areas of 
adjacent scans. Individual scans and the final model are 3D 
files which can be translated into other 3D formats to work 
between different CAD platforms or to browse in different 
VR systems. 

 
Figure 1. The point clouds of the entire Shin-I road 

2.  DIGITAL URBAN MODELS 
3D urban models are usually created by extruding aerial 

photos or government land records into volumetric mass. 
The former has accuracy up to 10 cm, and the latter uses 
field measures to define property boundary. Most of the 
sources are 2D data and subject to additional field 
measurements or the retrieval of original design data to 
create 3D models. For as-built description of an 
environment, even more on-site measurements have to be 

made to ensure the existing data are accurately updated. 
While the urban spaces are involved by different 
government departments, the integration of urbanscape 
subjects has to prevent the format fragmentation or to assist 
editing agents. A mechanism which defines the inter-
relationship between source providers is in great demand 
and the final registered 3D cloud model can now provide a 
relatively complete data description to ensure the 
consistency between different departments.  

The “digital urbanscape” is contributed by static and 
dynamic scenes of environments. While an environment is 
scanned, in the mean time the behaviors of occupants are 
also recorded. Traditional scan usually categorizes the 
interference of plants, pedestrians, vehicles as “noise” which 
has to be deleted afterward. In this study, instead, the 
“noise” becomes part of dynamic scenes to be used as an 
evidence of human-environment interaction for the 
evaluation of circulation system and opening allocation. The 
“noise” parts came from unexpected intrusion of pedestrians 
or vehicles in scans, however, turned out to be a perfect 
indication of human behavior of the people’s response to 
layout. The interaction between people and as-built 
environment occurred at shop fronts or street corners, in 
terms of urban furniture, landscapes, or other installations. 
By excluding surroundings of a focused region we can pay 
attention to the subject in full scale and in a much more 
focused manner in addition to an image-based description. 

As the scan data are capable of recording exact locations 
of objects, the scanned routes of human beings, vehicles, 
cargos are used to illustrate the result of interaction with the 
gateways and circulation systems inside a region, an open 
space, or in front of a building. The records include 
movements, casual stops, intermediate actions, or special 
occasions (festivals, celebrations, parades). The static 
background environments are scanned before the activities 
occur. Comparing scans with/out activities is a way to 
observe a space and evaluate its post-occupancy.  

The pedestrian pattern (Fig. 2) in front of Taipei Metro  
station presents the response of human flow to obstacles, 
such as lamp pole, traffic light, other pedestrians, or even 
our scan team. Since the scan was made in 360 degrees 
clockwisely, the presence of shapes actually covers the 
activities over a scan sequence for about 15 minutes. The 
scan data, in point cloud, is then uniformly reduced by a 
distance of about 20 cm and wrapped by polygons. The 
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shapes were made by closeness in order to form continuous 
surfaces. As a result, the activity pattern viewed from the 
center of the 3D scanner is presented through a collection of 
free-formed geometries: a rather abstract form for adjacency 
or density in a defined period of time. One of the shapes is 
shown at the top-left corner of Fig. 2. The shapes do not 
necessarily represent the configuration of a single person. 
The spaces with void geometries or the shapes in smaller 
size indicate a low frequency of walking through. The lamp 
pole and traffic light next by are used as a reference of scale. 
The overlaid cloud indicated the relative location of the 
scanner and the occurrences of body movements. 

 
Figure 2. The pedestrian walking pattern in front of a metro station 

The scan enables a 3D-based description of context 
patterns which are categorized by spaces and users. The 
main category is classified by plants, noise, façade, and 
street sections. An environment can be changed due to new 
construction, renovation, demolition, or growth (plants), the 
urbanscape remains static or close to static during each scan. 
The scans retrieve as-built data as cloud models (made of 
point clouds) and polygon models. 

3.  THE INTEGRATION OF URBAN 
ELEMENTS 

Different urban regions have been planning and 
remodeling over years. As a construction schedule cannot be 
recorded in a single scan, a chronological series of scans 
have to be made to collect sufficient amount of data for 
analysis. The collection, retrieval, and maintenance of 
urbanscape data demands long term effort and should follow 
a city’s development. The data should be life-cycle-awared 
of even before the first scan begins. Since a great number of 
buildings or regional renovations are undergoing every day, 

the geometric data documented before can be referred to 
afterwards, for example, by overlapping scans to verify the 
changes. Overlapping periodical scans at the same places is 
an efficient way to quantify the progress or changes.  

The scans of urban circulation system are very important 
in creating a framework to integrate previous and future 
works. The scan schedule is planned based on two 
principles: 1) to expand former scan scope from individual 
building to regions; and 2) to record the urban development 
process. New scans are carefully planned to indicate the 
undergoing construction schedule as part of chronological 
records for future comparison. 

The scan data are also used to combine geographic 
information with daily scenes. The presentation of 
urbanscape and the most updated construction process is 
made by overlapping aerial photos with 3D scans (Fig. 3). 
The as-built scans present rather updated data for urban 
planning, as the professionals and students can import the 
data around design models for evaluation and simulation. 
For example, the point cloud in Fig. 3 is replaced by new 
building designs with reference to other scans and urban 
aerial photos. 

 
Figure 3. The overlapping of point clouds, new building design, and 
aerial photos 

A reference is presented with facades and details 
available in 3D up to the resolution of 4 mm / 50 meters 
citywide. The scan data are mapped with camera images. 
Cases can be also seen by comparing the appearance of 
photos (Fig. 4) and point clouds (Fig. 5). One way to 
differentiate the camera images and the picture-like images 
of scans is the presentation of sky: blue for the camera 
image and black for the scan data as “black” is the 
background color on computer display when no data are 
retrieved.  
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Figure 4. The street scenes 

 

 
Figure 5. 3D point clouds 

 
Figure 6. Street scenes near the construction site of a MRT station 

Aerial images and urban drawings are not sufficient to 
describe simulation-related details for most of the site 
environment. Missing details mainly came from new 

constructions or renovations. Urban details are now 
substantiated and presented by scans of which were made at 
lower viewing angles to reflect normal visual perception 
experiences. 

Interaction between designers and environments which 
used to be studied based on design data now can be made in 
as-built 3D form. The reality of urban scenes can reach 
higher levels, typically in terms of construction progress 
(Fig. 6). Before construction starts, existing environments 
can be scanned to provide detailed as-built information for 
new design in programming stage. The new building can be 
imported into a virtual world with scan data to illustrate 
both visual details and structural details, including urban 
furniture (sidewalk seats, traffic control facilities) and 
landscapes (by types, shapes, height). The mass, proportion, 
and details appear to be very realistic. In contrast to 2D land 
registration drawings, a user can browse block by block of 
3D scenes similar to the translation, scaling, and rotation of 
computer models in virtual reality. Earlier tests imported 
point clouds to GIS platform to integrate with satellite 
images and aerial photos (10/20 cm resolution); however, 
this manipulation turned out to be slow or even crashed at 
the data level of about one million points. In order to display 
the urbanscape more efficiently, a new platform is designed 
to present the whole scene by city blocks and to visualize 
results through appropriate internet-friendly format (i.e. 
vrml or oct).  

Most of the final architectural drawings may or may not 
include the as-built environment description in 2D drawings 
or in 3D models. One way to enlarge the scope of the as-
built scan data is by public involvement of integrating 
individual building data, like the interiors and the spaces 
below ground level, to create a comprehensive definition of 
private properties and public spaces. The integration lets the 
owner be aware of the infrastructure interrelationship 
between the building and public spaces, and have to meet 
the development of environments. The “gray area” or the 
“interstitial spaces” between buildings and sites can be 
recorded in a chronological manner for the management of 
urban life cycle data. As new buildings are designed, 
designers can have the data retrieved from the system at the 
earliest design stage and have data feedback to the system 
along or after the construction stage. 
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4. THE FAÇADES 
Facades and skylines are the major identifications of a 

city. Skylines are not only made by roofs, but also the 
installations on it (Fig. 7). Most of the facades are divided 
into three parts: the ground level with recessed enclosure for 
entrances and weather protection, the body with evenly 
divided grid pattern, and the roof with service towers, 
antennas, and advertising panels. The street width leads to a 
code-defined building height. As the average height is about 
ten stories, building front becomes a perfect location to 
draw a driver or a passenger’s attention even in a 
construction stage.  

Most of the buildings are offices and apartments. The 
entire façade has gaps, which are made by low rise temple, 
park, or other streets. The infill open spaces and the 
buildings create a specific solid-void rhythm which is 
usually considered to be an identity of this area. 

 

 
Figure 7. Façades and skylines on both sides of the street 

5. SCAN SYSTEM  
Instead of using traditional survey data which were 

retrieved discretely and manually, this study applied a long-
range (350 meters) 3D laser scanner, the Cyrax 3000       
(Fig. 8), for continuous data retrieval. The system comes 
with Cyclone 5.5 software for scanner control and data 
manipulation. A Class B laser is used and the distance is 
measured by the differentiation of time the laser beam 
travels between the scanner and the target. The laser scanner 
projects laser dots in 360x270 degrees. Actual density can 
be different in width and height depending on the distance 
specified between two adjacent dots at a certain distance 

away from the scanner. The laser dots in a scan or registered 
scans form a “point cloud” in which each dot indicates the 
x-, y-, and z-coordinate of the point. A point cloud 
represents a collection of geometric data, which belongs to 
an object’s surface and therefore can be used to show the 
appearance of the object. In the database, point clouds are 
represented in terms of scanworld or scans with exported 
data contain x-, y-, and z-coordinates and attributes, such as 
intensity, or color. 3D scanning is considered to be non-
intrusive technology. Therefore, areas blocked by other 
objects can only be scanned from other orientations. 
Scanned point clouds were wrapped into 3D surface models 
for visualization and the creation of section profiles. 

  
Figure 8. The 3D scanner 

Scans can be made individually or registered into a large 
project by referring to tie-points or reference points. Each 
scan has a tolerance of 4mm/50m (2mm/50m in face model). 
The system comes with a notebook computer to handle the 
data received on site. Additional data operation was made 
on a desktop. 

6. CONCLUSION 
Scan data, in terms of point clouds, were retrieved to 

represent as-built geometric information. The digital models 
were used as the references for chronological comparisons 
to discover possible configuration changes or construction 
process. While the study scope has extended from a building, 
street blocks, to whole street, the mutual relationship among 
individual building is included to provide a more precise 
description of environments for design and planning control. 
The scan data are combined with aerial photos and urban 
drawings. The integration is life-cycle-awared of and is 
feasible for future construction reference. The 3D 
representation of scan noise, which is usually eliminated 
afterwards, was studied to illustrate the response of 
pedestrian to the environment in front of Taipei Metro. 
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Future works will be extended to other major streets to 
have the whole city scanned. Eventually all the city area will 
be scanned to establish fundamental references for academic 
studies and professional practices.  
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Abstract 
Modeling urbanism affects urban understanding. This 

paper introduces a layered pedagogy focusing on urban 
design representation. It emphasizes the ephemeral and 
experiential dimensions of the contemporary metropolis. 
While this research-oriented coursework has targeted a 
visual study of infrastructural systems found in the New 
York-New Jersey metropolitan region, the topical nature of 
the urban discourse remains universal: urban systems and 
social production they elucidate transpire across the city at 
large. Beginning with geographic tools, initial mappings 
become subjective endeavors with specific intentions or 
empowered by a design agency (political). This information 
then is filtered through an algorithm oriented process to 
efficiently reconstitute 3d attributed data into modeling 
software for further interrogation and speculation 
(computation and visual). By running simulations driven by 
this data, urban systems reveal visible and invisible 
relationships upon urban space. Cinematic techniques are 
developed through film analysis studies which are then 
employed to integrate these animated models with live-
action video footage. The resulting work of the lessons aims 
to produce short videos that animate, analyze and link 
disparate spatial qualities together. The videos make visible 
the various latent relationships of how infrastructural 
systems work and what they mean and do for people in 
cities.  

INTRODUCTION 
This research structures fundamental conceptual modes 

of thinking to visualize and understand urban systems and 
their visible and invisible relationships found in urban 
space. In urban design study, the subject of „community‟ 
requires a designer to observe, record, retrieve, and 
ultimately question how to re-present a nuanced perspective 
of a study site and its related components. Therefore 
understanding the physical matter of the city is the vehicle 
for exploring and developing inventive digital techniques 
for urban design study and speculation.  

1. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS (GIS) 
To research specific urban environments, ArcGIS Suite 

software instruction provides a foundation for managing, 
discussing and extracting urban data.  While GIS provides 
vast amounts of records, “subjective” questioning, which is 
also required simultaneously, helps guide a means for data 
distillation. For example, using the practice of mapping to 
unearth geographic precinct delineations found in census 
data sets can be transformed from a passive acceptance of 
data to an engaged application of data deployed under 
strategic means. In other words, a line of questioning that a 
data set can contextualize extracts a revelation for an 
underserved population within a community.    

The boundaries of these selected urban fragments 
require precision, and tools such as attribute filters and 
geographical sorting algorithms are layered together and 
classified to begin interpreting the data.  Additionally, 
customized GIS symbology offers an analytical 
understanding of the city, while custom data fields can also 
be added and visualized to individual precincts to inform a 
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specific line of questioning with current empirical 
observations.  

 

Figure 1. Action Drawing: a visual summary of systems in place 
exploded to produce an assembly of unknown and often overlooked 
states and purposes.  Columbia University  GSAPP, Urban  Design 2004. 

2. ALGORITHMIC IMPORTATION (MEL) 
A custom script (written in Maya Embedded Language, 

or MEL) has been developed and tested for the importation 
of urban information into a three-dimensional modeling 
environment. Improving the typical import-export 
workflow, this script offers the ability to import a custom 
dataset table precisely, and efficiently traces the spatial data 
in three-dimensions using real-world coordinates (using a 
reference point given by the database) with low polygon 
counts.  By optimizing the processing time it affords quicker 
feedback loops within the design process.  Additionally, the 
information from the custom precinct database becomes 
translated as query-able attributes, attached to the discretely 
modeled urban design elements (fabric, blocks, etc.), for 
further postulation.   

 

Figure 2. Urban Massing Model after scripting process  
Columbia University  GSAPP, Urban  Design 2009. 

 

3. DIGITAL MODELING (MAYA) 
From the script, an initial urban massing model (i.e. 

buildings) is procedurally reconstituted into an interactive 
three-dimensional environment, ready for additional 
manipulation, questioning and detailing.  Since the 
coordinate values of the urban model derive from precise 
units, additional layers of three-dimensional vector 
information (i.e. hydrology, roadways) can also be imported 
to scale for additional description of the urban precinct or 
neighborhood.  Desired detail inquiries, such as surface 
relief, vegetation textures, materiality, lighting, street 
infrastructure, among others embed further experiential 
understanding of the city. 

 

Figure 3. Layered Model with Lighting, Terrain, and Infrastructure 
Columbia University  GSAPP, Urban  Design 2010.  

4. LIVE FOOTAGE 
It is necessary to identify a system‟s logic, its working 

pieces, its changing uses, and the livelihood or conflict it 
presents within the context of the post-industrial city. To 
that goal, all studied precincts are also investigated with live 
audio and video equipment.  Characteristics of the physical 
environment, not qualitatively described by statistical 
attributes can therefore be observed and recorded, to add 
another layer of experiential information to this analytical 
investigation.   

5. ANIMATED ANALYSIS (MAYA) 
While conventional modeling procedures can help to 

detail a standard “base” model, the software also posits the 
opportunity to simulate the intangible – experiential and 
environmental effects that affect the city and its 
communities.   Perspectival walk-throughs, fluid dynamics 
(i.e. wind analysis, rain, weather agents), night/daylight 
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studies, tidal flows, congestion and collision models, all can 
be tested this three-dimensional environment as time-based 
simulations.   

 
Figure 4: Combined sewer overflow (CSO) infrastructural model and 
simulation. Columbia University  GSAPP, Urban  Design 2010 

6. CAMERA SYNCHING (MAYA) 
The recorded site inquiry offers distinctive perspectives 

into the community, while the model offers infinite 
perspective of the myriad issues facing a precinct.  Using a 
camera matching toolset, the two perspectives can be 
resolved into a combined viewscape allowing the digital and 
the physical world to coexist- overlaid upon and interacting 
with each other to address the urban fabric as a temporal 
phenomenon.   

    

Figure 3. Camera matched footage with computer animated simulation 
Columbia University  GSAPP, Urban  Design 2010  

 

7. VIDEO COMPOSITING (AFTER EFFECTS) 
A cinematic approach to the site allows examination of 

each site not only as a spatial or formal condition, but as a 
network of forces, pressures, intensities, etc.  Beyond mere 
documentation are added layers of animated and interactive 
notation. Video editing tools choreograph the physical, 
temporal, and experiential dimensions with the use of live 
footage to play with speculative questioning in the context 
of an urban condition found in the city. 

8. CONCLUSION 
The result of such study does not end with the discovery 

of dynamic systems on a particular study area, but rather, 
each video will begins to postulate the effects of changes 
and adjustments to an urban system. The collective work of 
this series of short videos aspires to bring nuanced 
knowledge to understand the nature of neighborhoods and 
the impact of visible urban systems embedded in various 
locales of the contemporary metropolis. Through narrative 
based film sequences, specific effects can be uncovered 
within urban systems that expose uncommon 
understandings of the places that people inhabit. The 
broader purpose of this use of software and techniques 
better equips urban designers with a dynamic, yet perhaps a 
more convincing medium to convey potentially politically 
charged messages. Short videos reveal urban issues for 
software experimentation and contemplation while 
extending urban design pedagogy. Beyond the static 
drawing, this tooling between applications with the moving 
image can empower designers, their clients and the public at 
large with a voice that provides greater access to 
challenging urban thinking that may be more effective then 
print and press.  
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Abstract 
The rising complexity of 21st century cities demands a 

more rigorous and intense understanding of their inherently 
complex programs, which cannot be resolved by a 
conventional design methodology. This paper proposes a 
new design process using an automated workflow that 
incorporates the computational iterations and the design 
values of an architect in a unified process aiming to produce 
high performing optimized results. The procedure, that is 
described, uses CATIA for parametric simulation and 
modeFrontier for multi-criteria optimization. The “value 
meter”, a qualitative assessment, is used to grade the results 
according to subjective design criteria. The setup operates in 
two stages, Phase 1 [city scale] elaborates on broad urban 
land-use goals, whereas Phase 2 [neighborhood scale] 
explores detailed objectives such as density and 
infrastructure. The complete workflow operates under the 
realms of conventional urban design ideas, but produces 
exponentially large variety of design alternatives. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The use of computation and simulation in urban design 

has a long line of precedents. Conducted research varies 
from Michael Batty's studies at UCL on agent-based models 
(ABM) and cellular automata (CA) to the gaming 
approaches of MVRDV such as the “Space Fighter”, 
“Function Mixer”, “Access Optimizer” (Batty 1976; Batty 
2005; Maas 2007; Dekkers et al. 2002). These approaches 
treat issues of entropy, evolutionary urbanism, complexity, 
game theory or the use of multiple scenarios for the 
introduction of decision making processes in urban 
planning. This long list of new concepts and processes used 
in urbanism has a complementary analytical aspect related 
to Geographical Information System (GIS) and software 
such as Urban-Sim and Arch view that merge cartography, 
statistical analysis, and database technology. 

The evolution of urban planning tools is of major 
importance since it denotes a general shift in the way we 
regard the urban environment. In many ways it marks a 
decisive turn of urban theory towards concepts of self-
organization and emergence for the production of successful 
urban designs. Regarding the city as a complex system, 
conventional planning has become an imposed top-down 
approach of form to urban space. In reality, cities, or at least 
what we consider as successful cities, are never the results 
of simply top-down processes. On the contrary, they include 
a great part of bottom-up generation processes (Alexander 
1964). Additionally, due to globalization, cities are now 
evolving must faster than in the past. This practically means 
that urban design should somehow incorporate the idea of 
adaptability to an early planning stage, so that it can take 
into account mutations that may happen to the urban 
environment even before actually applying a scheduled 
urban design. In other words, we need to create a dynamic 
design method for an increasingly dynamic urban 
environment.  

In this paper, we use a method that synthesizes 
traditional urban planning concepts with a composite 
workflow that includes both parametric simulation and 
automated multi-objective optimization (Benjamin 2010). 

Looking back into the precedents one can see examples 
of urban planning that already use multi-objective 
optimization. However, in most cases the optimization is 
part of an intuitive process, therefore it is not automated. In 
other cases, extensive simulation is used but the interface 
doesn't allow for a clear overview of the changing inputs. Or 
even if the simulation is legible, the design tools cannot 
generate thousands of designs. Learning from the 
shortcomings of previous experience we introduce a new 
design tool with the following features: 
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• Multi-objective optimization  

• Automated process 

• Legible interface of inputs-outputs 

• Thousands of design permutations 

• Post-processing tools for the evaluation of the 
results 

For the first phase of our experiment we took a simple 
urban grid as our case study and chose proximity and 
adjacency as our primary criteria based on the “state 
change” technique (Preparata and Shamos 1988). State 
change is a widely used scripting technique through which 
an integer is assigned to each specific type of design feature 
(e.g. the different types of program) in order to give the 
possibility to the user or the optimization software to 
automatically replace the feature by changing the integer. 
This technique is very useful for the optimization process 
since it allows for easy control of the design permutations. 
The reason for choosing state-change and proximity rules as 
our primary simulation technique is three -folded:  

1) This technique has been widely used and is still 
being used by a variety of advanced urban analysis 
and simulation institutes (e.g. CASA:  Centre for 
Advanced Spatial Analysis, University College 
London- Cities as Complex Systems) and it has 
proven to perform well both for high resolution and 
low resolution simulations regardless of its 
simplicity. 

2) It is applicable to a spectrum of scales from regional 
to local. 

3) It has proven to be a good match once it is 
integrated with Genetic Algorithm (GA) which is 
the primary optimization engine. 

Further, the same logic was re-applied to the urban grid 
but this time instead of using a neutral empty grid we 
incorporated some natural (lake) and manmade (historical 
building) elements to our grid as a means of simulating 
preexisting urban conditions. In the second part of our 
experiment we expanded the model by adding circulation- 
infrastructure (roads) and density (height regulations).  

Our workflow includes the parametric software CATIA 
(Dassault Systemes) used for modeling and simulation of 
urban conditions such as attraction or repulsion of program 

through the scripted process of proximity and scoring. The 
complete design setup is fed in modeFRONTIER (Esteco) 
for automation and multi-criteria optimization.  

It is important to point out that the urban simulation is 
incorporated to the same workflow through the proximity 
method which is evaluated as positive or negative according 
to a value system that can take different forms depending on 
designers' preference, urban legislation or community 
boards and commissions. We name this set of fitness criteria 
“value meter” since it is meant to summarize a set of design 
preferences and, thus, becomes the medium through which 
the optimization can be achieved. The “value meter” is 
combined with another set of quantitative goals 
(percentages) that refer to various land-use programs, 
leading to a multi-objective problem. 

2. EXPERIMENT 1 
The first experiment operated on more generic premises 

of urban context. An 8x8 point grid was generated as the 
basic urban structure. Four land uses are assigned as inputs, 
Residential, Commercial, Industrial and Green Space. Each 
point could host any of these four programmatic land uses. 
Even such a small setup can create 64 to the 4th power 
=16,777,216 permutations of possible relationships among 
urban programs. And part of the intention for automating 
design is to discover a wide-design space and novel 
proposals that are beyond known rules of thumb. The aim of 
the experiment was to explore the relationships/adjacencies 
formed between these programs and evaluate them based on 
their arrangement. Basically, our ambition was to achieve 
heterogeneous arrangements of program in addition to 
specific qualities of proximity (e.g. housing attracted to 
green space but repelled by industry). These relationships 
are evaluated using a scoring system or as we call it a value 
meter, whereby a relationship is rated, either positive or 
negative, and stored as a score. The criteria for the score of 
individual relationship is not scientific but is rather based on 
architectural / urban case-studies. The formulation of these 
criteria is later discussed in the research paper. 

The automation of this parametric model was done using 
a multi-objective optimization software called 
modeFRONTIER, using the “state change‟ technique that 
assigns an integer from 0 to 3 to each one of the land uses. 
ModeFRONTIER starts the workflow by choosing an initial 
urban- arrangement population from a random search 
algorithm. One major advantage of using a random initial 
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population is to explore a wide possible design space before 
narrowing it down to a specific goal. After the initial 
population was created, a genetic algorithm of type MOGA-
II was used to produce newer generations of higher-
performing results based on the objectives set in the 
modeFRONTIER. In this case the high performing results 
are produced by maximizing the total score of relationships. 
The program scores defined in the value meter are used as a 
type of geometric urban design simulation to drive the 
multi-objective optimization process.  

The automated test ran with an initial population of 50 
urban land-use arrangements generated using random 
algorithm, and another 20 generations was created using 
MOGA-II search producing 1000 design outcomes. Each 
experiment took approximately two minutes. In the end the 
optimization software's charts were used to identify high-
performing designs (Figure 1). It is important to note that 
the optimization software does not give a definite solution 
but varying design proposals that are optimized. It is further 
the designers job to look through these design outcomes for 
the most interesting and unexpected results that overcome 
the standard rules of thumb. 

 

Figure 1. Graphs of the results of the first experiment for retail space. 

As far as the content of the experiment is concerned, we 
expected to observe some kind of clustering of land uses 
depending on our value meter's setup. For example, clusters 
of housing surrounded by green spaces or clusters of 
industry surrounded by commercial. We also expected to 
see results of totally even grids (e.g. only residential), so we 
introduced percentages to the experiment in order to avoid 
this possibility (percentages are further discussed 

separately). The results of the experiment confirmed our 
expectations, but also produced high-performing results that 
did not correspond to the above clustering logic (Figure 2). 
Unpredictability was increased in the experiment after the 
introduction of the pre-existing elements and the extension 
of the value meter in order to include local relationships 
between the new land uses, the manmade and natural 
topography. 

 

Figure 2. Selected designs from the automated test of the first experiment. 

3. EXPERIMENT 2 
After completing experiment 1, we used some of the 

high-performing designs to initiate our second experiment. 
The second experiment addresses more detailed issues of 
urban planning and design. In this experiment we explore 
how different arrangements of road types affect the density 
on the chosen outcomes of previous experiments. There are 
three types of road inputs; green for highway roads, red for 
double-lane road and blue for a single lane road. The tracing 
of the road network was pre-defined manually in our 
experiment but the type of road was allowed to change 
through “state change” operation in Engineering Knowledge 
Language (EKL) scripting of CATIA. This decision allows 
the designer to define the neighborhood scales. After 
defining the tracing, the rest of the process is once more 
automated. 

Among the land use programs, green-spaces and 
industrial zones are not affected or automated in the process 
of this experiment but the residential and commercial zones 
are affected by their proximity to a particular road type. The 
probable outcomes of road configurations are translated into 
vertical lengths representing density and height limitations 
in our experiments. The green line (highways) induces a 
height of 15m, the red line (double-lane roads) generates a 
height of 10m and lastly the blue-line (single-lane) creates a 
height of 5m on its neighboring zones. These discrete height 
values are not an outcome of an equation but are defined by 
us as qualitative parameters through another value meter. 
Once again the adjacencies of land uses and roads generate 
a value based on their relationship. These values of 
relationships are defined by our research on the best known 
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practices. The parametric CATIA model is fed to 
modeFRONTIER to optimize for highest score and narrow 
its count to a desired percentage of the total. An initial 
population of 50 random designs was used through a 
generation of 10 to produce optimized design proposals 
(Figure 3). The intent behind this automated process is to 
create a tool that can be used not only for exploitation, but 
rather for exploration of new novel designs. Although we 
were expecting the road types to scatter randomly we 
realized that the high-performing results (Figure 4) that the 
workflow came up with, ended up presenting aspects of 
hierarchy and symmetry (e.g. same type of roads are parallel 
and next to each other). 

 

Figure 3. Graph of all the results of the second experiment.  

 

Figure 4. Selected designs from the automated  test of the second 
experiment. 

4. SIMULATION TOOLS 
The way we address urban simulation is through 

incorporating it to the design and optimization workflow, 
without using any additional software. A scripted method of 
calculating and scoring proximity relations as positive or 
negative is summarized by the value meter that directly 
affects the final design, and manages to turn architectural 
values and preferences into digits. This technique introduces 
the use of computation for solving qualitative aspects of 
social, cultural and urban problems in addition to 
quantitative technical issues. This can be part on a general 
debate of what defines the design of a successful city in the 
21st century. 

4.1. Value Meter 
The value-meter refers to the idea of preference and how 

this can be translated into computational knowledge. There 
are numerous examples of similar table-filling evaluation 
methods used in several sciences and urban planning over 
the past decades (Gawande 2006). Especially in the case of 
urban design, where no such thing as a global setup can be 
applied, it is important to find a way of letting the computer 
know what would be preferable each time, so that the 
proposals derived from the workflow can make sense on 
different contexts. Since urban design is primarily about 
relations of proximity of different land uses, our main goal 
became to create a tool through which the urban 
planner/architect could easily set his intentions in a simple 
workflow that can incrementally become more and more 
complex. In order to do so, we used a scoring system 
through which the user can transfer his preferences into the 
program. Through this system that we call value meter, the 
program (modeFRONTIER) will be capable to evaluate the 
result according to the designer's personal set of values. 

 The value meter was created by setting positive 
and negative scores for programmatic adjacencies, 
following a debate on what makes a successful city. The 
results of the debate are inserted to a table of values 
including the relationships between all the possible 
combinations (Figure 5). So, in the first experiment we 
made a list that contained all of the possible neighboring 
elements, such as residence next to residence, industry next 
to commercial etc. Then, the second thing that we defined 
was the range of possible scores. Generally, the range 
depends on the quantity of combinations that exist, and that 
is why in our case of a balanced system of four different 
elements, the range is a set of integers from ‘-2’ to ‘+2’. The 
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simulation setup is designed with the intelligence to avoid 
negative relationships and encourage positive ones in order 
to produce high-performing heterogeneous arrangements. 
Similarly, in the second experiment a table with 
combinations between land uses and road sizes is also 
designed (Figure 6) in order to define what kind of road will 
be preferably placed next to a particular land use. 

 

Figure 5. The value meter table of experiment 1. 

 

Figure 6. The value meter table of experiment 2. 

 Through the proximity setup that the experiment 
uses, the software (CATIA) can calculate all of the 
neighboring conditions and evaluate them according to our 
scoring system through a custom script. ModeFRONTIER is 
also set up to keep all these evaluations to high numbers. 
This way, the software constantly weighs all of the 
contradicting goals and comes up with several designs, 
while the generative algorithm (GA) tries to filter all the 
desired characteristics in order to satisfy the objectives and 
produce even better results. We realized during the process 
of the experiments that the generative algorithm (GA) 
needed a certain amount of time in order for to start learning 
how to produce a more successful design. Most likely the 
large numbers of 64 inputs with 16,777,216 possible design 

permutations were making it hard for the software to narrow 
down the optimized results early in the experiment. 
However, already after running the experiment for a random 
initial population of 50 for 20 generations with a MOGA-II 
algorithm, which corresponds to approximately 1.30 
minutes per iteration, modeFRONTIER came up with 
results that can be used in order to derive conclusions 
(Esteco Technical Report 2003-06).Obviously, running the 
experiment for longer would produce even better designs. 

4.2. Percentages 
In order to prevent the optimization software from 

converging towards one type of high-scoring relationship 
and additionally address the question of quantifying the land 
uses in an urban design, we created a group of percentage 
parameters in CATIA that represent the four land uses of the 
experiment. The reason behind this decision is that the ratios 
of land uses and program are critical to urban planning and 
most of the times define whether a proposal meets the 
necessary requirements. Since one of the major tendencies 
we observed in the designs that the workflow produced was 
the scattering of land uses across the master plan, it was 
hard to quickly quantify the land uses, which made the 
percentage output useful. 

Taking this to another level, these percentages are also 
set as objectives. For instance, we have set the program to 
optimize for 60% residential, 15% retail, 5% green spaces 
and 10% industry. To do that we use the formula: 

Percentage residential = abs(60% * total number-x) 

In this formula ‘x’ is the number of the produced 
residential blocks, and modeFRONTIER is being set to 
minimize this absolute difference so as to achieve this 
percentage. Another experiment would be to define only 
some of the land uses through percentages and leave others 
be processed by the optimization software in order to 
explore more possibilities and potentially come up with 
unexpected high-performing designs. Percentages can 
therefore obtain a double role, as they can contribute in the 
evaluation of the results or they can be set as goals, 
depending on the designer's needs. 

 We believe that the value meter combined with the 
percentages are powerful tools that are applicable to 
processes beyond the urban simulation approach. They are 
easily adjustable to several types of experiments, as 
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demonstrated in our case where they were used for different 
things in two subsequent experiments.  Although in each 
case the elements and the values were different, the process 
still worked successfully.  

5. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENT 
The proposed urban experiment can be incorporated 

into an urban design workflow including multi-objective 
optimization. Obviously, the grid is a generic model that can 
be customized in order to simulate particular situations. 
Some selected points of the grid can represent topographical 
or other pre-existing elements that need to stay intact from 
urban intervention. The extent of the grid can be adapted to 
the design problem as well. Although this particular phase 
of the project is made possible through the use of CATIA 
and its link to modeFRONTIER, it is easy to imagine an 
intermediate step to the experiment, including a link to 
Analytical Software such as GIS that will add to a more 
realistic simulation of spatial data and improve the final 
outcome. 

In addition, the system can potentially work in different 
urban scales with increasing precision. The first version of 
the experiment presented here is a simulation of general 
land uses, while the second is a study of densities. One can 
easily imagine a series of consequent experiments 
developing in detail the content of the building volume of 
the city through 3D optimization at the scale of building 
block. Applying the setup in specific urban contexts and 
taking into account the existing urban legislation can 
provide additional restrictions and opportunity for the setup 
of the urban experiment. For example, in the case of a 
fictional scenario of expanding New York's city plan, the 
general grid would optimize for R-Residence, C-
Commercial, M-Manufacturing, IH-Inclusionary Housing 
and L-special purpose districts.  The extended experiment 
(building block and density version) would take into 
account a set of existing regulations for the specific land 
uses, such as setback regulations, allowed types of program 
per land use, allowed building heights, mandatory void 
spaces and other related quantitative restrictions. 

 The ambition behind the automation of already 
established urban design strategies, apart from the rapid 
production of massive design permutations, is the 
production of possible unexpected high-performing results. 
This can lead to the development of different strategies, as it 
reduces the designers' predisposition towards received ideas 

about neighboring programs, densities, circulation networks 
etc at the early design stage. Of course, this doesn't mean 
that the workflow completely neutralizes their contribution 
to the produced urban form. After all, as already explained, 
the system is highly dependent on the architect's values 
(value meter and scoring systems) and will produce 
different results for different value setups. An initial setup 
valuing the relationship between industry and housing as 
positive will favor the neighboring of these two uses, 
although this is largely considered as unacceptable in terms 
of quality of life, but could be considered as desired in 
another type of industrial performance-based scenario.  

Though most of the process is automated, yet the 
final selection is based on data interpretation and the 
designer’s judgment. These non-automated filtering factors 
are mainly based on concepts such as viability, practicality, 
economy and even aesthetics. The automated process gives 
numerous design outcomes sorted by the evaluation criteria 
as generally high-performing in relation to the objectives, 
but cannot prioritize these objectives. This is where the 
designer’s critical ability and perspective must be employed 
again. 

 As a conclusion, this experimental workflow 
intends to create a balanced system of urban design in terms 
of computational objectivity and architectural 
predispositions or urban design policies. This exploration 
tool does not claim to present instant ideal solutions to 
urban design problems. On the contrary it aims to automate 
the process of urban design in a way that will allow for a 
more thorough exploration of the potential that lies in the 
highly normative urban space. Realizing the flexibility 
behind the topographical and regulative constraints would 
be succeeding this experiment. Interpreting and overlaying 
the results of the computation process to the usual manual 
methods would probably enrich and facilitate the process of 
urban design. 
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With the help of the value meter and 
the percentages let the program define 
a land use arrangement. 

Place agrid of a reasonable side over 
the area. 

Extract the natural or manmade 
external elements. 

Define area. 

Figure 7. Overview of the first experiment 
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Figure 8. Overview of the second experiment 

 

Combining the results of the two 
experiments. 

Optimizing the best arrangement of 
heights limitations depending on the 
roads’ traffic load. 

Distributing and optimizing different 
types of roads in relation to the 
previous arrangement of program. 

 

Manual tracking of the roads’ paths. 
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Abstract 
The main contribution of our work is in combining the 

methods for parametric urban design of highly specialized 
software such as CityEngine and general-purpose 
parametric modeling platform such as Grasshopper. Our 
work facilitates and prompts the use of parametric tools by 
architects and planners for urban design. In this paper we 
present a custom grasshopper component for street network 
generation and block subdivision. The component was 
developed in C# using the RhinoCommon SDK. We used 
Grasshopper for the development of an urban design 
proposal at a teaching exercise. To meet the requirements of 
the urban design project, additional functionalities had to be 
added to the range of existing Grasshopper components. In 
particular, we needed components for street network 
generation and block subdivision. To develop the 
component we implemented the street expansion strategies 
described in (Weber et al., 2009) and the methods for block 
subdivision described in (Vanegas et al., 2009). 
Additionally, we adapted and enhanced the strategies to 
meet the NURBS modeling capabilities of Rhinoceros.  

1. INTRODUCTION 
The process of urban design involves working with 

quantitative parameters that define elements constituting the 
design (e.g. buildings, open spaces etc.) and relations 
between these elements. In order to find an optimal solution 
for the configuration and arrangement of these elements, 
multiple scenarios must be generated and evaluated. Using 
parametric design methods it is possible to declare 
parameters of the elements. By assigning different values to 
the parameters one can generate different configurations.  

Mathematical equations are used to describe the 
relationships between elements in a parametric model. By 
associating information from the local context (building 
heights, proximity to the points of interest etc.) to the 
elements of the design model we can place the design within 
the local context. Once defined, a parametric model can be 
used to generate multiple design variations in a relatively 
short period of time.  

Most of the 3D modeling software used by architects 
today such as Rhinoceros, Maya or 3D Studio Max by 
default do not provide methods to handle contextual and site 
information required to support an urban design process. At 
the same time, software such as CityEngine - originally 
targeted at a different domain i.e. gaming and movie 
industries - presents various possibilities for creation of 
parametric urban environments. CityEngine is a procedural 
modeling tool based on shape grammars and targeted at the 
creation of large-scale urban environments. Buildings and 
streets are created parametrically via the software’s interface 
or from scratch through programming (Steino N., 2010). 
The implementation of methods from CityEngine within 
design software such as Rhinoceros and Grasshopper 
enables designers to take advantage of useful urban design 
strategies and algorithms. Coupled with NURBS modeling 
possibilities provided by Rhinoceros this approach allows 
designers to freely perform formal explorations. 

In our approach, parametric tools act as an aid for the 
design process. We develop additional Grasshopper 
components that solve problems at certain stages and scales 
of the design project. Therefore it is more useful to use a 
general-purpose parametric modeling environment such as 
Grasshopper. This is a disintegrative approach as described 
in (Derix, 2009) as opposed to the currently more dominant 
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paradigm of 'total integration', which can be observed in 
areas such as Building Information Modeling (BIM). The 
developed components integrate well with the existing 
components in Grasshopper. This allows using all the 
advantages offered by Grasshopper while also being able to 
integrate features otherwise only provided by expert 
software, in our case CityEngine. However, we do not aim 
to replace highly specialized software. This would be 
beyond our scope. Implementing many features of such 
software would lead to unacceptable performance 
bottlenecks within Grasshopper. In order to solve more 
complex urban design problems and to take full advantage 
of the features and performance of CityEngine, it would 
make more sense to communicate the latter through a 
Grasshopper component. The Geco component library that 
seamlessly interfaces Grasshopper with Ecotect shows that 
the connection between expert software and Grasshopper is 
not only possible but also opens a new range of possibilities 
such as feedback loops at an early design stage.  

2. RELATED WORK 
Our work is most closely related to parametric urban 

design.  In our current research work within a teaching 
exercise we enhance methods for the parametric urban 
design that have been previously developed during a 
Master’s research tenure.  One of the main challenges that 
have been faced during the Master’s design research was the 
lack of reasonable methods for street network generation 
and block subdivision. The recent works by (Weber et al., 
2009) and (Vanegas et al., 2009) describe methods for street 
network generation and block subdivision respectively. 
Both methods are well documented. Moreover, they are 
both integrated in CityEngine and as they confront a large 
audience were extensively tested for usability. (Weber et al., 
2009) describe their expansion strategy as embedded in an 
urban simulation environment. The position, length and 
orientation of a street segment are therefore not a product of 
coincidence. They follow the most promising parameters of 
an evaluation procedure. However,  the presented work does 
not contain any evaluation procedure. Nevertheless it was 
proven in (Weber et al., 2009) that evaluation of the 
network is feasible and therefore an integration of the 
procedure would be possible in future enhancements. The 
block subdivision procedure of (Vanegas et al., 2009) was 
tailored for user interaction. Its behavior is consistent when 
facing user interaction. It allows local control and flexibility 
in the subdivision process.  The exposure to a large 

audience, perspectives for improvement, thorough 
documentation as well as flexibility lead to the decision of 
selecting both of the presented strategies.  

Software which we use during the design process, i.e. 
the Grashopper plug-in for Rhinoceros, does not provide 
methods to solve specific urban design problems. However, 
Grasshopper is a general-purpose parametric design 
platform which allows the extension of the existing 
component range with C# or VB .NET using the 
RhinoCommon SDK. Thus, it was possible for us to 
develop new components for street network generation and 
block-subdivision based on the work of (Weber et al., 2009) 
and (Vanegas et al., 2009). Both methods from (Weber et 
al., 2009) and (Vanegas et al., 2009) are implemented within 
CityEngine. In our opinion, the implementation of methods 
from CityEngine within a modeling environment that is 
commonly used in architectural design practice such as 
Rhinoceros would facilitate the use of powerful urban 
design tools by architects and urban planners. 

In the remainder of this paper we describe results of the 
Master thesis design research - which will serve as a 
benchmark for the actual research work. In the next section 
we explain the implementation of (Vanegas et al., 2009) and 
(Weber et al., 2009) within Grasshopper. Then we illustrate 
the results (and possible optimization strategies) with an 
example of our students’ work and a case study. We 
conclude with the discussion of results and our intentions 
for the future work. 

3. PREVIOUS RESULTS 
The goal of the research work performed during the 

Master tenure was to develop a parametric urban design 
system that would use information from the local context to 
drive the proliferation on the project site in Moscow, 
Russia. A series of computational tools using Rhinoscript 
was developed during the research. These tools use distance 
to the influencing elements as a driver to achieve 
differentiation and to articulate building geometry on a 
project site. The base setup includes a grid of points and an 
influencing element. The influencing elements become the 
immediate context of the site such as transportation nodes, 
park, roads and river. The base setup includes a grid of 
points and an influencing element (Figure 1, a). The variety 
offered by the computational tools includes shifting the 
position of points on the grid, creating connections with its 
neighboring points, scaling of elements and rotation all in  
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Figure 1. a. Initial point grid setup b. Point shift c. Orientation                     
d. Connectivity e. Voronoi subdivision f. Geometry in Voronoi cell  

proportion with the distance value of each point from the 
influencing element (Figure 1, a,b,c,d). Voronoi is used as a 
method for space subdivision (Figure 1: e). Each Voronoi 
cell obtains additional geometric information, which defines 
a form of a future building (Figure 1, f). These tools are 
applied to the project site in Moscow, Russia. The 
application of the computational tools resulted in the urban 
design proposal illustrated in Figure 2. 

   

Figure 2.  Final urban design proposal 

The results of the Master research project proves the 
ability of computational tools to generate a great variety of 
building forms differentiated in response to the local 
context. However, the computational design method 
developed during the Master tenure has to be improved in 
order to be applied in real-world urban design practice. One 
of the main weaknesses of the proposed method is the 

 

 

absence of a convincing method for street network 
generation. The computational tool, which generates 
connections between points does not reflect any real-world 
information except for the proximity to certain influencing 
elements. It is neither possible to control the line length that 
connects the points nor the angle between lines. At some 
spots overlaps occur and the pattern has to be altered 
manually. Moreover, in our project a point defines the 
location of a building, which means that the connectivity 
lines bump into the building. Thereby we used the 
connectivity method as an analysis tool to illustrate the 
accessibility on the site. However, this method cannot be 
used to produce an actual road network. The same applies to 
Voronoi cell boundaries, which in fact represent the 
boundaries of the building geometry, hence can serve as a 
street network. Nevertheless, the resulting pattern is far 
from being realistic and can hardly be used for real world 
design tasks.  

Taking further the idea of using local context as a driver 
for proliferation on the project site we organized a teaching 
exercise. During this exercise the students were asked to 
develop an urban design proposal using parametric tools for 
a university campus in India. They had to investigate local 
topography, climate conditions, existing infrastructure and 
so on and to extract parameters that would control the urban 
design. Due to time limitations it was not possible for the 
students to develop the final urban design proposal. 
Therefore, they were combined in small groups, each group 
concentrating on a specific topic. The generation of a street 
network was one of the major tasks as it was a starting point 
for the design project. It was also a point of interest to 
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investigate further in the Master’s research work. We 
developed our own Grasshopper component library for 
street network generation and block subdivision based on 
(Vanegas et al. 2009) and (Weber et al. 2009) which was 
used by the students during their work on the design project. 
In the next sections we will discuss the details of each of the 
custom components and will share some results of the 
student research. 

4. COMPONENT LIBRARY 
C# in Visual Studio 2008 in conjunction with the 

RhinoCommon SDK and Grasshopper base libraries were 
used to develop the presented component library. It consists 
of four components: three street network generation 
components and one block subdivision component. Each 
component provides a set of additional input parameters, 
which are described in section 4.1. and 4.2. 

4.1. Street Network 
The strategy used for the street network generation is 

largely inspired by (Weber et al., 2009) and adapted to the 
capabilities of the RhinoCommon SDK. The RhinoCommon 
SDK provides support for NURBS. Therefore it was 
possible to extend the functionalities of the algorithms to 
support the latter. Following input parameters are shared 
among the three street network components (Figure 3): 

• minLength: The minimal length of a street 
segment 

• maxLength: The maximal length of a street 
segment 

• deviation: The mean deviation angle applied to 
the desired direction of the street 

• minDist: If two junctions are within this 
distance, they snap together. This avoids very 
close, undesired junctions 

• growthSteps: A number of growth steps 

• seed: Allows for setting of different seed values 
in order to create different solutions based on 
the same input 

• startPoints: A set of points from which the 
street network starts to grow 

 

Figure 3. Three street network components 

By default, all input parameters are set to meaningful 
initial values. This results in a simple street network. Since 
Grasshopper allows users to get real-time feedback on 
parameter changes, one quickly gets an understanding of 
how variations influence the outcome. While the above 
parameters are available in all three street network 
components, two of them include additional inputs: 

• A curve representing the boundary of the 
project site. 

• A set of curves representing existing roads to 
be integrated in the street network 

All three components provide the same output parameters: 

• The generated street segments as a set of line-like 
curves. 

• A set of closed curves representing urban blocks. 

• The corner points of the street blocks grouped 
correspondingly to the block they belong to. 

Street segments can be used to build street profiles. 
Block boundaries can be used for a further subdivision with 
the corresponding component to derive a building geometry.  
Corner points of the third output can be used to articulate 
the open space and build geometry at a more local scale. 

On a logical level the street network is represented as a 
set of street segments (edges) and junctions (nodes). In 
terms of Graph Theory, a graph can be described as            
G = (E;N), where E is a set of edges and N a set of nodes. 
While a publically available graph library (Quickgraph) was 
tested, the implementation uses a custom graph library to 
stay lightweight in terms of memory and dependencies. 
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4.2. Block Subdivision 
The block subdivision component provides a way to 

subdivide closed curves from the street network into sub-
regions. 

          

Figure 4. Block subdivision component 

The implementation is based on the algorithm described 
in (Vanegas et al., 2009) for block subdivision. According 
to (Vanegas et al., 2009) the algorithm represents blocks as 
polylines. The algorithm is adapted to support the NURBS 
curves. It proceeds by taking a closed base curve, usually 
the one representing a block. The block is then subdivided 
into two curves, which together form the shape of the base 
curve. The same procedure is recursively applied to the 
resulting sub-curves in order to create a further subdivision. 
We use the proposition of (Aliaga et al., 2009) to use 
oriented bounding rectangles as guide shape for the process. 
The minimal bounding rectangle is calculated. Further, the 
bounding rectangle is divided at the mid section of the 
longer side. The section line is used for dividing the 
corresponding curve into two sub-curves. In order to find 
the minimal oriented bounding rectangles of a polyline, an 
adaption of the rotating calipers algorithm was applied 
(Toussaint, 1983). While the rotating calipers algorithm uses 
polyline edges to calculate the bounding rectangles for each 
iteration, different angle offsets from the base orientation 
were used to calculate a number of oriented bounding 
rectangles. The one with the smallest area forms the 
minimal bounding rectangle. The algorithm is illustrated in 
Figure 5. 

Two inputs are required to define a subdivision process: 

• A closed curve 

• A natural number representing the number of 
division steps 

The process results in 2n curves, n>0 being the number of 
division steps.  

 

Figure 5. Subdivide curve 

In the next section we present the work of our students 
and a case study, which illustrate possible implications of 
the component library in the design process. 

5. RESULTS 

5.1. Student work 
Two students, Matthias Knuser and Tobias 

Wullschleger, used the component library in conjunction 
with other component libraries in Grasshopper to develop an 
urban design proposal for the university campus. Based on a  
terrain height and slope analysis they, yet manually, define 
primary roads. The location of major functions, such as the 
convention center, faculty buildings, housing as well as 
sport centers, is defined following the analysis part. 
Accompanying functions distribute independently around 
the major functions, e.g. faculty lounges near faculty 
offices; cafeterias near student rooms, lecture halls, offices, 
conference areas, etc. In order to distribute these functions, 
the whole organization diagram was translated into a spring-
mass-system (Kangaroo) where the spring length represents 
desired distances between the core functions. A secondary 
street network is generated with the street network 
component taking into consideration slope analysis and 
functional distribution. The A* path-finding algorithm is 
used for finding the shortest paths interconnecting the major 
functions. Path lengths are used to evaluate the fitness of a 
road network. Evolutionary algorithms (Galapagos) are 
used to optimize the solution (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Shortest paths between major functions 

5.2. A case study 
The following case study illustrates the application of 

the developed component library for urban design. We 
demonstrate how to address local factors such as site 
boundaries, natural constraints (parks, lakes, forests) and 
existing infrastructure. Dimensions and parameters used in 
this case study do not reflect any real world parameters. 
They merely serve as a proof of concept to show how a 
parametric urban layout can be set up. 

Figure 7 illustrates a possible initial setup with existing 
roads in black, forest / park area in green and a body of 
water in blue. The red closed curve serves as site boundary. 
The generated streets remain within this boundary. Two 
points serve as distinct starting points for the network 
generation. Different street lengths and deviation values are 
assigned to each of the points. 

  

Figure 7. Initial setup 

This results in two distinct network topologies. These 
topologies automatically merge during the generation 
process. Moreover, existing roads and site boundaries are 
taken into account when the street network is generated.  
The site boundaries are altered by calculating the region 
difference between site boundaries and the forest on the 
right. This prevents the generation of streets in the forest. 
Figure 8 shows the generated network.  

 

Figure 8. Generated street network 

Existing roads are seamlessly weaved into the network 
and the latter stays within the site boundaries whereas park 
and water body are excluded. The CurvesSplitIntersect 
component of the StructDrawRhino plug-in helps to split the 
roads at the park and water body boundary respectively. 
Road segments within these areas are removed with 
appropriate Grasshopper components. The boundaries are 
integrated into the network and serve as block borders 
(Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9. Altered street network 

In the next step we define three different areas (Figure 
10), which can represent areas with different land values. 
On an abstract level they represent three different regions, 
which in this case are used for informing the lot area sizes.  

 

Figure 10. Areas with different land values (in pink) 

Surface areas of the existing street blocks are therefore 
measured. Then, considering area type, the number of 
subdivision steps is estimated to achieve a lot area close to 
already defined goal area. The block subdivision component 
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then splits the block area into lots. A mixed usage is attained 
in the overlapping areas (Figure 11).  

 

Figure 11. Block subdivision according to the area 

A parameter representing the gross floor area is then 
assigned to each of the areas. From that point, the floor area 
for each lot is calculated. This informs the building height 
(Figure 12). Building colors reflect the building intensity 
described in (Berghauser and Haupt, 2010). The presented 
parametric urban system reacts to changes of initial 
conditions such as site boundaries, position, size and 
number of water bodies or parks, shape and number of 
existing roads. While the system responds to these changes, 
it seeks to maintain desired gross floor areas for the 
different functional regions. The parametric nature of the 
model allows testing different scenarios within a short 
period of time.  While Grasshopper is intrinsically 
parametric, the component library for the street network 
generation and block subdivision add the missing link to 
create urban layouts in Grasshopper. Figure 13 illustrates 
the combination of Rhino modeling features together with a 
generated street layout.  

 

Figure 12. Building volumes 

 

Figure 13. Rhino geometry 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
We presented a method for parametric street network 

generation and block subdivision in Grasshopper.  The 
possibilities of street network generation and block 
subdivision allows the user to combine procedural street 
generation and parametric design abilities of Grasshopper.  

Performance of the street network component must be 
further optimized. One reason for unsatisfying performance 
on a technical level is the representation of the street 
network as a directed graph as well as an undirected graph. 
The latter is used for determining the cycles representing 
street blocks. Double implementation leads to performance 
bottlenecks and large memory use when applied at bigger 
urban scale. We managed to utilize the component for urban 
designs at the scale of a university campus (approx 80 
hectares), but its application at the larger scale is not yet 
possible in Grasshopper. Another point for improvement is 
the cycle finding process. For certain street network 
configurations we fail to find all the cycles, which form 
street blocks. As a result, it is difficult to include an entirely 
parametric model on the block level, which would react to 
changes of the street network. A method to find all the 
required cycles in a consistent manner has to be introduced.  

By combining both the components for street network 
and block subdivision as well as other Grasshopper 
components, we were able to create hierarchical patterns. 
The incorporation of a standard graph library would allow 
the application of graph algorithms such as Dijkstra, Prim 
and Kruskal  (Dijkstra, 1959; Prim, 1957; Kruskal, 1956). 
This would open up a new range of possibilities such as 
calculation of shortest paths and distances between points 
along the street network. In section 5 we presented an 
attempt to calculate the shortest path using the A* path-
finding algorithm. Important urban indicators such as  
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network density and other indicators described in 
(Berghauser and Haupt, 2010) could be directly calculated.. 
Direct evaluation and comparison of different solutions 
would be possible. 

The subdivision component generally works well. Up 
to ten subdivision steps leading to 1024 subcurves still 
maintain the interactivity within the performance boundaries 
imposed by Rhino and Grasshopper.  The recursive nature 
of the algorithm generates subcurves of order 2n. Alternative 
methods must be developed to achieve a variety in both 
subcurve geometry and their number. 

In our future work we will concentrate on the 
development of evaluation and optimization methods for the 
street network generated by the components. All 
components currently work on a plane. It would be useful to 
incorporate terrain information, e.g. to create more 
meaningful networks by taking into consideration the 
slope/landscape variations. The introduction of local context 
information as illustrated in the case study or the shortest 
path algorithms applied by students are examples of 
optimization strategies.  
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Abstract 
Urban Design is a multi-objective task. Traditionally, 

urban spaces are designed hierarchically; organizational 
inputs are idealized uniquely, and negotiated through 
sequential overlay. In our investigation, parametric 
modeling (with the software application Catia) and 
evolutionary optimization employing genetic algorithms 
(with the software application Mode Frontier) enable the 
exploration of a non-linear design space whereby multiple 
objectives may be optimized concurrently. This paper 
describes an experiment that builds from prior research in 
multi-objective optimization of architectural design and 
applies that workflow to multi-objective optimization in 
urban design. The experiment employs given constraints, 
custom procedural algorithms and genetic algorithms to 
examine a wide design space and identify designs that 
perform well in multiple arenas. Design, data and latent 
influences are exposed and negotiated quantitatively to 
render topological variation through optimization. By using 
multi-objective optimization we define and apply 
quantitative metrics in order to examine the potential for a 
new workflow in urban design. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The context of our research elaborates on the recent 

work of David Benjamin and Ian Keogh in Multi-Objective 
Optimization in Architectural Design (Keough and 
Benjamin 2010). Benjamin and Keough created an 
automated workflow that linked parametric modeling 
(Catia), structural analysis through a custom-designed 
software (Catbot) and a multi-objective optimization engine 
(Mode Frontier). Their workflow was used to compute 
multiple architectural design permutations and aid as a tool 

to evaluate those designs. Building on their investigations 
and gained knowledge, we hope to broaden the potential 
influence of this workflow to include urban design. Our 
research does not integrate the structural analysis loop but 
uses parametric software and a multi-objective optimization 
at the scale of the city. Our experiment abstracts buildings to 
basic geometric primitives such as cylinders in order to 
study programmatic and spatial relationships. We outline 
the importance of the definition of metrics for the success of 
the experiment and discuss how explicit metrics could 
influence current practices in urban design.  

Urban design concerns the arrangement, design and 
functionality of cities. The discipline traverses many fields 
and interests such as architecture, urban planning, 
construction, politics, economics, real estate development, 
environmental systems and social theory. In some cases, 
urban design is influenced disproportionately by one or 
more of these fields, or by a particular stakeholder. In other 
cases, early decisions may have a much stronger influence 
than later decisions. In yet other cases, decisions may be 
made to satisfy each objective in sequence, which rules out 
some possible design results. As an alternative to these 
examples, we propose a workflow of multi-objective 
optimization in which many design criteria are evaluated 
simultaneously, with relatively equal influence.  

Optimization software computes a parametric model 
through its range of possible permutations to find a set of 
high-performance designs. The application of this technique 
is novel in the context of urban design. In engineering, 
architecture and product design, optimization is often tied to 
simulation software such as finite element analysis 
(Kicinger et al. 2005). Inputs are identifiable and 
quantifiable; permitted tolerances are determined specific to 
the project, or are taken from known rules of thumb. Using 
primarily known materials, practices and tolerances for 
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inputs, the workflow often produces designs that are both 
novel and high performance (Koza et al. 2003).  

Often in urban design, projects are developed 
hierarchically; organizational inputs are idealized uniquely, 
and negotiated through sequential overlay. Complex 
problems in urban design may present multiple primary 
design factors to multiple invested parties (Galster et al. 
2001). The strength of the computational process is the 
software’s ability to evaluate multiple objectives 
concurrently and render a range of high-performance 
designs. 

There are many quantitative factors to be considered in 
the urban design process. Zoning; program; density; solar 
gain; shadow projections; wind velocity, location to city 
service points for energy, water, and waste collection; traffic 
flow and projected economic revenue are just a few of the 
factors involved in the process. Furthermore, there are often 
qualitative factors that are addressed in urban design; they 
can include quality of life, cultural distinction and 
aesthetics. These qualitative factors require metrics for 
design and critical evaluation. Urban design lays the 
foundation for the new buildings, public spaces and services 
that shape our lives.  

New technologies enable new workflows to address the 
complexity of urban design projects. Automated genetic 
algorithms have been used to exploit parametric 
permutations by generating, evaluating and improving the 
performance of possible design options (Keller 2006). This 
workflow is not geared toward a specific task; it is a tool to 
aid reflective, responsible design practice. 

2. WORKFLOW 
Our workflow begins with a set of constraints, generates 

design permutations through custom procedural algorithms 
and evolves high-performing designs through genetic 
algorithms. Beginning with design constraints is a familiar 
launching point for architects and urban designers. Given 
constraints can include the site, existing infrastructures, 
services, budgets and legal parameters. Identifying and 
drawing the given constraints create the initial environment 
in which to operate.  

Inputs are identified through conversation with involved 
parties. An input is any quantifiable factor, specified by an 
acceptable range that would support a desired state or 
objective. For example: Input: building height range 50’–

75’. Ideal building height = 75’. Objective: maximize 
building height. 

Once given constraints and inputs have been identified, 
they may be drawn or modeled digitally using parametric 
software (Catia). The custom procedural algorithm is the 
Catia script. The architect or urban designer writes this 
script. In doing so, he or she sets up the relationships 
between the inputs and the parameters that can affect their 
values. The designer may also set up rules to further 
articulate relationships between design parameters 
(example: when x is 2, y is 0.5x). The role of the designer is 
to identify and create the morphological identity of the 
inputs. Using the custom procedural script, the designer 
builds the domain of influence of the genetic algorithm, 
setting the breadth of the potential design space (Figure 1). 

The design of a good experiment establishes clear design 
metrics, bases input parameters upon valid data, is 
procedural in its modeling techniques and enables the 
genetic algorithm to explore a wide design space through 
the custom procedural script. 

Connected to scripting is the notion of State Change. 
State Change is a function of an If/Then condition. That is 
to say that if x is true, proceed with State A, if y is true, 
proceed with State B, etc. The State can effect 
morphological or topological changes in the design. State 
Change widens design space in that it enables the algorithm 
to explore possible relationships and design permutations 
that would not necessarily occur to the independent 
designer. 

Once the model, parametric relationships and script are 
set, the Catia file is linked to the optimization software, 
Mode Frontier. Mode Frontier is an evolutionary 
computational software that employs a genetic algorithm as 
a search heuristic to generate multiple design permutations. 
It differs from stochastic search in that it learns from ratings 
of previous permutations. Specifically, our experiment 
employed the MOGA-II. MOGA-II is a scheduler based on 
a multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) designed for 
fast Pareto convergence. MOGA II supports directional 
crossover, implements elitism, enforces user-defined 
constraints and allows Steady State evolution. Mode 
Frontier starts initially with a random population of input 
parameters. Through generational growth, it evaluates the 
results of each cycle to ultimately reach a set of designs that 
offer the best possible outputs for the objectives. For each 
permutation, Mode Frontier generates data sets that the 
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designer can then evaluate and compare with other 
permutations of the experiment. 

 

Figure 1. Workflow diagram specifying each agent’s role in the process.  

 

Within Mode Frontier, objectives are set for the 
experiment. An objective is a value to which the outputs 
should be optimized. It can be set to “minimize” or 
“maximize” global parameters, or at specific target. The 
objectives articulate the purpose of the experiment. When 
defining metrics for the objectives, it is possible to create 
conditions that produce competing objectives. Competing 
objectives are ones where the conditions champion the 
maximum performance of one objective and diminish the 
performance of another. Establishing the objectives involves 
design decisions that are as crucial as the design of the 
inputs. 

In setting up the experiment, it is the role of the designer 
to clearly construct the metrics by which the inputs are 
evaluated. In the case of urban design, objectives can be 
based on known rules of thumb. Objectives may also be 
developed as a way of quantifying less mathematical inputs 
such as quality of life or aesthetics. Often both types of 
metrics play a role in the experiment (DeLanda 2002). 
Defining metrics to evaluate design creates a new workflow 
and design culture in many ways: 

(i) Each design must begin with the question: what are 
the necessary inputs for urban design? What does it 
take to plan a great city? 

(ii) It challenges the architect or designer to set a range of 
acceptable parameters for each possible case, 
identifying and expanding the definition of what 
makes a “good” design. 

(iii) The explicit definition of metrics lessens the 
importance of subjective preconceptions in the design 
process. Once rules are established, design evaluation 
can be more critical and thorough. This novel 
approach could identify high-performance designs that 
reach beyond established practices. 

(iv) By re-programming design methodology, this new 
workflow opens up conversation with representative 
stakeholders, designers, engineers, investors and 
community members early on. 

To adequately address the numerous variables involved 
in urban design, the initial setup of experiment is 
paramount.   

For our experiment, we decided to focus on five inputs 
that we believe to be influential for the urban design of 
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Masdar, UAE: program, density, proximity and mixed-use 
quality. 

In terms of computational resources, we have found that 
with a PC computer (Intel® Core™ Quad CPU, 4GB RAM) 
running for 24 hours, with 5 inputs, we can evolve 1,500 
design permutations. Increased inputs, model complexity 
and wider parameter ranges could warrant longer 
computation times, networked processing or the 
organization of multiple experiments.  

3. MASDAR 2.0 (BETA) 
Masdar is a new city being constructed 17 km east-

southeast of Abu Dhabi. Masdar aims to be a highly 
efficient, sustainable, zero-carbon, zero-waste ecology 
development, relying entirely on solar energy and renewable 
resources (Adrian Smith and Gordon Gill Architecture 
2010). Beginning Tabula Rasa, the design of the city invites 
not only questions of efficient operational practices but also 
an optimistic interrogation into the factors involved in 
creating an 21st century city. We hope to develop 
programmatic distribution for Masdar that not only can be 
evaluated by measurable criteria but also to create a new 
workflow and design culture.  

This case study involves the use of two existing software 
applications: Catia and Mode Frontier. The morphology of 
the experiment is abstracted: points, circles, cylinders and 
color are used diagrammatically to represent relationships of 
program, density, proximity and mixed-use quality    
(Figure 2). 

The procedure starts with a set of fixed nodes as given 
constraints. For this test the fixed nodes are based on the 
existing transportation system. These nodes are transit 
stations that have already been planned and constructed in 
Masdar. The previous master plan also used these hubs as a 
primary factor of influence. 

In Catia, as part of the custom procedural algorithm, we 
generated a field of potential program locations. We used 
100 possible locations. The spacing and number of nodes in 
this field are influential for the overall design output. It is 
the responsibility of the designer to set these constraints 
during the experiment.  

The genetic algorithm in Mode Frontier creates 25 
random points at the possible locations. The distance from 
all the points to all the nodes is measured through the 
custom procedural algorithm, and points are ranked in 

accordance with their node proximity. A list is generated for 
each node of its sequentially adjacent five points.  

 

 

Figure 2. General setup of the experiment. 

For the identified five programs or inputs, a nodal 
hierarchy is established by the designer (Figure 3). This 
determines which program should be placed closest to its 
node and thereon. This hierarchy can determine the 
conceptual base for the city. For our case study we defined 
three nodal hierarchies that were of interest to us. In Mode 
Frontier, State Change was employed to determine the 
nodal hierarchy of the given fixed point. This allowed the 
genetic algorithm to create a variety of urban spaces, 
widening the design space and enabling potentially 
unforeseen optimizations for our given inputs. Ratios of 
total program area of urban space to inhabitants were 
established. A set of rules was established for proximities 
between programs.  
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Figure 3.  Nodal hierarchies determine the programmatic ordering 
sequence of geometry created during the experiment. 

The proportion of programs within the same urban type 
is defined by stacking the new programs onto the previously 
extruded iteration. The hierarchy of programs is consistently 
valued according to the vertical distance from the 
transportation hubs (fixed nodes). This looping of 
programmatic distribution affects the degree of mixed-use 
program within a building and its neighborhood.  

Open space is defined in the experiment as the space at 
grade that is not assigned to a building program. Open space 
includes public space, green space, right of way and all 
circulation space for vehicles and pedestrians. 

Program and circulation space are simultaneously and 
jointly optimized. The custom procedural algorithm also 
aims to embrace a planning model that overcomes 
traditional 20th-century zoning. Taking the perspective of 
developers, neighborhoods are classified according to 
adaptability of program combinations to height and potential 
for economic development.  

Following the algorithmic computation, Mode Frontier 
returns data on each permutation’s inputs, outputs and 
objectives. This data can be used in Mode Frontier to 
generate 4D bubble graphs and data charts. Using both 
visual (4D bubble graphs) and numerical (data charts) data, 
the designer can look for trends and high-performance 
results within an iterative process. An Utopia Point is the 
point on the graph where all objectives would be idealized. 
A Pareto curve is the set of all best designs. The experiment 
plays competing objectives against one another. It may not 
be possible to idealize every objective, but rather to 
establish a range of designs that achieve high threshold of 
performance for multiple objectives. Here, the designer re-
enters the design process to evaluate influence of the urban 
design factors and weigh the best designs. Unlike multi-
objective optimization in engineering fields, we aim to 
produce a range of high-performance designs that may be 
further evaluated post-computation by designers. This 

strives to champion the best possible design for the specific 
situation. 

Our experiment returned a set of 62 best designs (Pareto 
designs). Each one achieved high performance for one or 
more objectives. Our initial objectives were to cluster 
commercial properties, disperse retail, maximize the ground 
floor area of residential properties and minimize the overall 
circulation space of Masdar at grade (Figure 4). 

 

 

Figure 4. Predictions for each objective individually considered. 

Upon examining the Pareto designs we found that three 
best-fit categories emerged: Best Clustering, Best Area 
Coverage and Best Overall. For Best Clustering, Design 
1493 exhibited the closest proximity values of commercial 
properties and the best dispersement of retail properties  
specified in our objectives. The clumping of commercial 
and dispersement of retail created two identifiable business 
districts, though it performed less well in overall site 
coverage. For the Best Coverage category, Design 1244 
covered more total area than any other design and showed 
the maximum ground coverage of residential program. Best 
Clustering and Best Coverage are competing objectives; it 
would be impossible to optimize 100 percent for both. Our 
ambition was to explore designs that performed as best as 
possible for these categories. 

The Best Overall permutation, Design 1177, performed 
well in clustering. In this case, two dense commercial areas 
are apparent, retail is reasonably dispersed, and there is a 
high presence of residential program at grade, and a high 
total coverage of land area, as prescribed by our initial input 
of factors. Design 1177 was chosen as the best-fit design of 
the experiment (Figures 5, 6 and 7).  
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Figure 5. Design 1493: closer analysis.  

 
Figure. 6. Design 1244: closer analysis. 

 

Figure 7. Design 1177: closer analysis. 

The purpose of this experiment is to challenge traditional 
urban design hierarchies in order to obtain novel district 
types. The optimal design shows the presence of a 
traditional, high-rise district, with single-use buildings at the 
periphery with a mid-rise mixed-use development close to 
the center.  Here, residential areas stack on top of 
institutional or commercial areas.  Institutional areas stack 
on retail areas. A low-rise mixed-use city center that shows 
residential developments stacked on top of commercial or 
institutional development could be seen as a novel district 
arrangement. This solution also shows a gentle gradient in 
building aspect ratios between high, mid, and low-rise 
developments. 

4. NEXT STEPS 
Masdar 2.0 (beta) illustrates our initial set of 

experiments with programmatic optimization in urban 
design. We would like to extend this experiment to include 
different inputs within an optimization workflow. As part of 
our future work, we can consider additional types of inputs 
such as building, block and city morphology, circulation 
systems, city services, land value and potential economic 
optimizations as they relate to urban form and social inputs. 
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Each type of input will require the definition of a metric by 
which they will be evaluated. Each type of input can be 
tested to compare how the input will perform in an 
environment of multi-objective optimization. This process is 
ideal if automated-testing returns results that are otherwise 
unattainable by traditional processes. It is possible that 
certain types of inputs are more suited to this process than 
others. We would like to test not only how different types of 
inputs can be optimized, but also how each type could 
perform in a multi-type, multi-objective experiment.  

In our research, we discovered two potential limitations 
to optimization. The first is that the design of a good 
experiment is crucial. The design inputs must be valid. The 
parametric model and custom procedural script must be 
designed to enable the genetic algorithm to explore a wide 
design space. The experiment must also be designed to 
methodically and realistically return convincing results. The 
second concerns computational power. Succinctness in 
modeling and in defining parametric relationships can help 
control the computational needs of the experiment. 
Exponentially more computational power is needed as 
accuracy increases, approaching reality.  

We recognize that urban design is viewed through many 
different lenses and must perform according to various 
criteria. The type of input or comparison of types of inputs 
can frame the scope of the experiment. It is important to be 
able to create the ability to test for as many different factors 
as are involved in urban design so that the conversation 
surrounding the potential design can be inclusive. 

5. CONCLUSION 
Building on previous research, we have adapted, applied 

and automated an existing workflow for optimization in 
architecture to urban design. Using the experiment’s unique 
given constraints, we designed a specific parametric model, 
custom procedural algorithm and optimization objectives to 
create a new type of design experiment and broaden the 
potential influence a multi-objective workflow to other 
fields. Our workflow was executed on typical hardware (PC 
computers) using existing software without any previous 
advance knowledge of scripting, Engineering Knowledge 
Language or the function of genetic algorithms. The 
workflow requires the experiment itself to be well designed 
in order to be an advantageous tool.  Depending on the 
number of inputs, input ranges and influences, complexity 
of the model, possible States, and overall scope, the 
experiment will require a specific design. The authorship of 

the design workflow is of great importance; it frames not 
only the parameters of the experiment but also the design 
project itself. The goal is to design a design space large 
enough to compute and return design possibilities that 
would otherwise be impossible to come to independently 
and to control the scope of the experiment so that it is 
possible to compute with typical hardware. The design of 
multiple experiments that build on one another is possible 
and interesting. The author must understand how factors 
relate to one another within a given experiment and 
throughout possibly multiple experiments. The experiment 
is only as good as the data and the design of the experiment 
itself. 

The use of a functionalist algorithm may contribute to 
the development of a 21st century aesthetic. This new 
methodology does not rest uniquely on morphological 
output of data. The designer can define the metrics by which 
the data is evaluated, how that data is expressed and the 
possible ranges and potential interactions across the design 
space. The choice is to control more rigorously the factors 
that contribute to design practice and imagine new 
possibilities in design and workflow. 

Automated optimization processes do not produce a 
single best design but a range of high-performance designs. 
The output data of the experiment must be evaluated and 
judged by the parties involved. High-performance results 
that are surprising tend to expose latent assumptions 
embedded in design culture. In this exploration we seek to 
open a conversation about what makes a great urban design 
within the context of measurable factors. A more 
collaborative, accountable and quantifiable methodology in 
urban design will change the way developments, 
neighborhoods and cities are built. We believe that by 
bringing explicit factors of urban design to the table we can 
rigorously discuss why a particular design or approach may 
be favored over another. By openly discussing design 
priorities we can learn how to create more ideal places to 
live, work and play.  
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